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PREFACE

THIS STAFF REPORT covers recommendations for action;
describes the,principle1 on whin the recommendations are
bised, and provides background on both the process of deVel-

,

opment within the yederdlCouncil On the Aging and relevant
recommendations andactionby other government and non-govern:

- ment 'organizations.

It attempts to capture the observations. and views of
many. organizations and indivicNals, academicians,'Ioracti\
tioners, and citizens including the elderly.. In some
instandesL4he Council solicited these views. In a gratify
ink number of cases, however, individuals -- having. heard
of the'Ciouncil's 'efforts--- were stimulated to contact
members and staff to volunteer their own'reactions and
experiences.

`Because future services to older people must be
provided within the existing fram4rork of services by addi-
tion or substitution -- all requiring. change and adjuitment
-= theFCAlhai- had to look most carefully at that existing-
framewoik, an often sontradictqry overlapping, complex
fiefdom of shredded and gapping services,, group copcerds,
Ad action.

. 1

4
9 The Report records specific actions-takencby the Council'

on issues considered by the' members-in.official session. The
,rest of the material necessarily reflects the, perspective of
the author,'Cleonice Tavani. She served as staff 'director of
the Federal Council qn the. Aging since the CounCil's inception,

.

in 1973'to-August, 1978.
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FOREWARD

In its first Annual Report issued in 1,975, the Council

identified as priority concern that group among the elder-

ly -- usually the oldest of olderAmericans -- with an

accumulation of .health, social, economic and environmental

problems which impede their -independent livpig to the extent

that they need continuing personal assistance.

D1.23.ing the past four years, (prior to, this publication

date) ,the first threeunder the leadership of Monsignor

Charles Fahey, then Chairmap.of the Task-Force birthe Frail

Ekderly,.and.the past year under the direction of Fernando

Torres-Gil, the Council developed a conceptual framework

within which to make a determination of a national' policy

regarding services to the frail elderly. As noted in previous

reports, the Council claims nospecial-originality for the

name. It was selected becAuse of the need for a dramatic
4'term to fbcus attention on this very special grouping of the

elderly. --

.---

At the guly 1978 Counci(l meeting, the Special Aging

Iovulations Committee, chaired by Mr. Torres-Gil, was:giti-en
. ,

the responsibility of proposing recommendations.for.finak

disposition of theFrail Elderly Report. The-Committee

thanks immensely to the 'input from Monsignor Charles J. Fahey .

\
.

..

. ..
.

,.

A
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, .-
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And, Ms. Cleonice Tavani, the Report's principal writer, it is

the Councills_ hope that the Frail Elderly Report will prove

-useful In advancing the knowledge and understanding of policy

issues relevant to the oldeit:

4
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I

FOR "THE FRAIL ELDERLY" A.

FCA RECOMMENDED CORE SERVICES

THE FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE Aging has been particularly
concerned, since its formation in 1974% with the problems
of that group of th$ elderly usually the, oldest of the
old .-- which it has come to call "the pail elderly".

This target group consists'of persons, usually but .not always,, oyer.the age of 75, who becaUse-of the accumulation
of various. cahtinuing problems often requireone or several
supportive services in order to cope with daily life. They
are expected to become a sizable percentage of this country's
Population well before the end of this century.'

Concern is being expressed Tor this population in
many.quarters. _They comprise the major age grouping in nur-sing homes. Dissatisfaction with the quality of care ih a
number of these institutions is responsible forthe veritable
avalanche of proposals for improving institutional care --
and,po'ssibly avoiding it with community based' alternatives.

The Federal Council on the Aging believes that there .

are no simple approaches to financing,plapning, and deli-
vering a package of services to these frail-older persons.
The Council does necessarily conceive of these as health
services. Other major program areas in the Federal govern:
ment; such as social services, income maintenance, and
lousing, are equally involved.

Efforts toyard solving this problem have all too often
been short-ranged-and narrowly focused. Many are based on
medical models which do not address overwhelming social
needs. Inadequate income i-s-often used as a major criterion
for eligibility for assistance, thus ruling out -- or at
least discouraging -- persons who have beeh lifted out of-
poverty by recent improvements in benefit programs but who
have- nadequate coping skills. These will-intentioned
efforts have often resulted in duplicative and administra-
tively-ponderous programs which fall short of an equitable
and effective distribution of government and philanthropic
dollars. Nor do these efforts systematically begin with
the minimum government aid needed -to make maximum use of
an elderly personv's own resources and' the voluntary assist-
ance that might be available froni family, friends, or

-1-



philanthropic sources.

'ROEOSAL FOR'SERVICES TO THE FRAIL ELDERLY .,

The Council's recommendation for systematizing aid
tp persons who need direct personal assistance from society
e a continuing basis is for a free - standing case assessment
and case management service as an entitlement to the frail
elderly upon reaching a certain age, on a national and volun-
tary basis. Fxail persons below the .age 'set could be quail-
fied by some functional eligibility'determination. This .,
essentially social model should be complementary and of"equal
stature to,services designed to meet the long-term health care
needs of this population.

This "floor" of social services would provide a skilled
,practitioner to develop'a plan of care in conjunction with
the older person and his or her family and/or friends. A
priPrity Wthe assessment and plan process' would be identifi-,
Cation:of a 'significant 'other person" (or persons) available
to the 'frail older person to assist in coping with daily needs.
The practitioner should see to the provision of 'such a "signi-

'ficant other" if none were already available. Case management
:would be an on=going service its intensity dependent upon
'the 'needs and vfishes of the older person and his .or her family
and/or friends.

Major Principles of the Proposal*

A. FRAIL POPULATION
There are many.persons within the. aging populations who,

because of an accumulation-of various continuing.problems, re-
quire the assistance of a significant' person from time to
time to'aid in coping with certain daily life activities.

*Adopted by the Faeral Council on the Aging, September 1977

-2-
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B. ''GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
Where -there is limited or no continuing availability

of a significant person, certain. aids for life management
should be assured by. government if agreed "to by the frail
person.

C. CORE SERVICES'
The Federal Council on he Aging. proposes. that this

assistance be.available on a. niversal'basis as an entitle-
Mbnt and-be primarily of a social support nature consisting
of the.following services: case assessment, plan of care,
and case management.

D. , ELIGIBILITY
The core services shouldbelavailable on the basis

of presumptive eligibility, determined onthe basis of
attaining a certain age; e.g. n. 'Persorig below that defined
age with need for these services should have access through
some form of functional' assessment.

r
E. "IDMINISTRATION

The coreTeTiTices should be administered by a single
state agency with Federal/State matching funding and
flexible delivery at the community level. ' /

F. SIGNIFICANT PERSON'
-When a,significant person is not available or has not

been identified through the case assessment, priority in
developing the plan of care should be given to the provision
6f such, a person.

G. REFERRAL
Any other services identified.-as being needed or

.

desired are to be obtained from informal or,formal services
and benefit's available to older per ns.

H. UNMET NEEDS.
A mechanism should be developed for providing dataabout the unmet needs of the frail eldeily.to community

planning agencies and leadershiYadvocacy groups.

In -support of its recommendation,: the Council points
\ -out: there is adequate evidence of a serious gap in national,
policy and program attention to the frail elderly in the
United 'States -- individuals with substantial impairments
who are generally, but not exclusively, aged-75 years orover.

-3-
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Present long-term care policy vis-a-vis the frail
elderly is deficient in several ways, including: (a). a
tendency to ignore the frail elderly living at home whose
best,Anterests may be served by remaining at home;
(b) the imposition of a meanstest as a condition of
receiving all long-term care; (c) an inadequate commitment
to home and ambulatory health and social supports; and
(d)' a neglect of the social needs of the frail elderly in
health programs offering long-term care.

Services to the frail elderly, will be immeasurably
strengthened. by establishment of a core of basic support
services which rests on a systematic assessment of the health,
social, and environmental conditions of the frail older person;
a coordinated service plan counselling to provide both
service coordination and linkage to other available services
and provision of a significant other person when indicated.

The core program is to be made available without
r course to a means test and isto be voluntary on,the part of
fr it older persons. Such a national policy and its program
co etparttare likely to enhance the autonomy of the frail
of ly and are designed to supplement rather than supplant
ass tance provided by family and kin or othei elements of ,
the natural helping system.

The. proposed service should be provided through an age
or organization,of national scope acceptable to frail older
AmeriCans,

v

,Goals of the Service

Goals for the proposed-services, stressed by the CoUncil
during.the program's development, follow:,

I. To assist the frail elder ly to pursue reasonably
independent andsatisfying lives in their own
places of residbnce.

2. To support frail elderly, with apparent
ments, for a normalization of family
and social relations, by enabling such elderly
to continue in their preferred environment and
continue to make the critical decisions affect-
ing their personal welfare.'

-4- .
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3. To stimulate improved integration of preventive,
ameliorative and-supportive health and social
services from community-based, state and national
programs and resources.

4. jostabilize or eliminate actual or potential
social isolation of the frail elderly without
family or akin.

5. To utilize and integrate the respective contri-
butions of family members and the formal helping
network,. along with efforts of the elderly for
self help, to deal with the multiple needs Of
extended care associated with frailty in the
later years.

6. To make more appropriate use of insti tional-
,ization so that such care will be reg'ei'ved for
those who clearly need it.

l`
OTHER FCA ACTION

The Feapral Council, influenced by its study of 'the,
needs of this most vulnerable group among the elderly, has also
taken' formal action in two related policy areas welfare
reform and national health care.

On welfare reform, the Council's position is th t there
should be no reduction in the Supplemental Security In ome
(SSI) benefit of elderly recipients because they reside
with a relative. It feels such living arrangements should be
encouraged rather than discouraged.

On national health care and the elderly, the Council
has adopted "principles" including the following important
section on long-term care:

Long-term care has two major, components - medical'and
social. The long-term care medical system and.benefits
should reach all ,whose primary need is a medical regimen
'(in their own homes or in a medical facility). The long-term care social support system and benefits should reachall whose primary need is social support. In such A
system, the medical component (both services and finan-cial support) should'be an integral part of the national
health program. As a matter of. national priority, a
social-support system should also be developed to comple-ment the national health care system, with-both systemsdesigned f r implementation on the local level in at..

-5-
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simple, comprehensive fashion...

Minority Aged and Age-Related Elgibility'

A consideratioon of how the Federal Council proposal'
for the frail elderly will affect agedoinority.persons
%has beeh made part of a study being conducted by the'
Human Resources Corporation of San Francisco through
a contract' with the, Federal Council.

-Cdncern has often been expressed that programs
designed to benefit persons at 'a certain advanced age can
be discriminatoTy, to minority individuals because most of

their sub-groups experience shorter life expectancies then
their white counterparts. Becauge of this and other concerns
relating to the 4inority elderly, the study has been under-

taken to provid nformation about the equity and impact of
age elagibilit :n relation to the FCA frail elderly proposal
and for major Federal programs. The Council is'.also
spollsora,g a-study on the health manpower4needs of the
elderly, "hich includes an examination of':_the special health

'needs of the oldest of the old and manpower Yequirethents

necessary to serve them. Both studies are'tO be completed
in 1978.

Next Steps
4ft .

Public policy initiatives for the frail elderly must
go furti4r than the core services proposed by the Federal
Council. Certain specific benefits, additional
income 'and housing assistance, and special health and social
services should also be,available to care for .a group among
the population evidencing ongoing inability to cope with
the daily and ordinary vicissitudes of life.

While working on policy recommendations for a goor of
social .care for the frail elderly, the Council'has continued

to advocate improvements in income, health, housing and .

.social service for all the elderly. The Council-believes
there should be no let up in efforts to assure that all

older Americans have sufficient material' resources and

'My



sound health aid inorder that they may continue "the
pursuit of happiness" throughout the longest of lives.

At the last Federal Council meeting in 1977, the
CoUvil discussed the need for national policy-attention
to the broader context within which the floor of
social services for the frail elderly would hopefully beprovided. The Council recognized that the problem was
one which impinges upon the responsibilities of many -

agencies and departments of govermient.

In view of these considerations and taking note of
the fact that its Chairman'also serves as Counsellor to
the. President, the Council,adopted a resolution requesting
the Chairman to propiAe a coordihated effdrt at the, highest
level of government for developing long-term-care policy
in the United States.

-7-
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ARRIVING AT THE RECOMMENDATIONS.

THE FEDERAL COUNCIL on the Aging began its operation
yith a few specific assignments and a very broad mandate to
be a sptikesman for older Americans to the executive and
legislative branches of government regarding Federal activi-
ties affecting the elderly. .

In determining the best use of its energies and-
resources, Council members sought for themselves an advocacy
role that would complement the roles of such national friends
of theelderly as the Administration on Aging., the Senate and
House units on aging, senior citizen.membership organiza-
tions, professional associations; and special aging interest
groups.

In that first -year it decided to focUS on two long ange
matters affecting the elderly that were not receiving the prom-
inence of nationallpolicy debate which they deserved.

-o An income asstrance_system for all t.e,nationts-
- elderly, integrating Sociaj. Security, Supple-

mental Security income, private pensions with
-appropriate Fede'ral safeguards, and other
private income` sources.,

o A national policy for the frail elderly, (

encompassing the financing,'planning and delivery
of a package of supportive comtunity services to
those most frail among the elderly who need some
ongoing assistance in coping with daily'life.

In deciding to eocus on "the frail elderly",'the Council
deliberately chose not to be limited to "nursing home
reform ", "alternatives to institutionalization", "deinstitu-
.tionalization", "home health .care", and "continuum of care".
These wefe the banners of many laudable'effortssin 1974
attempting to get a handle on an emerging national/ dilemma--
the best means of caring for a growing vulnerable segment
of the AmeriCan population. The Council felt, its special
contribution would be to take a broad policy perspeCtive and
to begin with the rman beings needing care rather than the
caring system.

So began a policy development proce'ss which, aside from
the contribution it is hopefully making to national policy

. makers, gerontological practitioners' and academicians, and,

-8-



most impoitantly, to the frail elderly, illusttates the
workings of a citizen advisory body in resolving the kind of
complex social problem which this Nation will increasingly
face.

(-

First Steps

The C uncil established- a Task'Force on the Frail
Eldetly un er the leadership of Monsignor Charles J. Fahey.
Membershi consisted,of representatives of the Cduncil's
three sta ding co ttees,ttank Henderson, Bernard Nash
and Hobart Jackson. The group. received Council approval to
hold a seminar of national experts in March 19751in order
to assist the Council in focusing on major issues. Indivi-
dual dialogue by FCA members and staff was initiated with
gerontologists and other officials inside and outt441e
government; The task folive":develdped an outline (Appendix A)
as a systethatic means_of obtainkng information. This guided
the Council's work and was distributed widely in the field.

In a July 1975 memo, M
. Fahey summarized the areas

in which he, believed the ncil's Senior Services Committee
had substantial Agreement:

Our
I

description offfraii elderly includes but
is not limited to physiCal debilities., We have
concern also about emotiotal impairment, as well
as debilitating physical and social environments.

o Basic services to the frail elderly should
include

a) A thoroughly professional "diagnostic
prescriptive, monitoring capability (used
in a psycho-social rather than medical
sense).

b), Case leadership and management capabili-
ties.

.

c) The affording of the physical presence of
"another" 411 a flexible manner in accord
with the need of the frail person. Such
a capability would extend to the provisfbn
of funds when necessary to purchase this
"presence".

-9-
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Monsignor Fahey went on to observe that the number of
existing embodying significakt elements of a social inter-
vention model were relatively few,. Trying to extrapolate
cost data for the Council's proposals was virtually impossi-
ble, he reported. .

. _

The full Council.approved/this formula of needs and
services at its September 26-27, 1975 meeting, desciibing
it as a social-support system,for the frail elderly which
would be a complement to the Medical-care systeM. The
medical-care system would basically consist of care which
had to be medically monitored, whether delivered in a
hospital, nursing home.or a person's own residence.

t t The social-care system, the Council felt, should be
basically a public program, ing community sponsored non-
profit agencies. It would nsist of.a Federal,, State and
local network. Financing wou be out of tax. revenues,.not
insurance, with matching arrangements from the various levels
of government to be determined. There would be universal

t
entitlement for the client group, wiiph'individual cost-shar-
ing on a self-declaration basis. Generally speaking, no
capital funding .would be provided in this social- system
but start,u costs should be available.

. I ,. .

The 1 75 annual report spelled out the Council proposals
for a "basic core" of supportive social services'which should
be, available to all frail elderly as an entitlement, regard-
less of their ability.to pay. ' Comments were included about
the feasibility of using existing systems ,,for' these services ,

for the frail elderly:

o Health - The Federal Council feels that the
American health-care system cannot deal with the
chronic conditions of an increasing, number of
the elderly .population. They nggOwngoing_and
less-structured social care-affEWOMents and
the Council is relutta t to add,these essential-
ly social services to he health-care system.
Effective application, - sophisticated medical
technology requires precisely defined and cost-
ly treatment methods and highly skilled and
compensated practitioners. The health-care

- system is not designed .11.6r should it be, (he
7 Federal,puncil believes --,to deliver e long-

% term-social supports needed bar the ail elderly
to enable them to cope with everyday living, to
say nothing of negotiating the various programs

-10- 19
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available in the community for them.

o Mental,Health - Many of the mental frailties of
the fraiFelderly are going-to require ongoing
support, primarily of a social, environmental
nature, which. does not gibe with the-major
treatment goals of psychotherapy. Then too,
there is the stigma of being labeled mentally
ill when what you are is an 80-year old person
Whom time has given a well-defined personality.

.

o Public Social Services - These are characterized
by eligibility linked to income and4assets,
while a system of social intervention and sup-
port-is needed by many older persons who are
not impoverished. The availability and level
of public social services is highly discretiona-
ry on the part of StatF and local government.

This early Council report also touched on the feAsibil-
\.ity of using a certain adva4ced age,for instance 75, as an

administrative device.for triggering'access to the proposed
services. It was plostulated that since there seemed.to be a
correlation betweem advanced age and the number-Af'debili- .

ties, using attainment of\age 75 or,80 as.an eligibility
determinant would be useful in delivering the service. It I.
would also assist in defining the population for planning
t.nd fihancIng purposes.. At the same, time, the Council said
it would explore the problems with using this kind of crite-
rion for those older persons' belonging to racial minorities
with-"consistently shorter Iife expectancies than the major-
ity white population.

Developments in 1976 .

In 1976, the Council retained, as consultants to the
frail elderly project, Leonard Cain, Professor of Sociology
and Urban Studies, Portland State University, Portland,
Oregon, and William G. Bell, Director, Multidisciplinary
Center on Gerontology, Institute for Social Research, Florida
State' University, Tallahassee, Florida. They were to assist
staff in the. preparation of a draft report which would expand"
on the Council's deliberations thus far through their own
studies and thinking as-well as drawing from relevant
scientific and practice activities.



The draft was reviewed by Council members, government .

officials, and others in th4 field of gerontology. To ob-
tain further reaction, Council members'Charles Fahey, Carl
Eisdorfer and Hobart.Jackson, with Dr. Cain and Dr. Bell,
made a presentation to the October 1976 annual meeting of
thb Gerontological Society in New York City. The Council
felt the feed-backit was receiving on its preliminary
position affirmed the appropriateness and timeliness of .

the Council's initiative to generate,a nenational policy
on the frail elderly.

a

With its work on the frail elderly serving as just one
means of affecting another major CounciINal of,better sys-
tematizing Federal services and benefits for older Americans,
the Council.ga4Lparticular attention to the National Meals
on Wheels Act I.Mach would amend Title VII of the Older
Americans Act. At its September 1976 meeting, the Council
took a position supporting home-delivered meals as an essen-
tial element of a program ofltncj.ilary services for the home-
bound. However, the importance of having a competent assess-
ment and case management program' in place first, was stressed.,
This would assure that a home-delivered meal or any other in-
dividually-delivered service of any' nature was appropriat..

The goals of 'services for the frail elderly, listed on
pp. 4,5 were largely worked out in time ftr inclusion in its
1970.annualeport.

ri

A Year of Refinements:

During 1977, the Council set for itself the goal of
further refining its proposals' for' the. frail elderly and..b.

relating them to other-policy efforts'of the Council. A
special project involved the Gerontological Society. Its

Sect4ofi on Social Research, Planning and Practidle expressed
an interest in making "the frail elderly" a theme for its
year's activities. The FCA /Task Force on the Frail Elderly
met Section leaders during the summer to plan a series of
theme meetings at the Gerontological Society's annual program
.meeting in.November ih San Francisco.

To focus the papers prepared for the meeting, FCA staff
prepared a set of major "hypotheses" and accompanying quest
tions (pp. 165-170).which were distributed to leaders of the
Gerontological Society's Section.

-12-
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By the time of its own September 1977 Counc,i1 meeting,FCA members were ready to approve the inajo-r elements of theFCA elderly proposal now beifig readied for executive,
legislative, and judicial action.

This description of the process involved'in thedevelop-ment 0 a social policy initiative by the Federal' Council onthe Aging cannot.possibly'calyture the many "contributions ofworkers in the field of aging who generously shared-theirviews and reactions wit-Council membep and staff. c,

If is too early td measure the impact which the frai).elderly propdsals have had., and will have,on,gerOntological
practice, research and legislatibn,as the Council's work is-not-yet finished,

O
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IDENTIFYING THE FRAIL ELDERLY

The Federal Council'believes.that an informed national
policy on the aging requires this country to begin identify-
ing groups within the large mass of individuals labelled
"elderly." Msgr. Charles J. Fahey, Chairman of theTask
FoTce, conveyed this, view:

"Age
-0sixty-five" became embedded in public policy and

in the cultural value system at the time'of Bismarck
with the development of the social welfare program&
that he inaugurated as a government'responsibility.
Inasmuch as "65" became the fixed age for benefits,
it became a bench-mark as far as perceptions and tre4-
ment of the elderly were concerned.

-Now, a century later, despite' changes in life expect-
ancy as well as the'generally improved phy'sical and
psychological well-being of people over'65, it has
remained firmly entrenched not only in our statutes
.but ails() in our culture as the critical determination
of a new and inevitably deteriorating. phase of the life
cycle. Social scientists note that this phenomenon has
had the effect of a self-fulfilling prophecy, hoWever
wrong the basic premise....

This pirticular approach not only,impinges on the well-
being of individuals, but, unfortunately, may also skew
our overall approach to public policy. Most Statutes'
treat all persons over 65 as if similarly situated,
.despite the faCt that there is an increasingly large
reservoir -of data indicating,that within this group
there are significant sub-groups having'quite differing
needs': Much of the argumentation presented in favor of
or opposed to a program considers persons over 65 as
being relatively homogeneous.

The Council is advancing the premise that the group of
elderly begiAning at age 75 should be viewed as a target
population with special needs by reason of their vulnerabil-
ity. After review and analysis, the age threshold of 75
withstands scrutiny since the evidence indicates that
increasing age correlates positively with increasing func-

tionaljjjipairment among the wider population'cif elderly.

-14-
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Also, there is basis in law for development of a two -'tiered age-status for older Americans. Leonard D. Cain,
reporting on."Aging and the Law" in a Handbook of Aging andthe Social Sciences published in 1976, wrote:

The specification Of a chronological age or- age spanfor the purpose of status demarcation and differentia-
tion is replete in the.statutes, codes, and.other legalexpressions of a wide variety of governmentally vali-dated agencies. Eligibility to vote, to receive a

. pension, to seek public office, to maintain the right
to.employment, to receive various protections or ser-vices or4xemptions is tyTically determined in part bythe chronological age of members of a society. Refer-ences.to age-related attributes (minor, elderly, grand-parent)., without specificity of chronOlpgical, age, alsoabound.

ti

There are pioblems with using a specific age as the door-way of entitlement to a defined set of Apporting services forthe frail elderly. If should be public policy to bring aboutadequacy. and equity for all who are at similar risk. However,these goals cannot always be met in a single or the same,pro-gram. In implementing a national poli.cy,%adminisfrative con-siderations require specificity and simplicity with regard toeligibility to the program. Therefore, it sometimes becomesnecessary to use certain 'criteria such as "age" status in orderto target benefits recognizing that suchi strategy will not bea full solution for persons who have iddttional minority "sta-tuses". The Council will_continue to examine this issue.'

CHARACTtgITICS AND STATISTICS

A

The following data provide reasonable evidence tha,f frail=ty is an accompaniment, however unwelcome, of increasing age.By frailty is meant reduction of physical and emotional capaci-ties and loss of a social- support system to the extent that theelderly individual becomes unable to maintain a household-orsocial contacts without.cOntinuing assistance from others.

-15-



Jficrease in\Numbers of the Oldest
O

Between 1977 and 2035,the total population in the
United States is projected to grow by about 40%, firom 217

million to 304 million persons.' The elderly population is

projected to more than Apuble in size during this same
period from 33 to 71 million persons. The segments of the
eldeily population that will be growing most rapidly will .

be the oldest of the old, women and persons of races other
than white -- the same groups that have suffered more from
such common problems of.the elderly as poor health, social
isolation, and poverty.

The po ulation 75 years Cf age and older has experi-
enced a ten-fold increase 'since 1900 and the age group 85+
has grown by about seventeen times while the size of the%
60-and-over populatiOn has increased by nearly seven times.
Cur?ently, about nearly 40% of the elderly populationis 75
and'over, and this proportion is expected to increase to
45% by the year 2000. The 85+ group now constitutes one of
.every'sixteen elderly persons; by 2000 they will represent
one of every eleven. , FIGURE 1

The Percentage of the Very Old Among the

Elderly is Increasing
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Series P.23, No, 59, May1976.
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Sex and'Family Composition

The older Nulation is predominantly female; the
older.the.age group, the greater the predominance. In 1975,-the 75-79 age group had 1.5 million'Males, 2.4 million
females;the 80-84 age grouji,h0055,000-males, 1.6 MillionfemareS; and among those B+.there were twice as many women_as men. In the year 2000, there will be.154 women per loa._ men 6S+ and,the 75+-ratio will be 191 to 100.

,
Since women in America typically marry men older :than

themselves, and since women outlive men, widowhood is,aprobable status for females inold. age. In 1976,- most older
.

b men (79%) Mere married: most older women (531) were widows:The rate of widowhood rises from only 23% for'women 60-64years to 70%-for those 75 years and older. Widow's consti-tute over one-half of the total nursing home population andthree-fourths oft all elderly women in these institutions.

' The fertility, of successive age cohorts of women hasvaried greatly'. FOr example,, women who are now entering'
theirmid-seventies have had fewer children than anyagecohort before or since. Women.now in their fifties,, andexpecially those ,in their-forties, (the mothers of ..theso-called "baby boom,") abruptly reversed the -long -timetrend towards lower fertility. The mothers and fathers of...the "boom babies" can lqok.forward to having more adultchildrent.orely on in their later yeax...v:

A,

This, other related trends, and increasing longevity*will mean that four. -and five-generation.families will become as common in the next century as the three-generation
family has become:,today. ociety has yet to.astess theQuality of relatiOnships between and among generations be-cause -the phenomenon ef more than three- generation familieshas never occurred before in sudh statistically significantanumbers.

,

For instance, ii"1-90`0' there were-\)nly 21 persons 80+for every 100 persons eked 60L64 and in 1950 the ratio wasonly 28:100. By 1980 the projected ratio will be 49:100:e.This does not present the entire picture of familial, inter-.
generational.dependency because many_ 80 year-olds haye off-spring youriger than 60,and "families" can include sibling's,nieces,. nephews _and cousins.

Ai
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Military Service

In identifying characteristics-of older mei, the fact

of military service must be considered, especiallr in rela-

ar
tion'to benefits for which veteran status provides eligibil-

ity. (Women veterans amount to less an 2% of the current

total.) Most Worldigar I veterans ere aged 65 to 75 years

between 1960 and 1970 and aged -135 between 1970 and 1980.

The World War II Korean War veterans are a uniquely large

group. By the year,1990 over half of all American males

65+ will be veterans, and by 2000 the pefcentage increases

to almost 60% or 7.1 million men. Should current eligibil-
ity rates, prevail, 250,000 of this next generation of elder-

11 veterans will require VA nursing home beds (Senate Com-

mittee Report on Veterans Health Care, 1977).

There are few objective criteria for determining emo-
tional well-being,of men and women or differences in'the

quality of mental health between the sexes: However,

differences in the suicide rate betWeen older men and women

. are so marked that they bear further study for-their impli-
cations in determining any national policy for tlie_oldest

of the old. With advancing age, there is apgradual increase

'in,the rate of suicides for the total population but the

rate for women decrkases. For the group aged 60-64, there

.are three male suicides for one famale. Men aged 85 and

over 'commit suicide at 'the "rate of 10.5 to one woman in

that group.*0

Educational Attainment

iv

The number of years of education one receives remains

a consistently effective index of economic and social well-

being. ;Between 1940 and 1976, the median number of school
years of persons 25 years old aid over rose steadily from

CD
i.8.6 to 12.4 years. Since 19 , the median fo the elderly

has risen from 8.3 to 10. years, and this figure can be

expected to rise to 12 ye rs around the year 1990. Al-

though the/overall median for the elderly population was
10,3 in 1976, this figure ranged from 12 years for the 60-
64 age group to about a years for persons 75 and over.

,

Related to the'increase in educatiohal attainment is

the decrease in the number of -elderly persons with language

difficulties. A survey conducted in 1975 by the Census

Bureau indicated that 5%, 'or one millioh persons 65 years

-18-



of age or over, usually spoke a language other than English:The usual speaking language for half of these persons waseither Spanish (30%) or Italian (20%).

Race / Ethnicity

There is a increasing awareness bf the importance ofidentifyin cial and ethnic factors in order to under-stand both t e problems and the strengths of older Americans.Ethnicity is described (Giordano and Levine, 1975) as morethan a distinctiveness defined by race, religion,.nationalorigin and geography. "It involves conscious and unconsciousproeesses that fulfill a deep psychological need for security,identity and a sense of historicalcontinuity. It is trans-mitted in an emotional language within thetamily and is rein-forced by similar units in the community. Thus, there isa sighificant interrelationship between ethnicity, familyand neighborhood".

Nearly one-fifth of American citizens now 75 years dfage and over were immigrants to this.country; Most werepost-World Wai I` immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe.Demographers are still trying to assess the impact of thecurrent influx to the'USAof persohs from countries south ofour territorial border
?

Available research seems to suggest there is littlecorrelation between race and functional ability. Yet mostracial minorities have shorter life-expectancy rates thanwhites. (Figure 2 - following page)

-19-
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(Figure 2)

Life ExpectancyRace and Sex
Estimated Average Length of Life in Years,
by Race and Sex: Death Registratiop States, 19001928,
and United states, 1929 -1974

White ,

Female
Years
of Life
Remaining

60

Male
Racial Minority
Feinale Mald

20

1974 19741

9-7 1

1974a 1974'
i 1

9-7 11969-71 196 196 1969-71

1949-51 1949.-51 1949-51 1949-51

,
1929-31 1929-31 1929-31 1929-31

1909-11 1909-11 1909 11 1909-11

1900-02 1900-02 1900-02 1900-02
... /

Source USPHS. National Center for
Health Statistics. Vital Statistics of the
U S . 1974. Vol IL Section 5.1n preparation

These differences in life expectancy betieen whites
and racial minorities are usually attributed to lower socio-
economic status. The next table (Figure 3) provides futher
,.evidence of the disparity in wealth and life expectancies
among the various racial/ethnic groups in this country.
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Figure 3

FROM; Human ResoUices Corporation, Theories of Social Gerontology for Research and Programmingby tJIe Administration on Aging, Volume One: Final Report, San Francisco, CA, March 1976.

- SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OP RACIAL/ETHNIC AGED POPULATIONS (65 AND OVER), 1970
(See notes on following page.)

Characteristics
Total
Elderly White Black

Spanish
Heritage

Spanish Nationalities - Asian Nationalities Native

.

Mexican Puerto
Rican

Cuban Japa-

nese
Chinese Pili-

pino
American

Number (in thousands) 20,050 18,360 1,586 382 189 34 35 47 27 21 44
Percent of Total _ 9.9 10.3 6.9 4.1 4.2 2.4 6.4 8.0 '6.2 6.3 5.7(all ages) ,

et
.

Median Age of
.

Population 28 i9 22 22 19 .. 20 32 32 27 26 , 20Age 75 and Over as
t of all Elderly 38.1 38.6

.

33.4 32.4 32.5 32.7 33.8 41.2

-,

30.0 .20.8 35.2
Sex Ratio (men

per 100 women) 72 72 77 . , 90 95 74 64 77
,

131 445 92
",..Percent living in:

tUrban areas 73.0 72.6 ' 76.6 686.) 86.3 98.0 98.5 84.8 97.0 77.9 42.7 coRural, non-farm 21.5 21.7 19.5 11.7 12.0 1.8` - 11.7 2.5 18.6 50.2 -4
Rural, farm 5.5 5.7 3.9 3.5 1.7 '0.2 ;. 3.5 0.5' 3.5 fa-

Percent Poor - 27.3 25.3
-,

49.3 32.2 36.7 29.1 24.3 20.0 28,9 25.3 50.8

Percent in Labor
c .Market

Men 24.80 24.9 23.5 24.8 24.1 ..- 22.6 32.6 29.3 24.8 32.1 17.2Women 10.0 9.8 13.2 7.9 .7.4 8.5 5.5 12.0 12.0 11.4 8.5
Percent Completed

.High School )

Men _ 26.0 25.8 8.9 15.8. 6.4 14.6' 38.0 27.3 21.3 17.3, 11.0Women 29.8 30.6 11.5 15.5 7.4 9.2 21.5 256.4 15.5 16.6 14.9
Percent Married A
With Spouse

.
.Men 68.4 69.5 54.5 63.8 60.6 55.7 74.1 68.0 52.9 40.9 57.3Women 33.7 37.6 21.5 30.8 19.7 _25.2 12.4 32.4 35.2 '36.6 23.2

Percent Widowed
.

Men 18.0 16.5 31.9 18.2 32.8 21.9 25.9. 16.5 19.4 14.2, 32,8 .Women 54.6. 56.4 67.2 , 53.2 51.8 57.6 53.5 57.9 52.8 39.7 52.4

r
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Figure 3 (continued)

SOURCES. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1970. General Social and Economic Charac-

teristics, Final Report PC(1)-C1 United States Summary ( Washington, D. C.* USGPO, 1972)*

Census of Population, 1970. Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-1C, Persons of Spanish Origin

(Washington, D. C.4 USGPO, 1973)1 Census of Population, 1970. Subject Reports, Flnal

Report PC(2)-1F, American Indians (Washington, D. C.* USGPO, 1973); Census of Popula-

tion, 1970. Subject Reports, Final Report PC L2)- 1G_,_ Japanese._ Chinese and Filipinos in the United

States (Washington, D. C. USGPO, 1973)i Census ofPopulation, 197b. Subject Reports,

Final Report PC(2)-9A, Low Income Population (Washington, D. C.: USGPO, 1973).

NOTES. Racial/ethnic populations*

Total elderly includes all persona 6S years of age and over.

White, Black are mutually.exclusive categories. Term "Negro" is used in census publications.

Spanish Heritage includes persons with Spanish surname, Spanish as mother tongue and/or

Spanish origin. Alsoincluded in white and black populations on basis of self-

reporting or country of origin.

Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban -- categories baied on country of origin of reporting person

by place of birth for self or paent(s). The sum of the three-categories does not

equal Spanish heritage.

country of origin of reporting personJapanese, Chinese, Filipinocategories based on
by place of birth for self or parent(s).

Native American includes persons identifying self as,American Indiap or giving name'of

tribe.

Characteristics*-

Percent poor is calculated on ban of level of income of unit within which individual

lives --if in'family, based on vel ily income.

In labor market includes parsons working or looking for work.



Income

Facts about total money income per year do knot convey,adequately the actual economic well-being of classes of in-dividuals, including the clderly, since assets, governmentbenefits and services, and in-kind services and assistancefrom relatives and friends are not included. However, data. about income can still assist in understanding the specialneeds that accrue with older age. Differences betWeenthose 65-72 and those 73+ who are in comparable family cir,cumstances point to the vulnerability of the "frail elderly".For married couples aged 65-72, medlar' income in 1973 was$6,691; for those 73+,k$5,084. Where 46.9 percent of theyounger:-old had at least $7,000 in income, only 29.7 percentof.those aged 73 and over had comparable amounts.

Single males 65-72 not in families had a median incomeof $3,542; those 73+ only $2,882; among females, the young-er elderly, had $2,915, the older only $2,471. Over one-half(51 %) of female's 73+ had money income of less than $2,500 in1973.

Recent ii rovements in Social Security benefits andsuch income support programs as Supplemental Security, Income,food stamps and housing subsidies have caused a decline inthe total number of the elderly poor. However, subgroupsthat experienced slower Tates of decline in poverty, or nodecline at all, were those same subgroups that were growingin size most rapidly and are projected to continue growingat rapid rates: females, minorities and those.who live alone.Women and minorities tend to have worked less in the pastand to have worked in lower-paying occupations thAn whitemales, and; therefore, tend to have fewer financial assets torely on after retirement.

It is likely that the-income and other financial
resources of most of the futureelderly will be.greater thanthose of tiorday's elderly. Tomdrrow's elderly will be more
highly educated and will have worked in higher-paying occu-pations. A higher proportion of elderly women in the futurewill have participated in the labor force for a significantnumber of their preretirement years, and will, therefore,be receiving retirement, benefits of their own.
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With advancing age, some older persons experience

U(difficulty.in

managing money.' When all or part of their income
s derived f=rom same government income transfer program, cet-

tain procedures must be undertaken to assure the use of the
monies for the well-being of the intended beneficiaries. The

Social Security Administration and the Veterans Administration,
appoint."representative payees" for persons they believe can-

not marfage their own cashbenefits,payments. In a way, the

need for this designation is another indicator of frailty..

Figure 4

Social Security Beneficiaries with Representative Payees

Age Percent

65-74 .7

75-84 -1.9

85+ 6.6

tie

Source: Adapted from Social Security Bulletin, Vol. 40,

No. 9, September 1977

Data arenot available on.the number-of SSI recipients

who haire other persons officially responsible for handling

their benefits; except for those persons who are residing in

domiciliary care facilities and receiving federally-adminis-

tered optional State supplements. Of persons 65+ in such

supported living" arrangements, 15 percent"had representative

payegs, almost'half of whom were relatives. The aged with

representative payees were' predominantly those 75 and over'

(72.9%)

o
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Living Arrangements.
a

.1

'Numbers of older men and older women living in a
family setting in 1976 .were about the same, 7.4 million,
but since there are many more older women than older men,
the proportion of older men in family settings was 83%
and that of women, only 58%.

Figure 5

Living Arrangements: 1976
(Noninstitutional Population)

MEN WOMEN

HEAD OF OTHER FAMILY LIVING ALONEFAMILY MEMBER OR WITH
NONRELATIVES

Source: "Facts About Older American 1977",
. Administration on Aging, HEW.

About 5% or approximately one million older people.
- lived in. institutions of all kinds in 1976. (In 1985,, the

institutionalized population is expected to be 2.6 million).
SeVen out of 10 nursing home residents'are women. Generally,
there were 238 females per 100'males. Df female nursing home
residents, almost 80% were aged 75 or over. About 63Y of the
'mace nursing home residents were 75 years ar age or over.
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Figure 6 ",

Percen. Distribution of.Wirsing Home Residents
(AUgust 1973 - April 1974)

AGE

nLen than
65

74 75 yaws
year* oxl more

All .440em

82
.... --.

78 94-`1-- ", -r

1 1 1 t I j t 1 t

10 20 GO 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100

PERCENT OF RESIDENTS

Source: Vital and Health Statistics - Series 13 -
No. 28, DHEW Publication No. (HRA).47-1779, p. 5.

'Location

Although there is the widespread notion that the elderly
-are a migratory group (moving to a warmer climate, for ex-
ample, upon retirement); the fact

i

is that-the older popula-
. tion is the least 'migratory of any age' grog. Between 1970

and 1975, over 40% of the total U.S.. population move3 to a
different residence. Among, the 65-74 years, of age,,Moying
was at the rate of 20% and for those 75+, slightly more :than
18%

The special problems of the elderly residingin rural
.

,areas have long been a concern of the Federal- Council and
many other advocates of the elderly. Inadequacies in trans-
portation and formal health and social services have been
documenft, While many believe the quality of informal .

rural supports from such sources as neighbors is stperiur to
that to be found in the urban-enivironment, otheri believe
that the departure of younger generations to the city to
make a living denies frail older relatives the familial aid
they will need with advancing years. But jugt as the migration
from the farm to the city has stabilized,:sO too is. the urban
componenent of the oldei- population expected to remain at 70% at'
least until the year 2000.
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Well-Being of the ElderlSr

It i$ a fact that each person ages differently and the
'interaction between physical:and mental health and between
health Vid social and environmental factors all affect 'the
measurement of "well- being ".among'the elderly:

Two recent efforts temeasure the overall condition of
the elderly are most useful for planning and policy efforts
s'uch as the Federal.Council on the Aging project on 'the frail
elderly.

Tht studies of Saad Nagi (1975) show the following-rates oflimitations in physical and emotional performance and on
independent living by age:.

q

Figure 7*

-12.espondents- Minimal Some . Substantial Severe
by Age Limitation Limitation, Limitation Limitation

Limitations in Physical Performance by Age, by Percentage

65-74

75+

a,
5.6.4 23.7

29.7 27.9

9.7 10.1

22.5. 19.9

Limitationsin Emotional Perlormance by Age, by Percentage

65-74 32.1 35.2- 22.6 ,10.1

75+ 25.5 39.3 22.2 12.9

,Limitations-in 'Independent Living by Age, by Percentage

'Respondents None Limited'but .Mobility Personal Care
by Age .6 _Independent Assistance Assistance

Needed Needed

65-74 ' 77.4 1 ,11:1

75+ 59.5 IA.7

*Adapted from Nigi, Sdad,'An.E idemiolo
teciStlLtestintheUrMers on enter,

8:5

16.7 9.1
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TheGeneral Iccounting Office used the OARS'Multi-
demensional Functional Assessment survey instrument
(Pfeiffer, 1975) to determine the well-being status and
impairment level of older persons in Cleveland as part of
its study described on pages 76,77 GAO combined its data
and material resulting from the development of the instru-
ment at the OARS Duke project to provide the following
table:

Figure 8

Impairment Noninstitutionalized
level . people

(peicent)

Institutionalized
people

Unimpaired 21 1
Slightly 21 1
Mildly 18 , 86 2 13
Moderately 17 5
Generally

- 9-.._ 4 -
Greatly, 7 , 14 11 -87
Extremely .. 7 76

100 100

The OARS survey asks questions in fiv areas of human
-functioning: social, economic, mental, ph sical and activi-
ties of daily living. The results in each area are combined
to form a picture of overall well-being. The scale begins4,
with "unimpaired", which means excellent or good in all fivee
areas of human functioning. At the other end of the scale,
"extremely impaired" meant mild or moderate impairment in
four areas and severe or complete impairment in the other,
or complete impairment in two or more areas.

Atthe reqlst-of the Federal Council on the Aging, the
,GAO prepared special calculations (Figure 9) based on its
Cleveland study to show relationship between advanced age
and kde,cline in well-being status. It notes the almost
doubling in the,"eictremely impaired" rate between the 75-79
age group and the 80 -84 group.

p
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Figure 9 .

"et

DETAILED. BREAK- -DOWN OF WELL-BEING STATUS BY AGE

Well-being. status

Unimpaired

Slightly impaired

Mildly impaired

Moderately impaired

'Generally impaired

Greatly impaired

Very greatly impaired

Extremely Impaired

s,

Percent of age group
Under 70 76-74 75-79 80-84 85+

-
25;8

'25.1

19.2

13.7'

5.4

1.9

2.6

6.3

- 20.5 14.9

25.0 15.7

19.5 21.0

12.1 22.6

10.8 9.3

2.9 3.6 -

2.4 3.6

.6.8 9.3

8.7

15.0

21.4

17.9

11.6

2.9-

4.4'

17.9

i---.
.1

9.2

11.2

22.5

14.3

:12.2

2.0

6.1

22.5

loa ioo .16o loo ioo

The GAO was also asked by the Federal Council whether
minority elderly revealed more severe impairments at younger
ages then whites. ..According to GAO data, minority (black)
persons did experience more severe impairments at lower ages.
However, there was no statistically significant difference
for those persons 75 and over in the two-racial groups.
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Conclusion

There is sufficient'evidence regarding both physiologi-
cal and social decrements to support the conclusion that it
is no longer sufficient for national policy on the elderly
to be basea on 'the fbllowing premises:

z

o All those past 65 (or 60) fit into a single
old age status orcategory.

o The national strategy of income maintenance,
whichmay.serve the younger, well and mobile
elderly, is not adequate for the older and
frail.

o The presenthaphazard array and the uneven
availability of health and social services
create additional needs for persons, already
functionally impaired to a considerable degree,
who cannot broker their own services and

Evidence does support a policy based .on the followin

o A second older-age status, with the presumpt on
-- for administrative purpoies -- of frailty
at a.certain advanced age, is needed and equita-
ble.

o A strategy of social intervention is needed for
the frail elderly to provide services nqt avial-
:able in the market place.

o A pattern of social services based on automatic
entitlement is needed to assure access, to ser-
vices by all those who become frail.
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TODAY'S SITUATION - ...THE "HELP THAT EXISTS

THE NEEFOR "help in getting help" has been recognized.
The Older Americans Act, particularly through the area agen-
cies of,aging,attempts to bring about agency cooperation at
the community level to provide comprehensive, coordinated
'services for the elderly. There are. now federally-aided
mechanisms for health and social service planning for people
of all ages at the local and State levels. There have been
a number of demonstration projects where coordination begins
with the individual needing help rather than the helping
agency.

The array of Federal benefits and services which are
available to the elderly is in many ways a measure of the
compassion which this Nation does have for the'elderly, and.
shows an attempt to meet some of their specific needs.

But the unevenness and Confusing and often conflicting
eligibility requirements of the programs reflect both the !I
best and the worst of the democratic process and of a highly
developed nation. They show the democratic process respond- .

ing to the laudable pressures of.citizens organized around
a particular issue and the response of members of the House
and Senate organized into committees with unyielding juris-
dictional lines around each, domestic program area.iAnd they
show the highly developed nation with all of its se irahts,.
civil and otherwise, seemingly unable to, apply its modern
technologies to the efficient and effective delivery'of need-
ed help to its least fortunate citizens.

A

FCA Study:

Interrelationships of Benefit Programs

The Congress has become increasingly concerned about the
individual citizen who is faced at the community level with
both a confusing array of certain aids and the absence of
many jied-benefits and services. To try to resolve the
proble S which occur wken the receiving of oneFederal bene-
fit can eligibility for another, the Congress asked the
Federal Co eil to study the matter and come up with some
solutibns. .
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The resultant FCA report, "The Interrelationships of
Benefits Programs for the Elderly" (1975),found that, in that
year, approximately 22 percent of older Americans would
receive assistance from at least one of the three income-
condi4oned programs -- SSI, food stamps and Medicaid. Of
these beneficiaries, 49% would be participating in only one
program, 34% in two and 17% in all three.

--Thestudy also fqpnd that several benefit programs had
w rates pa ticipStion and the FCA urged the Administra-

Woreto:

o Learn the reasons for low participation as a basis
for special efforts to inforn and sign up eligible
persons..

o Consider the.feasibpity of a simplified system at
the local level for determining eligibility and
benefit levels for all federally-funded income-

.

conditioned programs.

Information and Referral

The need for older persons to be infornied about benefits
and services to which they axe entitled or which-are avail-
:able in their community is being addressed at the community
level. Information and referral ("I and R")-programs here
existed for many years under voluntary, often United Way,
sponsorship. The passage of the Older Americans Act in 1965
provided funds for a number of demonstration efforts for

. special MI programs for, the elderly. The 1913 amendments
to the bider Americans Act mandated-such programs as a b'asic
service to be provided by the new area agencies on aging.

7

While such efforts are most useful to the vast majority
of the elderly who can benefit from what is essentially a
short-term service not requiring highly-skilled persons as
the major practitioners, it is not enough for the frail
elderly.

LegalSetvices

44e

I

6

. . . .

Subsidized legal' services,'have become available to the
poor and the-.elderly, first through the Economic Opportunity
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Act and then withothe establishment of the Legal Services
Corporation and legal services under the Older Americans
Act. They have aided those who were 'denied or deterred from
breceiving certain services because of various legal barriers
or interpretations by program officials. This advocacy in
connection With particular legal problems of the elderly has
been and will continue to be needed by many of the elderly
and especially the most frail. But because their frailty is
made up of so many factors and because the needed help must
be equally multidimensional, legal services are not enough.

FAMILY SUPPORT$.AND FAMILY SURROGAIES

Every culture seems to have within its folklore, a vari-
ation of the story of the aging parent who laments: "How can
one mother take carci:...of ten children but ten children can't
take care of one mother ?"

Data emerging from a number of recent studies do not
support this homely assessment of intergenerational recipro-
city. Studies of the General Accounting Office, described in
this report (pp. 76-81) and a number of academic researchers
substantiate the fact that an overwhelming majority of adult
children do "care" for and about their aged parents.

Generated largely by findings from empirical research,
there is evidence of close generational ties within modern
families. (Shanas & Streib, 1965)(Sussman, 1962). Cons0e3-.
tent data on close family relations emerge from studies of
families drawn either from middle or ,working class popula-
tions. Patterns of mutual aid and frequent contact between
family members were viewed as indicative of family support'_
and solidarity. An absence of shared households was believed
not critical in relations between an adult child-and aging
parent not sharing a common roof. Rep6-ted studies reveal
at least one adult child tends to settle in reasonable prox-
imity to the parental home to be available for assistance.
Ethel Shanas, for example, found that approximately half of
all aging parents in the United States live within; a 10-minute "1'
journey of at least one adult child. Shanas reports further
that 65% of the national sample of elderly interviewed in the
United States reported' direct contact with at least one adult



child on the day or previous day of the interview. Research-
ers acknowledge some older people may be isolated or without
family or kinbut such'aged persons in the aggregate consti-
tute a minority of olderAmerican§.

It is a challenge to identify changes in tamily func-
tions because, these are evolving so rapidly. Several recent
developments which are associated with the modern era are the
evolution of the two-generation nuclear family consisting of
adult parents.and their offspring of minority age; reduction
of family-living-space evident in.the size of urban apartments
and houses generally; demands of the work system which require
upwardly mobile families to move in accord with occupational
demands of employers; and the demise of the three-generation'
family residing under a single roof.

Impact of Public Policies on Family Bonds

If one accepts the premise that publiC policies should
enhance existing and encourage additional intergenerational
help' to the frail elderly, it is useful to assess the .impact
of previous public policy decisions regarding the elderly and
the family.

In 100, Alvin Schorr(of the Social Security Administra-
tion), evaluated the practice of filial responsibility in the
United,States and the relationship to it of social security
programs. He observed that reliance on one's own income,
even df it provides partial support, contributes to an aged
person's sense of dignity and self-respect. A major form
of aid to older relatives prior to social security had been
shared housing: The income available through this social
insurance program give older people the option of independent
'living and many took it. When relations between adult chil-
dren and theirparents were based on at least partial iftdepen-
dence, Schorr observed there was a spontaneous exchange of'
help'and services.

Supplementing social insurances to assure a floor of
incomerto the older generation must be recognized as a Major
motivation behind the federalizing of old age assistance -

through the Supplemental Security Income program. Acceptance
of the notion that cash income aid between the generations
should have such a degree of Federal involvement even extended
to the elimination of any filial support provisions in SSI.
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Some States still have vestigial'Lfilial support laws in
relation to State supplements to_SSI but it can be concluded

, that Americans no longer expect adult children to bear major.
financial responsibility for their aged'parentS.

Mere is also considerable_consensus supporting the public
policy embodied in Medicare that health needs of
the, aged population should be met substantially by a Federal
social insurance program.- It is likely that help in meeting
specifically defined health needs associated with chronically
disabling 'conditions will also continue to have broad citizen
support either through Medicaid or a new National Health Care
program. Olderpprsons and/or their families are not expected
,to shoulder these health costs alone.

"But there does not seem to be any, similar consensus about
the nature, quality, and intensity of Federal aid which should
be available to replace in whole or in part family roles and '1
responsibilities in relation to older members who can no longer
lead completely independent lives but do not require a contin-
uing health regime.

-Dorothy Rice and Saul Waldman* at a conference on long-
term care in 1975 indicated that the present patterni of care
by fatily- are not likely to continue:,

While this type of- (informal family) care, is presently
an important element, social and'economic trends in
our society -- greater geographic mobility of the
population, the rise in employment rates of women,
`and loosening of family ties r= suggest reduction
over the long-term....

'

Without bringing in outmoded concepts of familial
yesponsibility, a public long-term care program
cannot exclude from eligibility for benefits those
who have been receiving, of could receive, *informal
care.

The Federal_eoucil-has identified the'need for frail
older persons to-have a "significant'other" person in their
lives and that government should assist to assure the avail=
.ability of this person when necessary and appropriate. In
a sense, "family" means at least two people. who are bound in
some form of mutual, and significant relationship with each
other., The dilemma in.government assuring the availability_
of a significant other to a frail Oder person is the.major
dilemma faing policy-makers regarding long-term care. As a

*fn report of the Conference on Long-Term Care Data sponsoredby Natl. Center on Health Statistics.and Johns Hopkins Univ.,Tucson, Ariz., May 1975.
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Nation we are ust not sure how much and in what wa overn-
- ment can an. should to e over tra.itional caring unctions o

the family for its frail members.

Government Aid for the Family-Caring Function

Robert Ball, (1977) has described this nation's policy
for the elderly as primarily an income policy.

Even our national health insurance plan for the elderly
and disabled, Medicare, 'conceptually, has been an
extension of retirement insurance, protecting the
retiree againstthe cost of episodic illness on the
rationale that such costs are unbudgetable,,and cannot
reasonably be met by a regular monthly pension.

*In developing a "service strategy" for aid to the frail
elderly, it might be useful to work'further with the "income
strategy" toward goals of 'enhancing and. establishing family-
like arrangements' of aid. .

In examining the, Administrations welfare reform proposals,
the Council askefor,cessation of the practice whereby
SSI recip&ents residing in. -the household of another person
have their benefit reduced by one-third on the basis of an
imputed contribution.

A further step could.be a modest "add-on",to SSI of
around $40 to $50 a month (1978 dollars) to compensate family
members, friends and/or neighbors for simple personal-care
services. This would be a straight forward means of achiev-,
ing the FCA goal .of assuring and/or providing a "significant
other" to aid. in coping with daily ]4ving.

Utiliiing the FCA proposal of advanced age as an indicator
of need rather than poverty or functional impairment as inthe previouslydescribed measures, this flat increment
could be iirovided to all SSI recipients upon attainment aged
75. , The payment could be increased, for instance, .at five-
year intervals on the assumpti9n that increasing age would
require additional funds for aiding in provision of-a signl-
ficant person and for other life necessities.

For those not on-SSI, the eligibility threshhold could
be increased accordingly. As mentioned often in this report,

't

A
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having money is not always assurance that a frail person who
is becoming mentally confused will be able to cope. But try
money first, and then make aseparate determination as to
Whether some form of "case management"-is also needed,in order
to provide a "significant other".

In ongoing research by Marvin Sussman,,the impact of a
/ cash allowance to a family for care of an older relative is

being studied. In a simulated situation, respondent families
were asked whetherjncentivesjncluding cash' would be a deter-
minant in the decision to take in a near,or distant relative.
Sussman found that, at best, incentives facilitate the process
and make it easier forthe already coMmitted, and does little to
change the minds of-the Tefusers. His initial data suggest
that most families (81 percent) will accept older people in
-the household in some circumstances. There is, however,. a
hard core of approximately 19 percent who indicated that they
would not.take in older relatives under any conditions.

R.M. Moroney (1977) suggests that low-i,erest loans to
make physical adjustments and/or-additions to the home would
aid those families who want to take in their elders but whose
housing is inadequate or inappropriate.- He al -so proposes
"respite care",that is, regular periods of time when someone
will take over the caring function. This allows for vacations,
rest, and a chance to do things that cannot be done with the
constant care needs of the frail family member.

While case-management is being covered in another part
, of this report, it is important to identify this service also
as one for the significant other person(s)' in the life of the
older person. Counseling will be provided to this caring
person as well as to the older person in coping with the exi-
gencies of this living situation.

Impact of Changing Family Constellations

In designing plans to serve the elderly,'it is vital to
recognize that participation in kinship networks varies
greatly among-the frail elderly. Whereas, one older person
may have a number of surviving siblings, offspring, and long-

. time neiktiborl and friends; another may be the last surl4ivor,
one whose relatives and,friends have preceded him or her in
death.' Some'who are frail remain married; some have been
divorced'or widoWed, and some have never married at all. Some
have.children close by; others have been isolated for decades;
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There is likelihood that onset of frailty in practical,
program-requirement terms (operational frailty?) is "trig-,
gered" more frequently andore dramatically by changes in
family circumstances than any other one change. That is, the
need for services for a frail person is likely to become
acute upon the death of a spouse, or when 'one spouse becomes
bedridden orhospitalized, or upon the inability.of a relative
to continue to offer services informally.

In considering proper roles.fdr family members and family
surrogateS in serving the frail elderly, there is need' for a
reminder that opportunity for nurture of the multi-genera-
tional fathilyInever before pos'sible is now emerging.

'Although the multi-geneWdon family continues to
presented as the realized structure of past generations,
facts are that three-, and certainly four-generation families,
have been comparatively rare, and such familieswith° members
in close proximity rarer,still First, an immigrAt nation
leaves its older relatives behmd. America has been an
grant nation through the earlyyyears of this century. Nearly
one-fifth of those now 75+ are immigrants. And few of their
children have had contact with a tAnd-parental generation.

In additionr American society has beenmobile, both
vertically and horizontally. vertical-mobility,of second
an&third generation immigrants and first' and second genera-.
tion migrants from 'sharecropper farms to the cities has
produced intergenerational strains. The 'horizontal mobility,.
to eastern and northern cities, from east to west, from south
to north and, more retently,,from north to 'southo .has resu1ted,
in separation by considerable distance Of parents from their ,

, children and grandchildren.

The result is that Atherica, in a sense for the first, time*
in its history, has, structurally, three- and four-generation
families, and has, socially, an opportunity to promote strong
bonds among kinship members. A program for the 'frail elderly
needs to consider the potentials of this-emerging opportunity..

Importance of Ethnic and Cultural Distinctions
Y`

..,
...

Another emerging opportunity for.enhancing family care
for its elders is to be'foUnd in the 'roots" phenomenon. ,

Alex Haley's book on his search"for hiSsAfrican slave ances--
tors was just one manifestation of the growing interest in not

4
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just identifying one's lineage but in strengthening and
utilizing,affectional, cultural and ethnic bonds. .

In a study nearing completion of' policy ,issues concern-
. ing the minority elderly which was commissioned by the Federal
Council on'the Aging, it is being recommend that natural

c,§uppdrt among minority elderly be recognized and maintained,
'find that legislation, regulations and policies that limy dis-
rupt,'eliminate or have a negative impact on these systems be
identified and addressed. p

This study, which was carried out by the Human Resources
Corporation, compiled evidence that:

...in ma ny minority communities, the elderly are not
segregated by age, but are linked'intergenerationally
with the family and the community. It is imperative
that these links and roles be recognized so that social
services and government policies do not inadvertently
supplant the role of the family and community, and that
they do not,force or foster segregation by age of elder-
ly minority' persons. Closely associated with this
prinQiple is the fact that the family plays-a very
important part in the emotional, as well as physical,"
security of the older persdn. Every effort must be made
to work with the family and to bring the family in wher-
ever social services' are provided:

Creating Family-Like Living Arrangements

But what about persons without faiilies or with families
who cannot or will not provide a home and care? Nearly two-
thirds of,the States are adding funds to Federal'SSI payments'or parsons residinin domiciliary care fati,lities. (Kochlar,1977,). Data.which are' available only for those States that'
have elected Federal administration of their.optional progpm
indicate 40 percent of the recipients were aged persons wh6
.received an average combined Federal-State payment of $205 amonth.

It should be added that domiciliary care is for individ-
uals who cannot function in an independent living. arrangement.It may be provided in foster care homes,'in family-type set-
tings for fewer than five persons, or in a, larger group or
institutional setting. "Dom care", as it is called in Pennsyl-
vania, is one means of reconstructipg. a family-like support
system.
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Different levels of supervision are available for these
persons. -Theoretically, all receive casework services from
the State or local social service agency. Ambulatory individ-
uals who need assistance with eating, bathing, or dressing but
do r.o: recuire regular medical or nursing care are given
additional a:mounts of money in Hawaii, Massachusetts, Michigan,
and New York. ,Individuals requiring a more protective setting
receive custodial and other non-medical care in addition to
personal care. These persons include, for example, the mentally
retarded, former mental patients requiring special cars94.
"individuals who are confUsedAecauSe of advanced age ". Several
of the States have payment schedules_ which also reflect these
special circumstances. Some of the payments for these recipi-
ents are paid to represeptative payees. m

Natural Helping Networks for the Elderly

Even with formal, organized social heLvand change efforts
and sometimes, despite these efforts, informal systems of help
in addition to family efforts have continued.to flourish in
almost all social communities. In examining recent studies,
Beatrice Ferleger in1977 concluded that an informal social
support system - a natural helping network - exists for the
elderly. This network helps to sustain elderly people both
emotionally and physically and acts as a supplement to the
formal system which often does not adequately meet their needs.
Ferlcgerfound that informal.service providers -.1 relatives,
friend's and neighbor --rare frequently the primary support
'system of eldArly people.' They provide the linkage between
the older person and needed social And health services.

From her examination of studies conducted by Cantor (073),
Heisel (1973) and Bild and Havighurst (1976), Verleger makes
the, following conclusions regarding'the natural helping net- ...
works:

. 0 ,

As far as policy is concerned, support of the informal
system moves it in two directions: (1) toward a strategy
of prevention, i.e., drawing on the knowledge of the
natural helper increases the_possibility that early iden-
tification and intervention will minimize and avert Crisis,
situations-and will serve a preventive function; and (2)
toward decentralization of service delivery into theN
community.
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The orientation toward' prevention and decenttalized
community -based service delivery in the utilization of
the'informal system necessitates,thekrecognition that
strengthening this system in no way obviates'the need to
strengthen the formal one as well ....For legislators,
policy-makers and planners, this means that: planning
should provide for= increasingly available and accessible
services in the community; the capacity to integrate ser-
vice delikery should be increased, possibly by planning
for the development of a decentralized case management
system with authority and accountability; and legislation
should stress andoprovide for preventive and community -
based services. .

A,final word should be noted a ut-the relationship be-
tween the natural helping network and the formal system. The
natural neighbor-helper may see 'the representative of the for-
mal helpifig agency as an intruder.' The professional may have
difficulty in .moving away from traditional service delivery
techniques and"work in a peer relationship In an unstructured,
situatioon. Therefore) a high level of professional training
and,discipline,is necessary to strengthen.the.natural system

'without'disrupting'its delitateAdlance.

Providing ,Famil)iiSD r.ogates

an ft
'The'propoil'of a modest "add-on" to the SSI.payment is

an 4fteMpt'to enceurige and coMpensate the,natural network .

ef.ftelp in :an Older person's, life when and where it exists.
.It might pa) jor' the gas of -a neighbor who will drive an
older peiibn ro the clinic once a week and pay the teenager
-doww the gtreet.foi shoveling the snow off, the front walk.

° It will not be enough-to pay for a home health aid twice a
week. Wken thataeyel of care is required, the formal,sys-
tem of socialor health services will have to be involved

iota order to Make a determination of, need. Policy,.Makers will
'not accept 'the provision of that level and cost of !care ith-
out some individual assessment of functional need as well as
income status, appropriate standards and ftmonitoring sys em.

1



Where the older person even with the additional SSI pay-
ment cannot identify or utilize a significant other, it would

A be the function of the case manager tobring .this about. If
family, friends and neighbors are not available, the case
manager ---herself now a significant other person to the frail
older client -- might turn to some organized volunteer program
to recruit someone willing to provide some of these important
personal care services like shoppingand companionship in
person or on the phone. -

Organized_volunteer programs abound in the voluntary
sector sponsored by church, civic, fraternal and social
organizations and the United Way. The following section
describes the programs in which the FederalgovernMent has
helped stimulate volunteer programs which are and could be
particulatly helpful to the frail elderly in bringing a family
surrogate into their lives.

In reviejing this proposal of the FCA,- Dr. Ruth Weber
speaking at the session on the frail elderly at the 1977
Gerontological Society, cautioned t4:at the problems of training,
supervising and-matching the significant other to the older
person are still., being studied. "Most important is the lack of
consensus about how the older person's decfsien-making is to
he maximiied in this situation."

Federally-Aided Volunteer Programs

Among the social initiatives of the Sixties was the con-
cept of 'a modest subsidy to enable-a person of limited income
or a person who waited only enough for 1.4bsistence totw!volun-
teerP their services to aid less fortunate persons. Several
are of particular importance in serving the frail elderly.
VISTA gabled persons of all ages to serve persons'of all ages.
RSVP (Retired Senior Volunteer Program) provided roimbursenient
of actual.expenses to older persons who performed a variety of
services: Many recruits tothe "Senior Cpmunity 'Service Aide"
programs, operated under provisions of the'Olaer Americans Act,,
have and are serving the elderly in the community who need
simple help in the home, grocery shopping, companionship,
.telephone reassurance and other homely but very important daily,
coping assistance.-

Y
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The Senior Companion program is the newest of these volun-
teer initiatives specifically designed to enable low-income el-
derly persons to have a meaningful role in society and to help
functionally impaire&and isolated adults live independently
n the community for as long as medically and socially feasi-

lle. An additional purpose of the program is to help enrich'
the lives of persons who, because of physical, mental, or
emotionaLconditions, need to be in the protected environment
f an 'institution.'

.

Advocates of the Senior Companion program believe it
could be a major segment of a comprehensive approach to de-
velbping public' policy and program for the frail elderly.
Service as Se for Companions can forestall friilty for. the-
volunteers bYlproviding a meaningful role. Their role as. a
"significant other" could complement the work of the natural
network*pf help, the family and formal service systems.
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FORMAL SOCIAL.SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Ferh ps the term "formal social support systems" is'too
ambitiou a description for a chapter which intends to
describe those primarily -non - health supportive services and
living arrangements for the frail elderly which exist to a
greater or lesser extent in every part of the United States
today.

These programs are carried out in the government and in
the private secteitsr- both voluntary and pAprietary. Pro -

grams in the privatesector are being financed increasingly
with tax dollars. Because this study is an effortto develop
national "public' policy, the emphasis here, as throughout
the_report, will be on the role of the Federal government. At

- the same time, it must be-acknowledged - without attempting
to deal with its complexities - that the impact on voluntary-
ness by the infusion of government funds in areas which.'havA
traditionally belonged to philanthropy is a serious matter of
concern.

This section will attempt' nto describe the scope, nature
and trends4of social supports for the frail elderly in orderft
to assist policy-makers in contrasting and evaluating these
programs with those based on a health approach to long-term
,care policy development.

It is-important to note basic differences between health
and social models. -Health care is essentially dependency -
creating because its complicated technologies require a great
deal of decision - making by the technicians, primarily the
physician as the manager of health care. The culture of
health is.costly,and a major way to limit its cost is to
avoid its use except` for purely medical care.

What many believe to be the core of social work practice
is one-to-one aid,= modeled after the caring, nurturing and
coping roles of the-family itself. In the social casework
model:conpeived for the FCA services, every attempt is to be-
made to strengthen existing and available care within the
family, only turning to the development of family-like
supports when the real thing is not available or cannot do
the whole job. .
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Although there hasbeen li'major increase in the last 10
years in Federal monies for social services 'for the elderly,
both through age7integrated programs made possible by Title
XX of the Social Security Act and-age-segregated programs of
the Older Americans Act, there is still. some hesitation about
just how far government should get involved in functions which
many citizens believe to be the province of the family or at
least of voluntary almsgiving and service.

Certainly, the national income strategy is based on the
belief that, with enough money, = d a means of paying major
medicAl bills, older persons ill.not.'heed social services or
social workers.

'But tV limitations,of an income strategy are being
increasingly appreciated and understood, particulaAy for the
frail elderly, and their famines who, even with"money, cannot
cope with problems of daily living.

1

Age-Integrated Services

Title XX of the SocialSecUrity Act is the major Federal
program for financing social Services Vo vulnerable popula- .

tibns of all ages. Certain services tend to be spefifically
targeted -Ur...the aging populatiom .These include da, care., .

and foster care for adults; home- delivered and congregate -
meals; home management, homemaker and Cnbre services; prOtec-, .tive services for adults.and group activity centers-for the
aging. For the quarter ending June 1.976, 265,602 aged
ecipients received one or. more, services. ,,

.

The'Federal government began substantial involvement in
the financing of social services.With the 1956 Social Security'
amendments. .1botis Rhodes, writing in Public Welfare; provides
a useful historical perspective::

f The policy shift, toward in-kind-service as. reflected .
.dn successive amendments-to the Social Seautity Act '1 .

from 1956 through 1975 - excepting those of.1974.- L,
ahad little immediate and direct.'mpact on service

del very to the elderly. However, the la.tent'signi-
fica ce was twofold - and oflixonflicting nature. .

,.

_First the actions establistevrthv concept of in,
. kind ?service and theihresultantprograms as, an integral

cbmpdnent of the public assistance system. Th0
-I
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brealthroug eventually Jed to the.development and
implementati of programs deigned especially for

- meeting the un que needs of the\elderly.

Second, the rapidly rising Federal expenditure .for
social services under the 75-25 percent matching
grant formula approved in 1962 resulted in a $2.5
billion ceiling being slapped on spending for such
services ten years later, by an amendment to the
Genera1Revenue Sharing Act of 1972.

Protective Services

The mandate in Title XX for protective services for
adults who are unable to protect their own interests and
are, therefore,in danger of neglect, abuse or exploitation
has stimulated virtually all States to establish adult
protective services programs and around 20 States to
enact new adult protective services legislation. Workers in
these programs are crowding every conference or training
session which offers knowledge in skills to work with this
multi-problem population. Because this population isquite .

likely to contain many of the elderly whom the FCA conO.ders
"frail"; the role and status of protective services mutt be
considered in developing national policy for the frail eld-
erly and for long-term care..

The praCtice of protective services is not new. Under
the direction of such leaders as Margaret Blenkner at.the Be
iamin Rose Institut , :Gertrude,Hall and GeneVa Mathiasen
the4ational Council on the Aging and James Burr oY HEW, th
number of resear 0.1 ojects, conferences, articles and,book
on protective services rose dramatically in the 1960s.

The surge of.protective services as a result of the 1974
amendments is stint beingMeasured. For instance', in 1976

34 States had established protective services for
Information recently provided by FMW's Administration for
Public Services indicates- that all but three States now have
a service' under Title XX which can be identified as "protec-
tive services". Of the three, Colorado does have a_service
entitled "assessment of need. for protective services!' and
Delaware has a public guardian who is a social wotk6r. Only
*Wyoming does not offer anything which could be interpreted

. asa protective service.

41,
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The majority'bf the States that have supportive services
included in their. protective services program, provide these
without regard to income at least in the short-term.. Under
Title XX, Federal aid is- available without regard to income-for
services directed at the goal of preventing or remedying'neglect,
abuse 61, exploitation of children and adults unable to protect
their own interests. The cluster of services ptovided by 33
States are health-related services,_legal services, provision
of alternate living arrangementg;Tcounseling and homemaker/
chore services. They are provided both 'directly by.State
agency personnel and by public and private puichase-of-service
providers.

According to the-most current available data,..adult
protective services were provided to 133,408 primary recipients
at a cost of $14,816,731.

In addition to Title XX, the Federal go ernment-alsp
provides social services of help to the frai elderly throughprograms serving.all a es administered through the Community-Services Administration formerly the Office of Economic
Opportunity), legal services from the Legal Services Corpora-tion, and community-based mental health care through the
Community Mental Health Center program. Eligible veterans-
can receive a variety of aid from the VA.

A useful listing-of Federal and federally-supported,
benefit programs and services can be -found in the "Handbookof Federal Program Benefiting Older Americans" which is an
appendix to the study of "The Interrelationships of Benefit
Programs for the Elderly" of the Federal.Cotincil on the Aging(1975, p. 31, 32).

Age-Segregated Services for the Elderly

Dissatisfaction with the amount of support and interest
from the volunt y sector and with government programs design-ed to serve all, ages were major factors in the passage ofthe Older Ameri ans Act in 1965. The Act established the

,- -47-
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Administration on Aging as the Federal focal point and advo-
cate for concernssf the Nation's older persons, designed to
,foster coordinatiot and increased commitment of Federal
resources to the field of aging. States were assisted in
setting up similar focal points for aging concerns. Subie-
quent amendments provided Federal aid in establishing area
agencies on aging within each State.

A "national network on aging" is now in place, consis-
ting -- at the end of fiscal year 1977 -- of 56 State agen
cies on aging and 556 area agencies on aging located in 612
planning and service area. There were also 1,047 nutrition
agencies operating 9,166 sites providing both congregate and
home-delivered meals'and certain support services. About
15% of the meals served were delivered to homes of_ persons
unable to attend congregate sites because of impairments of
short or long term duration. Funds for nutrition programs
in fiscal year 1976 totalled $225,000,000.

In addition to the nutrition and other services avail-
able through Title VII, of the Older Americans Act, addition-.
al services for the frail elderly were provided through Title
III of the Act. These include information and referral,
telephone reasserance, chore services, in-home services,
escort services and legal and other counseling. Title III
provide4rover $77 million for the purchase of services in
fiscal year 1977 -- not all for.the,fraif elderly.

There is no income test for services under provisions
of the. Older American's Act, except that participant contri-
butions -- especially for meals -- are encouraged.

The role of advocate for the elderly and catalyst of
efforts to sensitize, non -Older Americans Act programs at the
national, State and local levels to serve the elderly has
been a continuing activity of the "network". The frail
elderly have benefited from the wide range of AoA research
and demonstration projects which have provided the knowledge
base for many of the issues being developed'in this current
project of the Fedel.al Council on their behalf. Service
programs of particular benefit to impaired older persons exist
in many communities throughout the'country because of AoA
demonstration grants.

The Carter Adminristration and the new Commissioner on
Aging. are putting their own stamp on the AoA advocacy role.
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What - Commissioner ebert Benedict-has described as an "access
assistance system" has special relevance:to frail older persons
with their problems of coping with systems of help.

Imtestifying before the Select Education Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Education and Labor on the reauthori-
zation of the Older Americans Act on March 20, 1978, HEW
Secretary Califano asked Congress to add langua e to Title I
of the Older Americans Act clearly calling upo all levels
of -government to help eliminate the remaining ocial barriers
facing the elderly, and calling on State gover ment to begin
developing new systems of personal advocacy t protect the
rights of oldeY people. Under this proposal, the States
would be asked, for example, to help train c'tizens to act as
volunteer guardians and "representative paye s" for elderly
persons -- persons to help the elderly mans e theiL affairs.
States would aldo train and assist professionals, volunteers,
and family members who work with older people each day in
preparing such things as tax relief forms, Social Security
applications and wills.

The 1978 legislative year saw the consolidation of certain
of the service titles in the Older Americans Act to enable more
efficient administration and more sensitivity. to locally-
determined priorities. There were also amendments to provide
more attention to the frail elderly through special projects
in comprehensive community longterm care.

In addtion to the Older American-§',Act, the Senior Oppor-
tunities and Services (SOS) program established by the Economic
Opportunity Act aids the frail elderly through various advo=
cacy efforts and such help as employment opportunities for
Service to. the frail by well -- but poor -44older.persoas.

Systematizing SerVices for the'Elderly

.While a social serviced strategy is being advocated as
an equal partner to a health approach to long-texm care of
the frail elderly, the problems of inadequacy, poor delivery
mechanisms and confusing philodophies and policies in the
social service field must be acknowledged.

O
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For instance,'theit-iis increasing conflict among
advocates of the Older Americans Act whether to give
priority to all the elderly or to poor, minority and impaired
older persons. Another dilemma is the very philosophy be-
hind the enactment of the Older Americans Act, namely, that
the eldetly do not get their fair share when they are "main-
streamed" with other ages. When HEW Secretary Califano
testified in the House on the 1978 amendments to the Act, he
advised deferring, any substantive changes in the Act while
working 'en some of these problems. He said:

.Over the past two decades, Federal, State and lbcal
agencies have rapidy expanded these. programs to serve

. older people. But our Compassion hastoo often exceeded
our understanding.. We have created a virtual maze which

'

is often incomprehensible to the older people we are
supposed to serve. No mus take the time to re- examine
carefully the organizatkon 'elivery of our services if
they are to meet the pret-sang needs of the next decade.

In testifying.before the House Select Committee on Aging
at a hearing on oversight of :Title XX on October 27, 1977,
Nelson Cruikshank, Chairman of theFederal Council on the

, Aging, osffered a conceptual framework'for mere effective
administration of social services. He said he would ask the
Council to develop recommendations for rationalizing at least
the two major Federal social services,programs for the elderly.

I believefit is important to continue serving the elderly
through both all-ages and aged-only programs. _Both the
Title XX agencies and State. and area agencies on-aging
have planning and advocacy functions which are, important
for the elderly. There are many services, usually
individually-determined and individually-delivered, which
Are needed by certain persons at all age levels and these
might more appropriately be the responsibility of the
public mult-generational casework agency. The protective
services which are one of the most important Title XX .

programs for'the.elderly is one example. Many group ser-
vices are unique to the needs and role of the older person
and might more appropriately be lodged and financed on
an ongoing -- not a demonstration and start-up -- basis in
the Older Americans Act- There should not have to be a
means test -- even if you call it "Croup eligibility" --
so an older person can attend a senior center. But neither
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should older people be discouraged from paying for their
own meal in a senior center so they can be full and
independent partners is a "senior service" program.

Interface Between Federal Income Maintenance,and Social
Service Programs

The federalization of Old Age Assistance, which took .

placp.with.the establishment of the Supplemental Security
Income program in 1972, also furthered the goal of separating
the administration of income-maintenance benefits from the
delivery of social services. The policy shift had been start-
ed several years earlier with the intent of simplifying and
making more equitable the administration of cash-benefit
programs with the understanding that not all poor people need-
ed services. The cash payments were 'supposed to enable most
poor persons to cope. For those persons who did need some
individual and person one-to-one help_jrom a skilled person, _

the delivery of social services would be accomplished without
the stigma of making a determination for cash benefits.

There were pioblems with this,reform even when the
separation of income-maintenance and social services merely meant
dealing with two different units of a single local public
welfare department. The-need for social services was often
identified during the application for income assistance. It
was a built-in case-finding system especially for the frail
elderly with their need for both'income and services. When
clients must deal with a,Federal agency, namely, the Social
Security Administration for SSI, and the local public social
services agency for social services, the difficulty of frail
older persons establishing a linkage to needed social services
is compounded.

HEW's bocial Security AdMinistration and its Office of
Human Development Services, the two Federal agencies which
administer SSI and Title XX, are working at the national
level to improve linkages and referrals between the Social
Security District offices andAlocal social services agencies.
A joint work group composed'of representatives of these two
agencies is developing policy guidance, instructions and
training efforts for. -SSA and Title XX staff. The A4ministra-
.tion on Aging is also working with SSA on similar efforts of
linkage.

GO



Another problem area in the implementation of this;
nation's income policies for the elderly also bears cioier
examination and the development of not "just some working.
agreement" but pOssibly new legislation. The',Matter and-

, manner of determining "representative payees" for SSI'apd
retirement benefit' recipients who cannot manage their own'

. funds are problems which the Social Security-AdministAtion
has limited capacity to handle. Especially for the frail
elderly, the SSA handbook instructionf,are inadequate:

,

Where it appears that the interest of a.beneficiary
would be served thereby, the Social Security, Act
provides that payment ma be made for his use-and
benefit to a relative or §ome other person, regard-'
less of the legal competency or incompkency of the
beneficiary.

Dissatisfaction in regard to representative payee deter-
mination was expressed in 1964-by then Comdissioner of°
Social Seturity' Robert Ball:

A quiti serious prOblem in our program is theask
-throUghout the country of adequate community resources --
health, welfare and related services to help us in our
task, to make more adequate determinations of capacity to,

41, manage, to find someone to act for beneficiaries who have
no one with who'll they have a meaningful relationship,and
to afford at least some minimal protection tOr.incapable
beneficiaries living in situations-which appear to be
hazardous to them. There is urgent'need for community
services to which we can turn ii situations like these.
Our own service is incomplete without them.

Mr. .Ball characterized phenomenon' such as frequent
changes of address as a danger signal. Upon invesigation,
it would often be found that thiswas indicative of a loss
of capacity to manage. Current practice as to the determi-
nation of a representative payee .varies. A number of SSA
district offices frequently look to the local public social
services department not only to make the initial evaluation
upon which the SSA decision is made as to designation but
also to miintail some kind of continuing supervision. Many,
and probably most SSA offices depend primarily on a deter,-
mination of competency, through medical or legal findings of
incapability.

Ow.
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Regan and Springer, in the repoit of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging on protective services described on pp. 87-
91,.express dissatisfaction with SSA procedures (and, those of
dther Federal ,agencies as well) for. determining substitute
payees. They write:

The entire system of-subs itutes is, open to attack on
constitutional grounds. The most telling point is
failure of agencies to provide even minimal notice and
a hearing on the issue of competency...The criteria to
name a substitute 'are too vague. The Social Security
Administration's concern for the best, interests of the
beneficiary is completely' lacking, in standards..:The
system of paying substitutes should not be discarded,
even though, it needs reform...The system might serve'
more effectively it it were part of other comparable
State- or State-appointed guardianship arrangements,
especially when the State provides.a public guardian.

The FCA seriously, considered recommending the
Social Security Administration as the locus for its pro-
posed set sf services for the frail elderly becaue of
SSA's national geographic coverage and linkages to
virtually, every older American through administering the
trust fund programs and the Supplemental Security Income
program. Thisapproach was discarded when SSA acquired
responsibility for administration of Aid to'Families Adth
Dependent Children and because it was felt that, FCA's case
assessment and management proposals should be more closely
-linked to community-based social. services.

' However, it could well be that the problem SSA'faces
with older persons who cannot manage their benefit payments
might be one means whereby older persons could be identified
as potential clients for case assessment and management. If
the attainment of a'certain age criteria for receiving the FCA
proposed services were to be utilized, it might be possible
for SSA to notify recipients automaticallon their 75th or
80th birthday of the availability of this program rather than
wait for some manifestation of difficulty in managing payments.
And just as these FCA casework services might be located in theagency 4,signed responsibility for protective services by lawso too might the determination of representative payees be link-ed to the community's formal procedures of determining the'competency of frail adults.
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Supportive Living Arrangements

Assisted independent group living arrangements mla; be
included in identifying.the formal social supports which the
Federal Government provides and which shouldbe considered
as part of public policy for the frail elderly.

.

Supervised living arrangements for those older persons
whose mental, physical angl social needs are such that they -
cannot manage in their own home's or those of relatives and
do not need.medical supervision, have perhaps the longest
history in American public policy and programs for the frail

.

elderly. Tfie in-kind and "indoor" aid of almshouses was
-based on the Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601 which became a
model law for this new nation.

Well before the outbreak of the erican Revolution.;
all the leading coastal cities had erected almshouses (Coll,
1977). As originally conceived, these facilities were
designed.to provide decent, albeit modest, long-term care
for indigent persons who were aged, chronically ill, or
physically handicapped. Medical, treatment was also provided
for poor persons of all ages in need-of but unable to afford
private physicans.

'Almshouses and county "poor homes" have- long since
ceased to exist but the need for a supportive non-medical
living arrangement for frail older perSons remains. A recent
study of what is called "domiciliary -cafe" in New York State*
described the variety, of terms used by the-New York State.
Department of Social Services according to the size of the
facility, the nature of ownership, and supervising agency.

Foster home care

Private homes in the community which provide for thecare of a single adult.,. These homes are under the
supervision of local social service departments butare not licen4td.

. Private proprietary homes for adults

Facilities operated for compensation and profit for'
the purpose of providing care to two or more adults,
who require the services of attendantsbut notmedical or nursing care.

Ss, *Community Research Applications, Inc. 1978
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Family-type proprietary homes

Similar to private proprietary homes except they house
at least two but no m6re than four residents. Licensed
by the State Department of Social Services but inspec-
tion and.supervision is from the county departments of

,social services.

Piomes for the aged

'Non-profit facilities' which provide tie } same services
as private proprietary homes for adults. Also super-
vised by the State Department'of.Social Services.

Residences fer,edults

Any facility of er than a nursing home, convalescent
home, home for ,dults, homes.for the aged or aged care
accommodation which holds itself out as providing living
quarters; central dining and °housekeeping services for
adult pers'ons who:because of age or disability require a
lodging,.' board and housekeeping service on a continuing
basis. Must be approved by the Department of Social
Services.

The New York State Department of Mental Hygiene has a
separate system and terminology for its community living
programs.

Family care homes

Private residences aliprovedby an institution of the
Department of Mental Hygiene as providing a healthful
and safe family setting for no more than six perslins
with supervision from the institution's family cafe
program.

Community residences

"Half-way. houses" and "supportive living facilities"
prepare a patient for independent living. A "supervised
living arrangement" provides a long-term residence,to
persons unlikely to live more independently. Responsible
supervisory staff is provided onsite 24-hours a day.
Community residences arelicensed*and supervised by the
Department of Mental Hygiene and may not exceed 24 beds.

44411...
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New York is one of 32 States in which the-SSI reci-
pients residing in domiciliary facilities receive a State
supplement to SSI in order to finance such card. It is,esti- .

mated that some half'million elderly persons are residing
in ,adult care homes.

There have been abuses in theSe homes which the Keys
amendment* to the Social Security Act attempts to stop. This
amendment requires States to establish and enforce standards for
non-medical residential facilities where "significant numbers"
of SSI recipients reside or are "likely" to reside. If'the .

Statesor facilities are not complying with the law, the Keys
amendment requires reduction of benefits to the SSI recipients.

This reform measure was to become effective later this,
year but an important flaw has been identified which would
penalize the individual SSI recipie t by reducing benefits

-4141L911

because of,inabilities of State go rnm nts to develop necessary
standards. Legislation has been intro ced in this seslidn
of Congress which would delay the effective date of the Keys
amendment in order to give both HEW and the States more time
to develop the necessary paperwork procedures to curb the
growing abuses in.this burgeoning mode of care which is being
'used primarily for the mentally frail!

Enlarging Concept of Federal Housing Assistance

For-many years, through fbrmal and informal arrangements,
it has been agreed at the Federal level that' HEW and its
programs would take care of the social service needs, if any,
of residents of. housing financed in one way or another by
programs of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
IV was believed that social and other "soft" services should
not be part'of the financing of building management costs.

With the aging of the population in publicly-financed
housing and their need for certain supportive services in
order to remain in an essentially residential'situation,"advo-
cates for the elderly have been pushing for a change in Feder-
al policy. As this session of Congress proceeds, both the
House and the Senate are giving favorable consideration to
legislation which would fund certain social services as part
of the housing costs 4.n public housing and projects built
'through loans for housing (Section/202) and housing assis-,
tance (Section 8).

141-eys amendment was passed in 1976 as P.L. 94-566; amendment
effective October 1, 1977.
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Testifying fore the HOuse Select Committee on Aging in
March 1977, Monsi nor Charles Fahey, in his role as President-
of the American A sociation of Homes for the Aging, urged
public housing policy which would be mgre realistic in regard
to the social.needs of those who live ,in federally-assisted
housing-projects.

The single social change we 'cotild, make affecting the
lives of the.elderly,that would promote the greate-st
social benefit for the least number of dollars .would be
to 'take all the federally-assisted housing, whether public
housing,or 202 or 236, and build into the basic financing
mechahisms--the operational financing mechani4m--a certain
floor of soft management services, and recognizethi'sas
an-integral part of the ,subsidy, an integral part of the
rent,- I am not talking about all social services but I
am talking about certain* fundamental, so-ft' management
services: the ability to know the person ill the facility,,
the/ability to create a positive interaosion'among the
people in the., facility', the ability of the facility to
create linkages with.the community and serve as advocate
for those individuals to get community services of what-
ever sort, certain nutritional counseling servites, and
certain public health type services.

Interface Between: Health and Social Long-Term Care,

r

This repori.has not tried to describe the range of health
supports which can and should be provided, by the "leaith'care
system -- if there is such an entity anymore than there is a
"social support system." What it has tried to.show is that ,there are in existence a number of policies and programs-Which
provide for a range of social supports for frail adults -- bog!the old-old and the non-old with chronic care needs. The diagr-n sis and prescription for some of these supports comes through
t e.medical.mode f the need for many of them be made'
by practitioners wh do not,have to be physiciarnn order to.khow that a frail p son cannot reside in her oWn home withoutcertain help for to lag careo f herself and/or her home.

"Home care" stands, at the interface of the family and
non-family systems of care for frail persons (Little,. 1976).The ability of families tolprovide this care is as related

economic, housing and social.services policy as it iS to

I

r"
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health policy. While it Sounds very desirable, achieving
administrative simplicity such as proposed by Trager (1977)
might not. really selvt out.need for a total perspective on
long-terWcare. She writes:.

.

. ,

.The-.best peSsibility, of success for community care systems
will be achieved when th re integrated into a single
national funding system h emphasizes entitlement .to
services to'fit need and ch encourages easy movement &,

-- between the various components -- those of prevention, pre-
ventive intervention, community care, ambulatory treatment
and institutional care in a rational continuum.

.

Certainly some Integration of programs 'can and Should
be considered, Congressional Budget-Office proposals for
cOmbining Jong-term care Aspects of Title XIX (Medicaid)
and Title XX (Social Services) 'Treed to be assessed. Many
6f ,the home-delivered services provided through these pro-.
gfams are of the sitme type. 'The funding sourak is often
determined by whether the particular State has reached its
ceiling, on Tittle XX.- If it has, Title XIX, which does not'
have a cap is utiliZed. There have been a numberof use-
ful demonstration projects such.as Triage. in Connecticut
and in Monroe Count5r; NewYork, which have used waivers in
Federal programs in order to achieVe coordination of ca /e
in ,the community. Their tindims should Be studied.

A

Because of national income policies, many older people_
can pay for their own services 1.f,they and, their families
can have, some assistance around bfokering. Trying to finance
some of these needs throUgh a social insurance mechanism
would,be costly and,'furthermore;- it would'seem that the
nation is becoming reluctant to txpanCuse of'the social in,
surance system:- Americans seemIwnling to,utilize this sys-
tem of financing for a new national health care arrangement
but it is highly unlikely that they will be willing' to. include
any but medical-related aspects of long-term care in a new
national health care plan. ,The highcosts of providing long-
term care through' the - health system have already been de-

. .

scribed in this, FCA report,andea single system of community
long -term care is'very.likely to be Medidally dominated.
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The propo.sals of the Federal Council oh the Aging for
universal entitlement to case assessment and management are
an. attempt to proyide-psychorsocial support and brokering
for a frail individual-through a persOnal agent rather,han
primarily through.°an agency. This will not solve the'natiopal.
long-term care dilemma either. But the Council believes it.

'

is a good base upon which to determine the best approaches
Fato putting in place the skilled services and special facili-

ties such as day care rich are needed elements ,of a contin-N__
uum of health and social care for frail adults outside a .

medical.' facility.

CZ
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MOVEMENT FOR CHANGE

BECAUSE THE SOCIAL SUPPORT program being advojcated by the
Council must be coordinated with other relevant initiatives
for the frail elderly, it is important to know'the current.
public policy context within which decisions for this
vulnerable populatdon will be made.

Looting ae the existing situatio of overlap and gap,
it is clear that there' are dissatisf tions' and differences
of opinion on the part of those handling the programs
and those receiving -- or not receiving_ -- the services.'

Policy questions being widely raised and faced- clude:

1. Whayt should be the extent of familial responsi-
bility for its frail adult members?

Z. How should public policies enhance and supplement
the care of family, friends, philanthropy and
business for frail adults?

3. Should the Federal government bring about the
establishment pf a long-term care system as a
separate entity from health and social service
systemg1

4. Which health-related aspectsmof longterm care
should be financed through a national health

' plan?

5. Which social service aspects of long 'term care
shouldbe-part of health care, which should be
included in aged-only social services, and which
should be available through an age-integrated
social service's system?

6. How can continuous and effective forts to im-
, prove long-term health care facilities be assured?

7. Which mental problems of the eldeily should be
treated through psychotherapeutic treatment,
which through a medical regime and which through
psychosocial means?

9
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8. Should. federally- subsidized housing give priority
to frail persons with the provision of certain
supportive services as part of the housing subsidy?

To what extent should long-term Scare provided by
the Veterans Administration be integrated with
programs for persons not eligible for VA benefits?

lb. Are there spec 1 problems caused 'by ethnicity
or sex of the elderly which must be considered
in developing national policy for long-term care?

11.. Should eligibility for multidimensional assess-
ment,and case management be based on the attain;-
ment df a certain advanced age?

12.. Which levels of government should have which
responsibilities in caring for the frail elderly?

13. Should aids to olde/1 persons and their families
sona care services be provided in cash

or in ki

14. What are the manpower and training implications
of trends in long-term care?

ls. What pertinent rese rch and demonstrations ac-
tivities are requir d?

.

.

16. What care should be provided directly by govern-
ment and what should be arranged through vendors?
What snduld be poviaed as a social utility, what.
should be means-tested, and what should be avail-
able through a social insurance program?

17. How can care which is "least restrictive' of a
person's rights to elf-determination be provided
by a benevolent government? / r

Government Studies and Views

The Congress has expressed concern about all of these
questions in many ways. Hearings have been held, investi-
gations have been undertaken and laws enacted over the past -
decade out of concern for the long-term care issue.
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'Examination of Congressionally-spoAsored studies
completed in 1977 underscores the increasing concern of
national legislators. These studies include the following:

1. Returning the Mentally Disabled .to the Community:
Government Needs to Do More, general Accounting
Office, January 7, 1977.

2. Catastrophic Health Insurance, Congressional
Budget Office, January, 1977. 0

. 3. Long-Term Care for the Elderly and Disabled, Congres-
sional Budget Office, February, 1977.

4. The Well-Being of Older People in Cleveland,
Ohio General Accounting Office, April 19, 1977.

S. Home Health The Need for a National Policy to
Provide foil. the Elderly, General Accounting Office,
December 30,, 1977.

6. Study of Health Care for American Veterans, National
Research Council'of the National Academy of Sciences,
June 7,. 1977.

7 Protective Services for the Elderly U.S. Senate
Special 'Committee on Aging, July 1977.

8. Report ofthe Committee-on Mental Health and Illness
of the Elderly, U.S. Department of Health,. EdOcation,
and Welfare, completed 1977, issued May 1978.

9. The Age Discrimination Study, U.S. Commission on
/- Civil Rights, December 1977.'

The data and observations in these reports are impor-
tant in development of public policy initiatives for the
frail elderly., The ensuing summaries focus on information

--of relevanCe to the concerns of the Federal Council,
looking at some of many crosscutting issues which must be,
resolved in order to bring about a coordinated approach

I)
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to long-term care.

STUDY 1 - General, Accounting Office

RETURNING THE MENTALLY DISABLED TO THE COMMUNITY-

In submitting this report on deinstitutionanzation to
the President of the Senate andthe Speaker of the House
of Representatives, Comptroller General Elmer B. Staats
said that the General Accounting Office had madethis review
because the Congress had shown interest in helping
States serve illentally disabled persons in communittes: many
problems had beenreported in this area by the news media;,
and many'Federal programs affect the mentally disabled.

The. GAO consideredbdth the mentally retarded and .

the mentally ill. While recent scientific advances are
permitting more of the retaro4e4 to live longer, their
numbers among the elderly no not yet come anywhere hear the
numbers df the elderly who have been institutionalized for
what,was considered to be mental illness. tt is most

4 appropriate to examine 'this-GAO report for its implications
for the frail elderly as it was the geriatric, patient who
'was identifiedearly in the movement for deinstitutionali-
kation as being the major source of persons most likely'
to be inappropriately placed in mental hospitals.

Impetus for Deinstitutionalizatlon

While the advent of tranquilizers in the 1960s and
.

treatment philosophies yid court decisions favoring community-
based care and the "feast restrictive alternative' contri-
buted to the release of persohs.frbt public institutions,
the financial savings to States provided by thepassage of
Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 were perhaps the most important
factor.

Traditionally, State and local governments have been
respon ible for the care and treatment of mentally disabled
person . Patients transferred from State and county insti-
tutions to nursing homes and other communify-bas9d arrange-
ments b came eligible for these new Federal,programs.

. The' .

enactme t of the supplemental Security Income program in
1972 fu thered the discharge of the elderly-into the
communi y. *,
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k. Data cited by the GAO from a survey completed in
April 1974 by the National Center for Health Statistics,
HEW, verifies a dramatic shift in population. While it
was not possible to identify the number of mentally-
disabled persons now in nursing homes who were released
from public institutions, there has been a 48% increase
in the number of nursing home residents with mental disabi-
lities since 1969 -- going from 607,400 to 899,500, Of
the latter,number,"the overwhelming majority, or 785,,3003
were 65 years of age or-over. .According to.National
Institute ofMental Health estimates, nursing homes provide
the largest single place o,f care for the mentally ill.

Lt should be noted ,that in 1973-74,NCHS developed data
from obServations by nursingihome personnel which indicated
that of patients 65+, 6.6 percent of the nursing home popula-
tion had a primary diagnosis of mental impairment including
retardation, while some 17% evidenced mental impairment as
a secondary or tertiary condition.

In 1963,when President Kennedy stated that it would
be possible to reduce the Population of,public mental
hospitals by 50 percent or more within a decade or two,'
about 504,600 persons were in such facilities. By June 30,

'1974, the resident population of such facilities had been
reduced ,by 57% to about 2:15,000 persons.

TheGA0 found that many mentally disturbed persons had
been released from institutions and placed in decent housing'
in clean, safe neighborhoods and with structured in-house
activities and outside programs such as. work, education,
recreation, and day activity center attendance. Ih such an
environment, many mentally-dis
dependent on either public $2.1p

ancial and daily-living needs
normal 07 nearly normal lives

OT
nd

ed persons have become less
or other people for fin-
ave learned to live

However, the GAO obser eel that many other mentally-
disabled persons enter, ree ter, or remain in public
-Institutions when.they'c d be treated in the' community.
Others have been placed in substandard and crowded facilities
in unsafe neighborhoods, or facilities that could not or
did not provide needed services or assurance that they would
teceive needed services.
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The GAO examined the particular responsibilities of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development regarding the
mentally disabled and found little enforcement of the pro-
visions in the Housing and Community DeNtelopment Act

_that communities consider the needs of the lower income,
mentally disabled in-their housing assistance plan. The
Secretary of Labor had. not informed the Department staff
of their responsibilities in helping accomplish deinstitu-
tionalization through job training and placement programs.

The Role of HEW in Deinstitutionalization

The GAO study began by describing' the approach of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to deinsti-
tutionalization as "disorganized". The several programs
within HEW with relevant responsibilities were then analyzed.

4
Community Mental Health Centers and Clinics 4

o Increased services available from community mental health
centers and clinics have not always reduced unnecessary
admissions to mental hospitals or provided services to
people released from mental hospitals.

o The mental health centers program has developed separately
fromthe public mental hospital system, making integration
of the two difficult.

o Allocations for mental hospitals till dominate most State
mental health' budgets, and restrictions and other problems
have prevented the use of other funds for the mentally

o Declining Federal funding for centers has caused several
communities to avoid the program.

Medicaid

o Lacking alternatives, local programs use money provided.
by, medicaid to place the mentally disabled in nursing
homes, many of which are not staffed or prepared to meet
the special needs of the mentally disabled or are not the
best setting for persons so placed. (Subsequent regula-
tions require an active t ;eatment program if mentally-
disabled patients constitute 50% or'more of the inStitu-
ition's populations.)
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o People were also placed in nursing homes or elsewhere
without any'release plans, with plans that did not
identify all services needed; or without adequate
provisions for follow-up services.

Medicare

o Medicare provides insurance for only limited outpatient
care for the mentally ill. Because of this many people
may be placed unnecessarily in mental hospitals.

Supplemental Security Income

o Although SSI has helped mentally-disabled persons return'
to communities, some have been placed in substandard
facilities, placed without provision for support services,
or placed inappropriately.

o Legislation enacted in 1976 eliminated many previous
reductions in SSI Tor mentally-disabled recipients in
community residential facilities operated or assisted
by public agencies.

Social Services

The major source of'Federal funds to States for social
service is under provisions of the Social Security Act ad-
ministered by HEWls Administration for Public Services.
Until October 1975, Title IV of that Act was available pri-,
marily for services that would help people .obtain .employ-
ment but it also included services to aid the mentally
disabled in returning to communities from institutions and
to prevent inappropriate placement where possible. Social
services under Title VI were intended for the aged, blind
and disabled who were former, current, or potential recipi-
ents of SSI _to help them attain or retain capability for
self-support and self=cate.

In October 1975, a new Title XX of Vie Social Security
Act (Social Services to I ividuals an4 Families) replaced
the previous titles.

I
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Because Title XX became effective after the GAO had
completed its study fieldwork, the report does not assess
the impact of the new legislation on deinstitutionaliza-
tion. It does note that HEW's regulations for Title XX
.may be weaker than the regulations for its predecessor
program. States must make at least three services.available
to SSI recipients and provide, at least one service for each
of the Aive program goals of Title XX,

By requiring States to make at least three services
available to disabled SSI recipients, the program should
help make sure that mentally-disabled persons released
from institutions,, who receive SSI after release, receive
at least some services,

On the'other hand, GAO notes, States are no longer
required to provide services according to service plans
responsive to individual needs, Therefore, services
provided by the States to mentally-disabled persons may not
be the services they need the most to help them remain in the
community.

State social service agencies are apparently not
taking responsibility for making sure that foster or other
community placements they make are appropriate to individual
needs. Service responsibilities of social service agencies
for mentally-disabled persons being released from institu-
tions who are eligible for social services, but who are not
SSI recipients, are not clear according to GAO.

,Recommendations

Out of the many recommendations developed by the General
Accounting Office, the following were selected for their
relevancy to the frail elderly,

To the Congress

,The Congre4 should consider, GAO. said!

o DeSignating a committee in each House with responsibility
for monitoring all-Federal efforts to help place the
mentally disabled in the community so that Federal agencies
work together and support State efforts to serve the
mentally disabled.-
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o Amending the Social Security Act, to increase outpatient
mental health services Available under Medicare.

o Consolidating the funds earmarked for mental health under
the special health revenue-sharing and the community
mental health center programs into a formulaL.grant to
State mental health agencies.

To the Office of Management and Budget

At least 135 Federal programs -- administered by 11,
major departments and agencies affect the mentally- ill
or mentally retarded, therefore, the Director of OMB should:/-4-'

o Instruct Federal agencies to develop and help implement*
deinstitutionalizatidn.

'11

o See that the responsibilities And specific actions to be .

taken by Federal agencies are clearly defined.

o Direct Federal regional councils to mobilize, coordinate,
and evaluate Federal work affecting this goal-throughout
the country.

To the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

The Secretary of HEW should:

o. Define responsibilities of and actions to be taken.by
HEW units.

o Designate 'an agency or o444-'al responsible for coordina-
ting this work.

o Determine how to make sure that State and local agencies.
administering HEW-supported programs develop and imple-
ment effective case Management systems for people' being
released from public institutions.

o Evaluate the need and desirability of proViding incentives
for care for the mentally disabled other than in inter-0
mediate care facilities.

o Determine a clear and consistent Federal role in'mental
health and retardation programs and make recommendations
to the Congress.
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To the Departments of Labor and
Housing and Urban Development

The Secretaries should each make community care for the
mentally disabled a departmental objective and improve
existing programs.

Agency Comments

Prior to the final issuance of this GAO deinstitution-
alization report on January 7, 1977, the various Federal
agencies whose responsibilities had been critiqued were asked
their views on the GAO draft.

or and HUD geherally agreed with the .recommendations
and out ned several actions they have taken, .Were taking,
or plann d to take to help return the mentally disabled to
the community. HEW does not specifically comment on the
recommandations,'but said that it would study them and devlo
a plan for implementing those it concurred in.

The Office of Management and Budget disagreed with the
recommendations made to it, arguing that they were unwarranted
and would unjustifiably interfere with State and local
resp sibilities.

STUDY 2 - Congressional Budget Office

CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE

This report was produced to assist the Congress inOtermining the e pans ion of the Federal. role in financing
health care services. Congressional Budget Office
,Director, Rivlin explains that-expansion could
take the form of a national health insurance plan covering
all persons for a broad range of services, or it could
involve selective extensions of coverage by type pf risk
insured or by population group protected.

One widely discussed alternative for selectively ex-
teAded coverage is catastrophic health insurance. This
Budget Issue Paper, examines the frequency'and origins of
"catastrophic" expenses; the extent to which they are current-

.ly met through public programs and private insurance; and
various proposals for insuring Catastrophic costs. As is
Customary pdlicy and practice of the CB, this paper included '

no recommendations. However, an implicit view of the agency

p
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is conveyed by exclusion of long-term care from considera-
tion in this report and as a component of alternativepolicy
proposals for catastrophic insurance. Instead, CBO
produced a separate companion report entitled Long-Term Care
for the Elderly and Disabled. (See p. 72,73V

Whether "catastrophe' is defined as a large absolute
expenditure or an,.expenditure which is large relative to an
indVidual's income, the CB0 makes clear that at the present
thie, the mostsignificant catastrophic expense problem is
long-term care.. In fiscal year 197.8, an estimated 1.3
million persons will be residents of nursing homes for six
months or lognger, at an aggregate cost of about $14.7 billion.
Almost-55 percent of that cost, or $8 billion, will be paid
directly by consumers. As the major third-party reimburse-
ment plan, ppblic or private that provides substantial
coverage for long-term nursing home care,.Medicaid pays the
rest of the-bill except for limited aid avAlable through
Medicare.

The reasons for considering long-term care separately
are clearly set forth by CBO:

C./

Long-term nursing home coverage has been excluded
in each CB0 alternative plan, despitePthe fact that
nursing home care Is the major cause of catastrophic
expenses among the aged. The financing of long-term
care poses many complex social and administrative,
problems not involved 4 the financing of other types
of health care. Some of these problems stem from
the peculiar nature of the service, which is often
more custodial or residential than strictly medical.
Thus, judgement must be made about the extent to
which a health insurance benefit should subsidize
the care, andto what extent other forms of housing,
income assistance, or social services are more
appropriate.

Additional problems arise from the nature of the
population group that required long -term 'care.

.-- 75% of persons in nursing homes are over
age of 75. .

ut 40% are more than 85 years old.

any have no close family meibers and are not
competent to manage their own (fairs.

%It
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-- Close supervisions necessary to assu're that
funds are not misused and that the most suitable
level of care is provided.

Because the'elderfy share other catastrophic health
costs with. the general population connected with their acute
healthcare needs and becaFge the issue of financing long-
term Care should be considered concurrently with proposals
for 'financing these other catastrophic needs, it is useful
to describe here the three catastrophic protection plans that
reflect the major types of approaches that have been proposed.
A fourth alternative, a uniform national program to address
thi specific problems of both low- and middle-income families,
was also presented by CBO to illustrate the extremely high
costs of such a program.

Alternative One: A Traditional Insurance Plan

An insurance plan designed to operate as a supplement
.0 to basic private insurance and Medicare remoVes all limits

on Medicare hospital coverage and coinsurance and places a
$ 50 limit,on cost-sharing-for non-hospital services. Med-
i aid would remain unchanged. Net new cost to Federal Govern-
ment, $12-$13 billion FY '78.

AlUrnative Two: An IncoMe-Related Plan .

.With Fixed Maximum Liability

Covers all out-of-pocket expenses except 7hoserfor long-
term care in excess of a designated percent of a famdly's
gross income. Relatively complex and ,expensive to administer
because of income tested benefits. Benefits proportional
and targeted to meet greatest need. Difficult to integrate
with basic insurance. Financed through Federal general tax
revenues. Net new cost to Federal government.$14..9 billion
FY 176.

Alternative Three: A Mixed Traditional
and Income-Relate&Olan

Federalized Medicaid program providing total expenses
for low-income families and the exceptionally high expeases
of Medicare beneficiaries. Extension of Medicare same ffs
alternative41.- Benefits targetted to greatest need. Com-
patible with basic insuranqe. Reas.onabl.y uncomplicated to
administer because income-testing is minimi'z'ed. Net-new
cost to Federal government, $24 billion FY'79.
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-Alternative Four: A Uniform and Universa.Plan

-HEW "Mega" proposal, in 1973 designed to deal with the
specific catastrophic expense,problems of .both low-income
and middle-income families' through a single program.'
Addresses all major catastrophic cost problems except long
term care. Would actually be an expensive comprehensive
national health insurance plan,.. Net new cost-to Federal
government,- $79 biJalon,FY '78:

4STUDY 3 - Congressional Budget Office

LONG-TERM CARE-FOR THE ELDERLY'AND.DISABLED

This long -term care budget paper presents three'aptions
for Federal aid to individuals,, communities and States in
caring for the elderly and disabled, which should be
considered along with ;he three CBO options' for catastrophic
health insurance. (See Study 2 page 71)

Background

Long-term care, as defined in this CBO paper, refers
to services provided over an extended period of time to
persons with, chronic physicaldisease or disability'. The
long-term care needs of the mentally retarded and mentally
ill -- a group almost equal in magnitude to the physically
disabled.-- were not included. The report explains why:

Long-term care of the mentally ill and-retarded in-
involves considerations similar to those involved in
the care of the physically disabled, including the '

lifetime nature of treatment and theeapprapriate -

ness of institutional, veTsus,wninstitutional treat-
ment. However, many of the services required by
the mentally ill and retarded are different and,
historically, have been administered through separale
delivery systems by a separate class of-profes-
sionals. The distinctions found between acute
care, pgYchiatrie care,-and long-term care of the
disabled will therefore be retained here, although
they are made more for the sake ,of administrative
simplicity than-for conceptual purity., .

With the exclusion of the mentally ill and retarded,
the group most likely to require long-term care as'
a result of physical disability is the elderly.

-72-
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They have the highest incidence of.chronic illness,
disability, and functional impairment, although
other iddividuals suffer from these on a less pre-
dictable basis.

Federal' Program Optiods For Long-Term Care

The tree general types of Options presented by the
CBO reflect different!policy:approaches with different budget
impacts. The genera/ approaches are:

0

Mod4fication of Existing Program

?dicare would e modified to liberalize coverage of
,home health service% while retaining the link to treatment
.0f -at injury or an acute illnesS. The liberalization might
be accomplished by eliminating the requirement that patients
1) homebound and' expanding the definition o'skilled services
to inCluee nutritionist savices and occupational therapy.
Homemaker Services under the supervision of a nurse could
al4d be permitted, after skilled services were no longer
necessary.'

.

An alternative to financing these medicare services,
would be to combine home health services of Part A (hospital

pbenefits paid by a ayroll=tax) and Part B (non,-hospital
health Services paid from general tax revenues and monthly
premiums)g'into a new 'Part C.. This would have no hospitali-
zation requirement and no deductible, but would require'a
uniform $Z per visit co-payment for all covered services.

Medicaid could similarly be a.teied by requiring that
all States,provide at least"the acute hoffe health services
covered under.Medicareihcluding the just Mentioned proposal
to eliminate the requirement that par/ents be'homebound...
Moreover, the CB0 suggests-mandating a minimum level o'f home-
based services rather than leaving this to the states..

*

These .basic social, services would be at a level to maintain '
a sick or incapacitated person at home iE that were. more
economical than instiiutidnaliza on. Couhseling by medical
social workers would be a coveted serVice.

B: Long-Term Care'Insurance

A social-insurance program would provide universal
coverage of long-term care for all aged and persons:
without a means test. The services covered would include

4 .

CI I
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nursing home care, personal care homes,'congregate housing,
foster care, home health care, homemaker and.social services,
and adult day care. It would be financed principally by
the-'Federal government, although the State could pay some
portion of program costs.

Expands Medics as in Option A; explicitly laces
the Federal /State yedicaid program, Includes co-parAp7tents
designed to 'reduce financial incentive's favoring institutional
care over sheltered living or home care and to provide incen-
tives for obtaining help from friends and relatives rather
than through personal care and homemaker services, Low-

' income patients would receive,a co-paymentallowance which
could be used either to par the co-paymentsor,be retained
by the patient if alternatives to formal care4are used,

C. Comprehensive Long-Term Gr'ant

This option combines Medicaid longterm care funds
and Title XX social services into a comprehensive long-term
care giant financed 60 percent by the Federal government and
40 pera.6nt by the States. Option A changes in Medicare
would be incldded. As a condition of'receiving grants,
States would establish' long-term care centers; independent.
semi-public agenoies, responsible for identifying the aged
and disabled in the area and assessing their needs, certify-
ing providers, uthprizing levels of care, and monitoring the
quality of servic s. The centers would be the sole channel.
of Federal long-term Care.funds.

Because the entitlement progxem,under Option B is ex-
pensive, Option C is offered as a possible }lay of unifying .

long-term care funds but controlling .growth through appro-
priations. Like Option B, Option C would provide an admin-
istrative focus for long-term care services at the local
level.- It would eliminate the divisions between health
and social services that are necessitated by current.financ-
ing arrangements and establish a-uniform set-of services to
be covered.

National-State and Community Responsibilities

A cOmment'in the CBO analysis ,raises An issue which
some-believe is critical and yet has hardly been touched in
the n,a-t-i-bnwide concern about long-term care;-namely, the .

eXteint to which this nation wishes to "federalize'. long-
term_caring for people.

nip
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A social insurance program (Option B) willttover time,
`accumulaIe a detailed set of uniform'service criteria and
.detailed regulations to be applied nationally. Long-term
care centers 'could become simply extensions ofthe Federal
bureaucracy, with functidhs analogous to that of insurance
.carriers under Medicare. The existing 'Patterns of care- -
the professionalsa institutions, organizations, and admini-
.strative agencies- -vary greatly across the country. and even
within thesame city or- county. It win

set
difficult to

capture these variations with a'detailed set of national
regulations. Moreover, the levelof understanding of what
types of ftograms, organizativits, and services will'be
most effective andefficient is very lithited. The diversity
of approaches to long-term care permitted under Option C
might provide the data to show which,approach#s are most
desirable.

.

Because there is very little organized long-term care
at present, a comprehensive, organized system of longrbtrm
care services' will be a'fundamental change, Flexibility in
this development is essential in order to.learn from mis-
takes and to adapt to the problems brought about by changes.
This flexibility is.much easier to obtain in local programs,
in which the ease of communication necessary to study
problems and initiate changes in greater.

Financing of CB0 Proposals .

A CBO techn ital analysis paper entitled Lon -Term Car'
Actuarial°.Cost Estimates explores potential cast 4nd-demand.
for long-term care and estimates cost for Options A and B.
(It will be recalled that Option C is based on a continua- .

tion and probably slower growth-of monies already allocated
. for the two Federal programs which C amalgamates.)* The

following table provides an indication of the relative'
costs'envisioned.
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ESTIMATED TOTAL COST UNDER EXISTING PROGRAMS AND UNDER
OPTIONS COMPARED TO ESTIMATED POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR SERVICES:
BY FISCAL YEAR, DOLLARS IN BILLIONS

.1980 198,2 1985

,s
cs

Potential Demand 32 - 4 42 - 60 60 - 87
Existing Federal Programs 7 - 8 9 -10 15 - 17
Option A a/ 8 - § 11 - 14 18 - 28
Option B a/ 20 - 23 29 - 36 41 - 73
Option C a/ b/ 8 - 9 11 - 14. 18 - 28

Study 4 - General ,Accounting tOffice

THE'WELL-BEING OF OLDER PEOPLE IN CLEVELAND, OHIO

This is the t section of.a two-part study under-.I
taken by the Gene!WAevaunting Office on the.well-being o
older people in Cleveland. The second report presented.changes
in the survey group'over a one-year period. It identified what
may have contributed to those changes and recommendations
were made as to what can be.sidne to improve older people'e
well-being.

The GAO undertook this study because of the concern of
'Congress that,Federal programs and appropriations for the
elderly shOuld have °substantive impact on their lives.

. Twenty; -three Federal programs were examined along-with the
array of State,' local, and private programslavailable in
Cleveland

The Cleveland.survey group. was cOmposed of people 65
years of age and'older..Who were notin institutiods such as
nursing%homes. National statistics were used to assure that
the sample was demographically rpprespritative and the results,

a/ Fiscal year 1979 is the first',year of operation.

\b/, Minimum cost.' 'Maximum is the'saMe as Op.on B.
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were checked against a similar study undertaken by the DukeCenter for the Study of Aging and Human Development in
Durham, N.C. The major difference was in race, with.the
Cleveland and Durham samples both having'at least three times
more blacks represented than were included in nationwide
figurts.

The survey was carried out through use of a question-
naii-e'developed by the OARS program (Older Americans ResoUrces
and Services), at Duke University through funding from the
Administration on'Aging and the-Soci.U. and Rehabilitation
Services of the Department of Health;NEducation, and Welfare,
The "Multidimensional Functional Assegsment" is an appendix
to, the GAO. report. It contains questions about an older
person's status in five areas of functioning: social, ecpnomicf
mental, physical and activities'of daily living.

Selected Major Pindings
a

Family and Friends as a Resource

Home help services such jieseiversonal care, homemaking,
Teal preparation, continuous supervision and transportation
were provided primarilyby family and friends. Eighty-sevenpercent of the svvey group indicated-that a primary sourceof help, was.avVIable in the event of sickness or disability,
Children would be turned to first by 42%-spoqse,next. by
27%; brother or sister was next at 10%.; followed by other
relative 9% and friend 8%.

, -
- 84

GAO believes that the family and friends'of other older
peOp1e could.be encouraged to provide similar services. .

Training for faTily and friends and financial incentives -4 through the inzoge,tax system or direct payments are.,suggestech
However, GX0 cautions that any such effort should be structured
to encourage and support the many family members or friends
who are-currently serying_oldeIpeaple__ ,

,

/
.-r?..--

r. J- Location of Services

r:
The GAO study team found that many:low-income older

people live in higher income neighborhoods while many agencies
concentrate services in low-income neighborhoods,

A, \
Multiple services are-available primarily in Cleveland

. public, housing sites. However 9% of the sample, not.living.--__
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in public housing, needed multiple services-but were not
receiving them. Conversely, 27% of the study group who
lived in public housing were unimpaired or only slightly-
impaired.

Many Older People Do Not Use Federal Prog'raps

'Seventy-seven percent of those in the sample who
were eligible for food stamps were not receiving' them,
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) was not being received
by 521 of the elderly eligibles and Medicaid was not being,
used by 29% of those who were eligible.

Older Persons Do Not See Benefits of Certain Programs

Most older people who could benefit from home help
personal care services' expressed a need for them. Because
older people are willing to express a need for such services,
GAO believes such services may be successful if the older
persons are merely a that the services exist.

Of the econbmical y impaired, only 52% expressed a
n eed. Only 8% of those with a need for mental health services
and 35% needing psychot icTugs recognized their impairments.
The GAO calls for 'special outreach efforts to reach these
,groups.

Assessment and Referral Services

Of those who were generally impaired or worse, 56%
who received assessment and referral services also received
four or more other types of service ,compared to only 40-0 of
thosedlo did not receive assessment and referral. Financial
'assistance and assessment and referral services came about
evenly from family- friends and agency.

e-

STUDY 5 - General Accauhting.Office

HOME HEALTH THE NEED FOR A BETTER NATIONAL POLICY

t Upon the request 'of Congressman Claude Pepper, Chairman
of the liouse Select Committee on Aging, the General Accounting
Office undertook this.study of the cost of providing home
health care to the elderly including the value of services
provided by family and friends, as compared with the cost of
nursing home care. The report also discusses the estimated
cost of.certain,proposed legislative changes for liberalizing
home-health benefits under Iledicare\and the need for a'
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national policy to better provide for the elderly where
the services of families and friends are not available.
Mdch of the datajor this report wa's, drawn from the GAO
Cleveland study just described.

4

Population and Care Characteristics

o About 17% ofd persons 65 years 'of age a 01.Yer are greatly
or extremely impaired *; one-third are in institutions and
the remainder are cared for at home primarily by family
and friends with some assistance from unevenly available
formal community services;

C.

o Eighty-seven percent of institutionalized older persons'
are greatly or extremely impaired compared to 14% of those
at home.

o Care provided to, the great117,or extremely impaired at,Wile
is similar to institutional care.

o Greatly or extremely impaired people require more-than
nursing services to be maintained in their homes.

o Family and friends provide 50% of the services received by
older-prsons at all impairment-levels and over 70% of the
services received by the greatly or extremely impaired.

At alllevels of impairment, the-value of serl4ces.provided
by' family and friends greatly exceeded the cgst of
services provided by,public

I
agencies at'public expense.

0

o At the "greatly impaired" level Wherethe breakeven point
between the 'cost,o.f home care and institutional care is
reached, families and friends are providing about $287 per
month in servicesfOr,every $120 being-spent by agencies.

Options for LiberalizingcHome-Health Benefits

Medicare

The elimination of the" limitation on the number of
home health c "e visits, a1,1 other requirements being

Por GAO.definitions of impairment see pp. 28-29.

eI
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continued, would not be costly ($12.5 million) because few
people presently exhaust such benefits,

. .,,

Removing the requirement thatAbeneficiary must need
skilled nursing care, or physical or speech theraphy in order
to receive a variety of additional services, including home
health aides,. occupational therapists and medical social
workers, as well as coverage of medical appliances And .

supplies, would cost an estimated $1,250,000,000., '($938
million for part A and $312 million in part B) in fiscal
year 1978.

...
.

This change would also affect the acute care orientation of
dicare. .

Eliminating the re0Trement that a beneficiary be an
inpatient for at least three consecutiv f/ days to receive
home health benefits under part A would cost about $127!
million-in fiscal year 1978.

Elimination of the homebound Aquirement would expand
benefits to a new category of patients and cost about $92.5
million in fiscal year 1978 if all other requirements
remained unchanged.

Medicaid

The,cost Of adding home health care benefits under
Medicaid as a required service should be minimal because 32
States'and jurisdictions already offer this-service to all
aged, blind, and disgbled oategoTically-needy indiyiduels
21 years,'of age.and older.

. Homemakers

Congressman Pepper also asked the GAO to study the .

Federal cost impact of adding home health aide and'homemaker
services to Medicare and Medicaid.- F.ar,Medicare,, actuaries
of the Social ,Security Administration said that asSuming- an
individual is homebound, in need of skilled care-and that the
homemaker services are provided only while skilled care was
required., additional hom' maker services would cost $75 million
in fiscal year 1978. , 1
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Selected Recommendations

HEW should:

o Develop a national policy consolidating home health
activities for Congressional consideration,

The GAO study states that, because HEW has had little
success,in,developing an overall national policy\
on home health care, the'Congress enacted legislation
(H.R. 3) requiring the Secretary to submit a report

-) by October 25, 1978 to the appropriate committees
of the Congress analyzing, evaluating, awl making
recommendations for changes in regulations and
legislation on all aspects (including availability,
administration, reimbuisement procedures and cost)
of the delivery of home health and, other in-home services
authorized to be provided under titles XVII,'XIX, and
XX of the Social Security Act. The report is also to
iriclirde an evaluation of the coordination of home
he41th-and--in-home services provided under 'these-titles.

It is the view *of the General Accotntfng Office that
the HEW stuk-should also consider .the coordinating
services provided under Titles III andVII of the
Oldet Americans Act.

o Promote the establishment of a comprehensive single
entry- system by which individuals are assessed as to -

their needs prior to placement in a home health care
program.

1411

Have intermediaries and carriers publici4e the use of
health care and 'provide information concerning the

availability of home health services to physicians and
institutional providers.

In Alp's reloart on Home Health Care Benefits' under ,
Midica-reand Medicaid issued July 9; 1974, At was found
that many physicians were unaware of the types of
sexvicesxhich are provided by home health agencies,
GAO believes this condition persists in 19.77 despite
the many efforts in the interim by HEW.

"1)
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Congress should:.

Colisider focusing the jobs, created as part of any
welfare reform legislation, on service to the sick and
elderly who live alone and are without family support.

STUDY 6 National Academy of Sciences

HEALTH CARE ?OR, AMERICAN VETERANS
Alb

Under provisions of the Veterans Health Care Expansion
Act of 1973 (P'.L. 93-82), the Congress directed the Veterans'
Administration (VA) to contract with the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) to ptudy the VA health-care system. The
law specified that this undertakin. should "...determine a
basis for the optimum numbers and categories of such perSonnel
and other resources needed to insure eligible veterans the-
provision of high quality care in all hospital, medical,
domiciliary and nursing home facilities."

1114 The importance and necessity. of examining the role of
VA, in relation to the frail ,elderly has already been

indicated by data cited earlier in this FCA report, namely,
that by the year 2000 almost 60% of the Americah male
population of 7.1 million',men 65 years of age and Older will
be veterans. They will comprise 25%-of the surviving veteran
population at the turn of the century if no new.war occurs
in the interim. (In 1970, only 80 of veterans were over
64 years'oItd.) While not all these men will have service-
connected disabilities, most will still be eligible for practi-
cal=ly all VA health benefit once they attain age 65, depend-
ing on their economic situat , if they were a veteran.of an
war or of service after Januar 1, 195 and have an honorab e
discharge.

Saul J. Farber, MD., Chai man of the Department of
Medicine, New York University S hool of Medicine served s

Chairman of the ommittee en lth Ca -re Resources in the
VA which was esta fished by th National Academy of Sciences
to undertake the study. Dr. Farber described the study as
the first comprehensive evaluation of a large health system
in 'the United, States,. Resulting data from its examination
of acute hospital care, psychiatric care, nursing home.and.
.domiciliary care provide an important perspective on present
and future long-term care.planning for all defined as
"veterans"'. (Women veterans were-not included in the study
because of their small numbers.)

./

1.'
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Selected1Findings

o All the major health-care services provided by the VA--
hospital care, long-term care, and outpatient care --
are,Trovided mainly to veterans without service-connected
disabilities Most VA patina do not have health
insurance and are disadvantaged medicply and economically.

o VA health-care expenditures are about 10% of total Federal
health expenditures and are continuing to grow at a rate .

that is greater than the growth rate of national health
expenditures because of the VAs emphasis on institutional`
services.

.0)

0
o A high proportion of patients receiving inpatient care on .

the medical service are poor and elderly and suffer from
c a chronic illfiess. Forty-e,iga percent have an annual in-

I come below $5,000 and 54% receive compensatiqg for a ser-
vice-connected disability or a VA peniion. Ih one of
the surveys undertaken as partof the-NAS study, it was
estimated that 48% of thelTatients in acute-care medical"
beds were suitable for ambulato y care or in some form

)
of, extended care arrangement.

Extended-CaresFacilities

The Veterans' Administrati was .net authorized to
operate nursing homes until 196 .'PUblic Law '88 -450 also
authorized the VA to contract with private or public nursing
homes to care for VA patients who have recieved maximum

/,
4

hospital benefit, taut require a convalescence of no more than
six months. In fiscal year 1975, the av rage census of
patients on VA contract in community nursing homes was 6,239.

Withl cilities operated directly'by the VA, 24% of
all operating eds or 26,926 are in three kinds of extended-
care faci1itie : 7,032 in 86 nursing homes, 9,58-4 in 56
intermediate-careaLit,, and 10,310 in' 18 domiciliaries.
(Intermediate-care units in VA parlance are redesignated

'*hospital(wards where' minimal medical supervision is required
but more, than is available in a skilled nursing home.)

6 The VA also 'provides a partill subsidy. for the cost of
caring for 4,123 veterans (on a daily census basis) in
domiciliaries, nursing hbmes, and hospitals in 38'vetcrans
hoMes operated by 31 States.

1
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In addition to these long-term care programs, at the
end of fiscal year 1975 the VA was providing a partial subsidy
for the cost of caring for a daily census of 4,123.patients
in State-operated veterans nursing homes and 5,849 in State-

, operated domiCiliary-care units. The purchased or subsidized %I..

services involved 16,211 patients.
1

The NAS Committee found the overall quality of long-
termhealth care directly provided by the VA to Le acceptable
.-- superior to a great amount of,the care proVid,ed outside
the VA.

Domiciliary care originated in 1.810k, when the Congress
established 11 National Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers 4

for veterans whose war injuries prevented-them from earning
a living. Admission criterehave changed over the years.
The 18 units which are presently-fingliTacg emphasis on
a therapeutic environment rather than just custodial care.

The mean age of veterans discharged from the domiciliary
program according to a June 1973 study was 60; 90% were
unmarried and 10% had living spouses; 8% had a current
diagnosis other than alcoholism.

, The study committee from the National Academy of,
Sciences deserted the prograin.of the domiciliaries as being
residential *rat er than rehabilitative an'd the social climate
reflecting an institutional pattern of formal. behavior, best
described.as benevolent pateraalism. "The facilities, provide,.
austere homes for a'disaffiliated, population, of men."

Psychiatric Care

The NAS group felt the figures cited above understated
the amount of long-term care provided by the VA. They
reaffirmed past VA studies indicating that 40 to50 perc nt
of VA psychiatric beds are being-occupied by patietitv o -

do not require the.resoureqsthataTefoundonly in-h s-

*The lack of available alternatives, the absqnce of fami y
support, and the inadequate StaA'fi,Aeof special support
services persists and hampers efforts tcx relocate patients

,

outside VA hospitals in more suitable settings..., ,

, About 55% of all patients with a psychiatric diagnosis
were 45.years of e or Alder and were diagnosed as having
either functiollal psychosis- or organic brain syndrome. Only
29% were beipg-t exted for service-connected disabilities;
28.5% of. VA psy hiatric patient's were married.

-84,
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Recommendations
Of

.14

Anfong the many recomtendat ons made in-the study with

i/
particular releverce to the care of frail older veterans
no and in the future were the ollowing:

o The VA, should attempt to merge its long-term care facili-
ties with non-VA programs. Although its role in long-
te.rm care is likely to persist for a longer period of
time than its rolein delivering regular medical service,
it should concentrate on improving its long -,term care
programs in ways that will facilitate linkages with
copmunity facilities.

.

o The VA should explote the possibility of enlarging the
role of the S,taes i

_
n providing long-termkare to veterans.

.

o Inappropriate y hospitalized psychiatric patients could be
discharged th ough developing and implementing such alterna-
tives as exp sion of VA mental-health outpatient facilities
and personne . partial hospitalization, halfway houses,
sheltered w rkshops, group homes and cooperative apartments.
There shoul .be greater collaboration and possible integra-
tion betwe n VA services and community mental-health resources.

.---"

o All VA lo 'g -term care patients should get comprehensive
dental c e.

A

o The VA s ould improve its procedure for assessment of
patient needs and use them for staffing, care planning,
supervi/ ion, quality assurance and dessign of appropriate
facilities. Existing instruments for measuring patients'

' requir ments for nursing care should be utilized and
refin d continuously.

Re ons of th- Veterans'Administration

_e_t_e_ratile:a_l_th Care Expansion Act which mandated
this study by,the National Academy of Sciences alsoe called
upon ehe_Atinistrator of the Veterans' Administration to
report his iews on the NAS findings and recommendations,
any disagreements, and steps that would be taken to implement
the findings and recommendations.

N

The VA did not concur in.the NAS recommendation that its
long-term care facilities be merged with non-VA programs,

0
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saying that this did not recognize that the most e Xive
long-term care cannot be rendered .apart from acute c e.
The VA said it now uses' community resources and believes
coordination of VA and non-VA programs is important when
it is in the best interest of the veteran.

The VA concurred in the recommendation that.the States''
role in providing long-teTm'care to veterans be enlarged and .

in the recommendation that-alternatives'to psychiatric
inpatient case be pursued.

The National Acadamy of. Science recommendation that all
VA long-term patients should get comprehensive dental care
was agreed to by VA.

a P.L. 94-581 also directed the Chief Medical Director of
the VeteranS Administration to prepare aTePort on VA
programs and plans for meeting the problems generated by the
increasing numbers of aging veterans. The report entitled
The' Agin Veteran: Present and Future Medical Needs describes
plans for a justing the number of VA hospital, nursing homes,
intermediate care and domiciliary beds; expanding alter-
natives to institutional care including provision of home'
health services; emphasizing education and training of health
care personnel specializing in gerimuclics; and emphasizing
biomedical and health services research designed to ameliorate
geriatric care -

The report concludes with the official VA view that it
believes its plans for coping with the increasing number'o
aging veterans are comprehensive but flexible enough to
meet changing needs as knowledge and technology develop.

These projections have been made on the assumption
that the present patterns of'VA utilization will
continue. Public funds noW subsidize 91% of\hospital
care, 59% of physicians services, and 54% of nursing
home care-costs for persons aver-the-NO-OT-65 years.
Since most national health insurance legislation
proposed to date does not include the elimination of
co-payments 'or significant changes in nursing home

""care coverage, it it possible that national health
insurance may not have'large immediate impact upon
the veteran with limited resources who now seeks VA
Services.

r
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STUDY 7 - Senate Special C'omm'ittee on Agin(

PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY
sto,

This working paper on the status of protective services 40'

in the United States today was prepared for the Senate
Special Committee.on Aging by Professor John Regan'of the
University of Maryland Law School, and Georgia SpringeT, a
k..Staff attorney for t,4e4 National Council of Senior Citiiens'
Legal Reseaich and Services for the Elderly project.
David Marlin, Director of the LRSE project, coordinated the

_preparation of the.working paper.

5

In'his preface to the report, Senator Frank Church,
Chairman of the Special Committee onAging$ describes how
the major responsibility for the provision- of "protective
services" -- help, sometimes with legal sanction eeded by
mentally and physically infirm elderly citizens't ry out
activities of normal living, He goes on to say t here is
A growing Federal involVement, not only in the means of .pay-
ment directly for such services in several nationwide programs,
but also in the development of an overall service network
intended-to help prevent the need for such intervention in the
first plebe, or -- if infirmity has occurred -- providing
assistance which may help prevent' institutionalization.

The law in most States has authorized,intervention in
one of several ways;

Civil commitment to an institution,

Guardianship of the.person which transfers controlover
personal decision Making,

Guardianship (conservatorship) of the property which
transfers control over one's property and financial

Protective services laws authorizing temporary inter-
vention and protectiVe'placements.

r The4Authors trace the involvement of government in the
lives of the mentally disabled to English common law, As
father of the country (parens natriae); the English king was
responsible for the protection and care of the person and
property of the mentally incapacitated, This paternalistic,

-r
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practice was, brought to colonial America and is the father,
of today's various legal and social protective proceedings

. and services for the incapacitated, Recent court decisionS,
have challenged the parenS patriae power of the State.. The',
Senate Special Committee on Aging 'report refers to what has,:,come to be known .as the princip12 of the "least restrictive-.
alternative".

If the State has the right to deprive a person of
liberty by civil commitment for treatment or care,
does it also have an obligation to provide care or
treatment with the feast necessary restrictions on
that person's liberty and other civil rights?

The report sets forth the dilemina.for the various dis-
ciplines, especially law and social work, in dealing with
these evolving legal principles affecting the welfare of the:1 frail elderly.

Social workers proceed to deliver services at times
against a client's wishes, without an understanding
of potential violations of, legal and constitutional

.rights of the clients or their own vulnerability.
They do got invoke legal sanctions or use legal pro-
cesses because the former are often i,nadequate, the
latter-often unavailable.

Lawyers are often -unavailable and/or incapable of
working in a situation with unfamiliar psychiatric,.

.social service, and medical complexities. Laws re-
lating to intervention are unclear and rigid, provid-
ing an all or nothing approach so fashioned that

.;disabled person,%may lose all their civil rights whpn
civil commitment or guardianship is imposed. A lesser,
simple degree of intervention to place a person in a
protective setting or to intervene on an emergency
basis'is,frequentIy unavailable.

Model; Laws

,Thislreport tries to bridge the gap between practice
relating to "pr6tecpive,services" and the law by proposing
model State legislation for:

An adult protedive serviceS act

+4,



Guardianship, conservatorship and power of
Attorney laws

A public guardian act.
o

An amendment is also proposed for State. civil commit-
ment statutes which establish criteria for involuntary
admission of patients to mental hospitals. The proposal
would prevent involuntary commitment if a less restrictive
alternative form of care and treatment would be adequate
for the person's needs,. not whether 'SuOt an alternative is
actually available. It'is also recomdinded that similar -.
language be added to,the'legislation which authorizes State'
agencies or information services to conduct periodic review
of patients already residing in mental hospiCals,'as well
as to statutory provisions for judicial reldlse of patients.

The enactment t

of all this pxoposedlegislation is
intended to be a program of services.for the elderly to
assist them to avoid institutionaliiation and a spectrum of
alternative forms\of legally authbrized intervention in the
elderly person's life calibrated to provide only the specific
Services necessary to meet immediate needs and 'avoid more
drastic interference.

The moc 1. legislation has related features; some of
which clarify isting 'programs and policies, others are
innovative approaches using new knowledge about the elderly,
and the treatment of mental illness:

Protective Services

The (State agency responsible for community based
services to the elderly) shall-develop a coordinated,system
of protective services, for elderly infirm and incapacitated
persons with the person's consent or appropriate legal author-
ity, in order to assist the person in performing the activities
of daily living, and thereby maintain independent diving
arrangements and avoid hazardous living conditions.% The
Departmentmay provide direct protective services or designate
ariy public or private agency as a protective services agency.
The services wou'd be financed by the provider agency, which
may in turn be reimbursed from Federal or .State sources if
such funding is available. A rigid means test should be
avoided-but persons wito -can afford to pay may consent to do_
so or the court may authorize payment.

1-
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It is intended that these protective services be only
a specific portion of a brdader program the purpose of which
is to prevent or delay institutionalization of.the elderly.
The characteristics that distinguish prptective services
from these larger programs are:

1. Their target population is infirm, incapacitated,
or protected persons.

2. The services are provided by a designtated protec-
tive services agency.

3. Unless the eldely client consents to accept the
services, the p4otective- services agency may
intervene only with court,authorization.

41
GeriaGeriatric EValuation Service (GES)

I

A team of medical, psychological, psychiatric, and
social work professionals establiShed by the (State agency
responsible for community-based services to the elder y) for
the purpose of conducting a comprehqnsive physical, mental,
and social eCraluatjon of an elderly person f9r whom a peti-
tion has been fi1eB in a court for commitment to a mental'.
hospital, appointment of a conservator - or guariaft, an
emergency order for protective services, or an order for
protective services, or an order for pretective placement.
The GES''recommendations would be used by the courts in
detetmining the appropriate setting for care and treatment
and the degree of restriction on self-determination.

Public Guardian

k

provides free or ow -cost guardian and conservator
services for persons having no able,or willing friends or
relatives within the jurisdiction of the court; and to those
persons whose income or wealth is inadequate to provide the
requisite compensation to a priiate-guardian or conservator.

Four,alternatives are pro14ded for the location of the
office of public-guardian:

a. Each court of the State which has-original.
jurisdiction in guardianship and conservator-
ship hearings.
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b. Office of the Governor.
,

c. Within. an agency of the executive branch of
State government (State office on aging; the
State department of social services; the State
department of health and mental hygiene)

d. Within county governMent..
4-

The Senate Special'Committee.on Aging working paper
on protective services observes that despite thesafe-
guards for curbin\g abuses of the intervention power, theseproposed reforms accept the parens patriae power of the
State.. concludes that to shirk-a duty to the disabled
in.the name of personal liberty, when the victim is, by
definition, incapable of a rational deCision, is grievously
wrong because the liberty is' no-longer grounded pn the
ability, to make a ratidnal Choice, "The garadokical b t
inescapabie-conchAioa IS that a controlled and, limite
exefcis-Q of the paten patiae power by the State is necessaryJy if personal liberty is to bea reality and nol a fiction."
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STUDY 8 HEW

- COMMITTEE ON MENTAL HEALTH AND ILLNESS OF THE.ELDERLY .

The, Committee on Mental Healthand-Illness of the
Elderly was established by Congress (P.L. 94-63) on
July 29, 1975. to conduct a study ana_ idle recommendations.
to theSecretary of Health, Education and Welfare for sub-
Mission to Congress in three areas.

(1) The future needs for mental health facilities, man-
,

power, research, and training to meet the mental .

health needs of elderly personf. .

.

(2) The appropriate care of elderly. persons who are in
"I mentalinstitutions or who have been discharged

from such institutions.

(3) Proposals, for -oimplementing the recommendations of
the 1971 White Hduse Conference on Aging respecting
the mental health of the.elderly.

The Committed repOrt was completed-in4the Fall of
1

1977 and submitted by the Secretary the followink,May to
the two designated Congressional'Committees: ,the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare. of the Senate and the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of4the House of Represen-

9 tatives. Psychiatrist Eric Pfeiffer served as Chairman of
the '10-member committee,,which.by-law consisted of repre-
sentatives of the various mental health disciplines.

. The findings and recommendatiOns of the Committee are
all'relevant to the developmentof nationa policy forthe
frail elderly.. Of particllar interest, because they
address the boundary issues between mental, health status
and illness and the necessary elements of a multidimenSional-
approach to long-term care,.are the following:

. Prevention

1.

The Committee b lieved that if k,national policy of
systematic preventive services in the area of mental health
of the elderly were i itigted, many of the problemS, con-
cerns; and costs t ing from the-current inadequate
system of services to the mentally ill would be greatly
ameliorated. To that end, the group recommended that!

4.
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Effective systems for teaching the elderly to cope with
the aging process be developed. Expanded Suppcmt,
4hould be given to exploring and applying effective
strategies for, disseminating this knowledge through the
media, educational institutio&s, senior citizen groups,
and other community organizations.

° A Major program of public education be developed to .-
combat prejudice toward the old and to improve the image
of the aging experience in the eyes of the general
public, the media, service -providers and the elderly
themselves. Actions to combat age discrimination Should
be vigorously pursued.-

° To help provide appropriate services and avoid unwar- ,

ranted institutionalization,, a'nationwide system of
Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment,Units be created
Within- existing community programs to serve as -assess-

... mpnt, assignment, treatment, and coordinating 'centers on
an areawide basis.'

. '

! ,
,

, .

o Crisis intervention programs at the community level .be
developed and expanded to provide services for the
elderly who are ahigh risk of developing mental-illness.

o A comprehensive, long-term social support system be de-
,veoped in each community for elderly persons who are
chronically ill, socially isolated, and/or frail which
can provide, on a..isustained basis, those services needed
to promote and maintain maximum levels of-functioning.
Existing agencies and organizations should be used to
the fullest extent possible, while npw models must b 4

designed'and tested to ensure that present gaps in
. 'services -are closed.-

-
.-

o The most vulnerable groups of community dwelling elderly-
the deinstitutionalized chronically mentally dll, and
those with-severely reduced physical and emotional capb.c-

special assist in.planning for and,access to the
I ities'due to'vtreme old age -- should be entitled to

services they need. Federal support,should.be given to
developing and testing models for sustained community
agency respohsibility for regularly monitoring, and '.
assuring needed services for these high-risk elderly.:

. .

ti
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Services

According to the. Report of the Committee on Mental
Health and 4.11ness of the Elderly, the aged require a
broad range-of health, mental health, and social support
services that is a ch'anging mixture\Of assessment, treat-
ment and rehabilitative services on-a home-delivered, la
ambulatory, residential or institutional-care basis,
depending on the specific functional-state of the indivi-
dual at a given point in time.

In or er to improve the availability and accessi-
bility-of ental health care for elderly persons, 'the
mmitte recommended that:

° Coverage for mental health services be provided on an
equa,1 ba4s with coverage for:physical health care
services, for both acute and chronicjllnesses.
existing third-party programs, curre inequities in

'coverage for mental healthapare services must be
.redressed, making mental health care services as
accessible as physical health care services, for both
acute and chronic illnesses.

o A national policy to ensure the availability of a full
range of mental health pervices for the elderly; from
ambulatory to home-health; congregate living, day and/or
night care, transitional care (half-way houses), foster
homes, rehabilitative services, and specialized inpatiellt
services be developed:.

o 'A focal point be designated at the State level to ensure
that the mental health needs of the elderly are being and
will be met through careful assessment, coordindtion, and
planning of statewide health, mental health and social .

services. Financial and technical assistance should be
provided to States to strengthen their capacity for ger-
iatric mental health service assessment,:coordination,
planning and development.

Research
0

The Committee indicated its belief that, if scientific
knowledge were expanded, many'of the mental health problems
thit now incapacitate and debilitate many elderly persons
should not, and need not;--...he regarded as an inevitable part
of growing older. "The presence of large numbers of

.
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mentally healthy and alert individuals who 'sustain their
intellectual and emotional integrity well into advanced old
age attests to the fact that medal illness in the aged is
just that -- illness -- and not the necessary price of
living lOng.w

Training.-
O

A ,number- of initiatives were identified, both to up-
grade the geriatric mental health competence of current .

'practitioners and researchers, as well as ensuring an appro-
priate growth rate of well-trained individuals in the future.

'Minorities

The Committee follnd that minority elderly share many
-characteristics in common with other older Americans, but
there are many features of their lifestyles, attitudes,
cultural values, language, and socio-economic and educa-
tional status that require special consideration.- Al-
though there is evidence that 'the prevalente'of mental
illness may be greater among the minority elderly than in
themajoritygroup, they currently.receive disproportion-
ately little%in theway of mental health service, nlfr
frequently confront service providers who do not understand
their'particular-perspectives-and needs. The Committee
feels it is important that the service system be accommo-
dateNto the minority population rather than ask these aged
persons to.change the habits, attitudes and expectations of
a lifetime to suit a service'system geared to the mainstream
culture:

s.

Major Strategies for Implementation-
1

..

. ,TheSi-recommendationS -- highlights summarized here --
set fdrth, in the Committee on Mental Healt's estimation,
the basic - framework for development of- a comprehensive
national policy to meet the. mental healthleeds of the

.-elderly'. Their implementation strategy depends both on' the
utilization of existing resources and the development of new
ones'.

Of particular importance for the furtherance of some
of the goals of the Federal, Council on the Aging aretthe 4
following:

y.

,
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9
° Amend Medicare, and Medica id legislation to extend the

same coverage and benefits for mental illness that are
now available 'for physical illness.

.

° Amend Medicare and Medicaid legislation to place'tlhe
providers of mental health services on an equal basis
with the providers of general health services.

,° Strengthen the quality assurance mechanisms built into
Medicare and Medicaid to include the mental health com-
ponentg)in staff requireTents, pi"rovidei qualifications,
and professional review of services.

o Amend Title XX of the Social Security Act to require
.'that social support service's necessary to comprehensive
'mental health care be a component of the State pocial
service plan.-

o Amend Title III Ofthe Older Americans Act to.provide
that the State and area agencies on aging are responsi;
ble for the inclusion of mental health services.

r STUDY i9 - Commission on Civil Rights

THE AGE DISCRIMINATION STUDY

The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 directed the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights to conduct a study of unreason-
able discrimination onthe basis of age in the administra-
tion of programs and activities receiving 'Federal financial
'assistant-b.

Aftercweighing the evidence assembled as-a result a
staff studies and public hearings, the Commission concluded
that:.

o . Barriers have been erected by both public and private 4

administrators between persons falling within particular
age gropps -- especially children and older persons --
and services Which are finanCed in whole or in part by
the Federal Government.

O Erection of tlie'se barriers has had and is having a
serious adverse impact on the lives'of children end
older persons who need these services. It is a

0. . 6
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depersonalized approach in direct conflict witch the
concept of-the dignity 'and worth of the indiyidu,41.

The Commission determined that the reasons, advanced .

for the erection of these barriers between members of
particular age groups and federally- supported services did
not cepstitute a val.id Lagis for arbitrarily disregarding
the needs of individuals within these %Ike grougs.-,:They
hele\ that all such barriers constitute'unreatgonalke
crimination" on the basis of age'and their establishment
should be prollibitea by, law. Two prograrikstudied- by the
Commission. -- JCommunityMental Healti tenters.and Title XX--
have particular relevance to the frail e;derly.

Community Mental Health Centers

The Civil Ri hts Commission found that "the area of
mental health sere ces represents one of the most glaring
examples of discrimination on the basis of age." The '

following data were cited:

o In 1975, 328 community mental health centers with
service area populations averagihg 9A% aged 65 yeap&--
and over, had patient loads with only 4.1% older
persons. 4

o In 1976, 528 CMHCs directed .nearly 36% of their staff
.hours for consultation and. education to agenciesohon-
cerned primarily with children and only 5% of their
staff hours to agencies dealing with older,persong.

° Eighteen to 2,5% of those 65 or older have mental health°
problems that interfere severely with their ability to
function on a daily basis. (Quoted from Gene Cohen, M.D.,
Director, Center for studies of the Mental, Health of the
Aging, National Institute of Mental Health.)

o Referral sources are found for the most partwithin,the
existing social service and'educattiOnal'networks. Older
persons have little or no, contact with the formal refer-
ral networks.

o . Staff involved in health and social services lack pre-
service or in-service trainini in gerontology'and/or
geriatrics.

-97-
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One of the ensuing recommendations of the Civil tights
.Commission would require federally-assisted programs such as
Community Mental'Health Centers to set .performance goals for,
'participation of persons in their programs based on the per-
centage'of an age group in the total population eligible for
the programs within the boundaries of the service area.
This means that if a CMHC had an eligiblerservice Emea,popu-

.lation which was 9% elderly, then 9% of all its clients
should be the aged. ''

SoCial Services to, Individuals and Families
;

,Title XX of the Social Security Act authorizes grants
to States to pay part of the cost of providing social ser-
vices to low income individuals and families. States must
offer SSJ recipient at least three services directed toward
each of these goals:

° Financial. self-support

o Persollal self-care
r

o Protection,of children and vulnerable aduljts from
abuse, neglect; or exploitation; and strengthening
family life

o Avoidance of inappropriate institutionalization by
providing services in the local community, often 'in
,people ,s own hoges

o Appropriate institutional placement and services when
in a person's best interest.

The Civil. Rights Commission staff had difficulty
determining the amounts of Title XX monies'which are expended
on the elderly because there are no requirements that such
data be maintained by the States and forwarded to the
Federal GoVernient.. However, the CRC believed there was
sufficient basis to conclude that a substantial amount of
Title XX money is used by the States for continued support
of long-standing community social services for children;
youth and their families. Because, most'States are at or
near their allocation limit of Title XX monies, there is
great reluctance to decrease or eliminate funding for an
ingoing program for children in order to launch a new ,

service for the elderly. Furthermore, the availability of
social services for the elderly through the Older Americans

1
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Act was often cited as a rationale for denial of Title Xr,-
monies for programs for them aging.

The hvil Rights C9mmission (CRC) concluded that the
arguments of.limited-resources in a program that is intended
to serve all ages and the presence of categorical pfograms

not, acceptable.

Resources are always,lamited. Program administrators.
- ... must set priorities. PrioOties should'not be
'established, however, by using age as a criterion for
denying access to needed serifiees. Other criteria
based on au evaluation of *. relative needs' of indi-
viduals are always 'available,: The. fact that 'they'may
be more difficult to administer does not"constitute
a sufficient basis for reje:Cting taem.

Age categorical programs ate authorized to meet..
additional or special needs of people of certain
ages. If aprogram intended for"all age group-
ignores the needs of the-group being served by.
the special prbgram, the age categorical , program
cannbt achieve its purpose, and the general program,.:-

o

.

fails to meet its respon'sibilities:,
..,

_G
. ,

eneral ReCommendations
.

.

; ,
.

. ,

.,
Anong the recommendations -in the CRC report.with

relevance to this examination of the public policy context
for. the. frail elderly are the following:

. 6.
, .

. .

'° State and local laws whiCh are designed to implement
federally-subsidned services and benefit programs
should be placed under the purview of the Age Discri-
mination Act. .(Example, when a tate legislature ,.

Ili

directs dkpenditurea of Title XX SiKcial Services
program funds'to certain age gro ps before the.
requisite publid in iii is obtainedor before the
assessment of needsis presented, the resulting'.
inequities frustrat achievement of the Federal
statutory purpose.)

Any pers aggrieved by violations of the Age Discri-,
-, mination A,ct should have fhe-right to institute a, civil suit in ,a court of competent jurisdiction.

V
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o If a State or local government agency administeringo

a federally-as.sisted program is determined to be'out
of confprmity with the Act and that body is the only'
eligible entity for administration of the program,

'the relevant Federal officials can redirect that
program"s funding to any public or nonprofitprivate
agency which can meet the Federal statutes.

o Opefating units of the Federal departments should
require their grantees or contractors to set per-
formance 'goals and,.plans of action. for the participa-
tion of persons in their programs, based on the relation-
ship of the. age groups within the .eligib.le population to
the total population .eligible for.the programs within
the boundaries of the service area.

° Administrators of agencies receiving Federal financial
assistance should inform all eligibles or under-served
eligible age groups about the benefits available.

o HEW should review all of its training assistance
programs to institutions or to individuals and
ascertain whether its funding policies are resulting
in making available sufficient personnel equipped to
meet the needs of particular age groups.

ANALYSES OF SUMMARY REPORTS

While every effort has been made to have the pre-
ceding summaries of these government reports accurately
reaect their contents, those sections which have rele-
vance,to the frail elderly and to the formulations of
the Federal Council on the Aging have obviously been
selected for FCA emphasis. It is hoped that the context
of the ensuing commentary will also preserve' the veracity
and intent of the original data and views.

A major group dealt with in each of these reports
is the frail elderly in many traumatic circumstances:

o That group who became deinstitutionalized from State
mental hospitals only to become "warehoused" in Medi-
caid-financed nursing homes or boarding houses
financed through SSI payments;

The growing number of veterans with no family and
community roots who will use the VA for their long-

.
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term care needs;'

o Older persons needing legal or social protective
7.services under the authority'of State courts;

%4.

o Unserved but eligible beneficiaries of home-care
prpgrams financed by some title of the Social Security
Act or the Older Americans Act;,

Impaired older peisons'who need a multidimensional
assessment in order to take advantage of services
and benefits which are already in existence;

o The frail elderly with aging family members who want
to help but do not, know how to cope with their own
impairments let alone those of the previous generation.

These reports are not an exhaustive compendium of
every current public issue which should be addressed re,
garding trfe loniLterm-caring needs of-the frail elderly
but many of the questions which were raised in the begin-
ning of this FCA report are touched upon. It is hoped
that these sftmaries illustrate the perspectives which
each brings to an analysis of one dimension often com-
pletely apart from overwhelming' data f a related dimension.
Hopefully, this can be illustrated by cutting across a few
topics.

Family and Friends

The General Accounting Office studies in Cleveland
and on home health care shatter at least two myths-i that
families do not care for their elderly, and that home care
always costs less than institutional care.

The GAO is'very clear that tiro- thirds of the seriously
impaired older'persons in the United States are being cared'
for at home primarily by family and friends with, some assis-
tance from unevenly available formal community services.
This care "costs" less in public money than if the same
degree of care were being provided in a nursing home under

'Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement but the social "costs"
as well as the actual financial costs for the family can
be sizable.

The GAO cautions that expansion of home care for those
persons without family and friends must be examined in terms

-101-
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of equity and practicality. It may well be that those
family members and friends now providing all this care fOr
their frail elderly kin and friends may feel that they have
a right to be relieved of some of the duties which:they have
assumed of their own free will if such Care becomes available
through a-government entitlement.

Long-Term Care of Veterans as a Model

In developing national policy for:the frail elderly,
the Veterans' Administration program for long-term careof
its constituents bears examination for_more reasons than
the fact that veteran's will soon constitute the majority of
the American male population over the age of 6.5.'

There is much to be learned from the flexible
approaches of the VA's non-institutional extended care
programs. VA personal care homes were orlginally devised
as a means of discharging psychiatric patients into, the
community.by providing a basic level of social support in
a family setting. This is now the largest VA Extended Care
Program with over 22000,,veterans in placement. Patients
with significant residual disability may be helped to remain
in their own homes through the pospital Based Home Care (HBHC)
program. The patient and his family are provided the neces-
sary instruction in the routine and nursing prgcedures under

ot the coordinated supervision of the hospital -based treatment
team.

A large majority of the patients -in VA longterm care
facilities have no real home of their own. Ninety percent
of domiciliary resident,s are unmarried, and most of, them
have long been estranged from any families that may have
existed. In many ways, the Veterans Administration has
become their sur gate family.

Constant - Attendance Allowance

4

What is not covered in either the National-fAcadamy of
ScienCe report; the VA report -on its plan for'the aging
veteran population, nor any of the other reports summarized
here, is the VA "aid%and attendants" program.

4
This cash benefit is administered by the VA Division

of Veterans Benefits and provides a flat payment to non-
service connected needy veterans and a flexible amount of
money to service-connected veterans who aredetermined to be

A ,
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either permanently ind totally disabled or homebound
through some incapacitating physical and/or mental
condition. The determination of eligibility is made y
the Division's Adjudication Board based on the veter's
medical-charts and other .pertinent official reports.

The theory behind the cash suRplement is that the
modegt amount df money (around $160 4, month),to the non-
service connected will be used not t,o purchase the
services of a skilled person but will provide sufficient
extra income to'a family to ease the bufden of having an
incapacitated person in the home. Family members are

,trained where necessary 'by VA personnel in care of the
veteran. 0

The VA Adjudication Depattment, much like the Social
Security Administration, does not have social workefs or
medical-personnel on its immediate staff and it does not
believe constant monitoring is necessary. Of course,
there ,is easy access to the wide range of clinical person-
nel in the Department of Medicine and Surgery. Social
workers in that unit consider themselves "cage-finders"
for potential aid and attendant recipients. In turn,
the benefits staff will refer cases to Medicine and
Surgery wben,a problem arises requiring clinical skills.
The apparently few cases of misrepresentation of dis-
ability are referred-to the investigative arm of the
Adjudication Depa *rtment. (VA studies have shown little
'misuse of the money received.)

Social workers do maintain ongoing relationship --\\
case;management wiTS all veterans in the aid-and-
attendant program with 'a psychiatric diagnosis, those not
living,in their own hOmes, and those undergoing involved
.medical technologies in the community, like kidney
dialysis. In other words; it is assumed that many
veterans with physical impairments requiring only simple
nursing= care can manage at hope with alittle extra cash
e4ch month.

Despite what appears to be fairly succes*ful experi-
ences with constant-attendance allowances with American
veterans and in 47 foreign countries, there has not been
Much interest in this mode of assistance as part of a long-
term care strategy in this country (Tracy, 1974).

4.
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. A staff paper circulating in;the Social Security
Administration in,1971 suggested consideration of an addi-
tional cash benefit for social security beneficiaries aged
75 and over who, because of physical impairment?, are in
need of long-term nursing home care or special assistance
at home (such As homemaker services) on a continuing C s°

basis. The flat amount would be greater for those tho
needed nursing home care and less for, those who needed
special assistance or attendance"at home. Beneficiaries .

would not be requited to meet a' means test in order to
=qualify for the additional cash benefit but would qualify
on the finding of a need based on a combination %of medical
and social-factors.

Another approach suggested in this SSA staff paper
was a small supplementary cash benefit payable as a matter
of right to all beneficiaries aged .75, and over, with the
benefit graduated.to increase idith age. The small,
amounts proposed would'pay for occasional personal or
household services (like meals-on-wheels) or for someone
to market and run errands, and so might-enable some aged
people.to remain in their'homes. This proposal,,described
as one which would save the administrative costs involved
when a finding bf need based on a combination of medical
and social factors is required, utilizes, the same rationale
as t'he Federal Council in using advance age as a proxy for
need.

A major advocate for a "personal care benefit" is
Robert Morris of Brandeis University. He_ has called for
this personal care benefit to be payable to the consumer
by cash or voucher, determined by functional conditions.
and not by income deficit alone. Morris advocates the
consequent emergence of a network of personal care organi-
zations growing out of existing fragmentary service
agencies independent of, but linked to, and parallel to,
the existing structure of medical services.

Judith Treas, writing in The Gerontologist in
DeceMber 1977, asks for consideration of direct subsidies
to families who participate in the day-to-,day care of
aging relatives. "Families who overcome the many obstacles
to home care for the aged would seem to warrant direct pay-
ments as surely as do strangers providing less personalifed
services", she says.
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The Nature' of Men.tai. Illness in the .01der Population
4

T studies on deigstitutional .zation,,protective
service, financing pf long7term car age discrimination
and mental health seem to be based. different assump-
tions of the nature df mental ss among the elderly.
The CongreSsional Budget Office proposals for long-term

-care financing exclude the mentally ill and retarded and
deal only with those who are physically disabled. The
GAO deinstitutionalization study, dealing primarily with
an aged population moving out of State mental health
facilities, gives brief recognition to the physical
debilities likely to be present in many of these same'
persons. .

The Age Discrimination Study ftplies.that the
'elderly with menVal_frailties all require the treatment
modalities of'the Clmmunity mental health centers%in the
same degree as other age cohorts in the population''and,
therefore, should have their quota according to their

-number, not according to their needs, and irrespective
of mental-Aalth programs geared to the unique frailties
of advanced age.

-

The Protective Service Report and that on Mental
Health and Illness of the Elderly areboth based on the
premise that the debilities of the elderly are so int,-r-
related that physicil'and mental health and social needs
must all be considered in diagnosis and assessment pro-
cedures and carrying. out a plan of long-term care. Further-
more, the likelihood of several chronic physical conditions,
loSs of spouse and/or close kin, and diminishing financial
assets makes the older mental patient a likely candidate
for treatment and care which is substantially different
from that required by non: aged adults. .'

.1

The recommendations of the Senate. Committee on
Aging's Protective Services Report for a "Geriatric -

Evaluation- Service" (GES) and that of the Secretary's
Committee on Mental Health and Illness of the Elderly for
"a nationwide system of Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment
Units" (CGAU) are quite similar in concept to the proposals
of the FCA. The GES units would'be lodged in the State'
'agency to which responsibility for legal and social pro-
tective services would be assigned.by law. The CGAUs
would be located within existing community programs, the.
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exact administrative location depending upon local,
community circumstances and resources.

The Mental'Health and Illness of the Elderly keport
does not directly address the relationship of the courts
and formal protective services in the community to their
CGAUs. It would be hoped that, as this report and that
of the recently-issued President's Commission on Mental Health
are implemented, the parens patriae role of government for
mentally-frail persons exercised through the courts and
protective services will be integrated into concerns for
improving and expanding mental health treatment and care
at the community level.

While the Age Discrimination Study was limited by
law to an examination of federally-assisted programs,
some of the conclusions and recommendations are flawed
and circumscribed by not taking into account activities'

,..

beyond this narrow scope. There is no denying that many
older persons have mental problem*which interfere with
their ability to function on a daily basis. However, one
cannot then make the conclusions implicit iqkthe Commis-
sionVs .findings and recommendations, namei5r7that these
mental p Oblems are the major problem of this population
and show d be dealt with through the short-term psycho-
therapeu is modalities which are, the major one-to-one
treatment modality of ther_CMHC. ' ,

Because State mental hospitals ail supported pri-
mari.y with State monies, the care they provide to the
elde ly-disturbed cannot be ignoted in a computation.of
society's concern. Despite the growing attempts to
discharge the elderly who do not belong in mental hospitals
and to avoid their initial placement, it is likely that
the elderly are still the predominant age glip in such
acilities and get more their "fair'gree" of insti-than_ _.

tutionalization. -

Kai- those elderly with mental impairments who can
remain in the community, the Federal Council' contends
that, because many are also likely to have physical health
and social problems of equal intensity, they can benefit
from a regime which is,primarily "social" and "psycho-"-
social" with "health" components rather than primarily
"psychotherapeutic." In this context, one cannot ignore
the federally-aided psychosocial and.long-term supportive

,services which are alieady available, albeit not too
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systematically or equitably, through the Older Ameritans
Act and Title XX of the Social Security Att.

To return to the matterof whether there is genuine
discrimination against the aged ln,prograqs mandated to

. serve all ages and. whether the elderly get their !'fair
share" is to raise questions of distributle justice which
must involve the totality, of what the elde ly share of
Society's goods. Social ethicist_Albert Jonsen (1975)tried to grapple with this and said that no claimant group
has a natural priority to social goods resulting from the
existence of.a productive workforce.

National Long-Term Care Policy

"For every complex problem insociety there is a
solutidh that is simple, plausible and wrong." So spokethe sage ofBaltimore, H.L. Mendken, and not any of the
writers of the government-reports.which have been sum-
marized here: While many of the repoitsdo acknowledge
the complexities of determining the role of government
in'the care of its vulnerable citizens, the prescribed
limits of the reports do produce a limited perspective
on the complex problem of longterm care.

Manj r proposals accept what is.in place as a given
fact without evaluating basic concetsiand.programs. The
Federal Council's recommendations have.tried.to deal with
someorgani ing principles and a concept of a floor ofbas social ervices.. Faced with sizable needs of a: .growin opula:tion,tisome concept'of priorities isrmuired..

$
4 '

NON-GOVERNMENT STUDIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To complete this piccTure of the current setting in
which public policies for the frail elderly must be
developed, this section reviews several recent sets of
policy recommendations coming from the private sector
regarding long -term care.

r
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REPORT NO. t - TASK FORCE ON LONG-TERM CARE

NATIONAL .CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WELFARE,
df.

work of thi-S Task Force of the National
Conference-on Social Welfare was supported in part by the
Division of Long-Term Care of the Health ResoUrceS Admini-
stration of HEW. Its final report, "The Future of Long-
Term Care in the United States" was issued'in February
19'77.

In the preface to the report, Be ce Catherine
Harper, then Director ofmthe Tivision of Long-Term Care,

expressed_ e following objective for Och activities as
the NCSW,pr

Thedultimate gdairis 'quality care, for all persons,
of all ages, all rabes and all sticio-economic
levels. This required special emphasis on the
social /health care plan -- a continuum of care --
to meet the health (including rehabilitative) and
psychosocial needs of the' physically and Mentally'
disabTed.

rat

The Task Force identified a number of knotty issues,
which it labeled "dilemmas" because of their complexity,
their defiance of simple, solutions, and their,propensity'
to 'produce either, intense advocacy or opposition:

Dilemma 1:

Dilemma 2:

Aiktlemma

'Dilemma

Dilemma

Where should administrative authority for
long-term,care,be located?

'How to change the attitudes of professioffals
and staffs?

3: How to bring change in community value systems?

4: How:to develop the funding patterns end-
resources conducive to the development of a
continuum of long-term care services?
1

5: How'to balance society's concernrfor the
rights ofjthe-vulne able individual and
society's 'responsib ty for the safety of
the community?'
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Dilemma 6: How to retain and strengthen.,family support
and other informal supportsystems?

(4/i1:1ma 7: HoWsto establish, an intermediary system to
perform .specific tasks to expedite services
more equitably and provide a continuum of
care?

=

1"-4. *Dilemmi- 8: How 'to determine ifthere is a cutoff point
- in chronologi,c4 age or otherwisewhen it

ecomes'futild xon_cost-ant benefit to c
provide any.more than minimal Services?

6
-

The report concludeswith 4, range of options upon
wtich solutionrs to some -or these dilemmas might be
baSed. HoWever, the Task Force is clear that it favors
a strong social component in national'Policy initiatives
,for long-term care.

4J

hisNati onar Conference on Social,.Welfare Task'
'Force on Long7TermCare'has evolved into,a Washington-
based "forum"'Asp6nsored by several of the major national
.voluntary drganizationoncerned with long-term care for
persons of all ages' and various debilities. Ruth Knee,
who chaired the originil.Task,Force, now chairs the new
group,as a representative of'the National Association of
Social- Workers which is the convenor of the forum.,

:LREPORi go: 2 - UN RS1TY OF CALIFORNIA

HEALTH P ICI; PROGRAM
.

Tom Jot and Judith Melzer of the. Health Policy
Program School of Medicine, University of California at
San Frantisco, issued a report on .'Policies and Stra-
, tegies fof Long-Term Care" in May 1976. The paper 4 '
addresses public policy"issues in the area of long-term
care in a way that focuqes attention on the cross-cutting,
non-categorical nature of the problem and the various
levels of government that ,must .40 involved .in determining&
solUtions. The authors propose--six areas for action by
Federal, State-and local governments. ,Highlights follow:

O
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Detailed Data Collection and Problem Analysis
*.

There needs to be a conscious strategy to collect
and analyze. information on the-numbers of long-term care
facilities; the characteristics of the facilities, the
characteristics and service needs of the clients, the
-services prov.pled by the facilities; the true costs of
providing long-term care services, the sources of funds '

for loni'-term care, and the availability and use of com-
munity alternatives. Ideally, thi's should be done on a
national basis,. However, this likelihood in the near
term iS dim and States are urged to takethe initiative
to gather information they need now in order to solve
Current problems. States must alsmassess administrative
and political barriers, bureaucratic and professional turf
interests and gaining necessary high level policy consensus
on the definition of the problem of strategies of change.

Technical and Administrative Reforms.

In the absence.of any broad reforms in the area of
long-term care, pressure will mount at, the Federal-,
State and local laorels to make incremental, legislative
changes. An example of this approach isthe series,af
48 bills relating to nursing home care introduced in 1976
by (then) Senator Moss, (then) Congressman Koch and
Congressman Pepper related primarily to administrative
reforms, licensing and standard-setting, and accountability
in current programs. 'Individual pieces of legislation like
this do have merit, but they cannot be pursued in the
absence of a long-range objective or as a replacement for
more sweeping change. They must be viewed in relation to
the totality to insure that they do not complicate an
already complex area and further the inequities and con-
flicts among levels of government, jurisdiction,, client
groups and programs.

Lortg -Term Care Financing

Establishment of a federally- financed prOgram to
cover costs of room and board in long -term care facilities.
Rates would be established with'regional and/O-r community
variations'to deflect cost-of-living and costs of housing
with potential for a sliding-fee scale.

al
1'
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Amendments to existing Social service piograms
(i.e., VR, Title XX, Mental Health) to make flexible
rovision for meeting long-term care service needs of'

people in institutions, as well. as of those who remain
in their own homes. Continued funding.for medical
services provided in long-term care facilities through
Medicaid and.Medicare, or any new health financing
program.

.

. Delivery Systems: Community Assessment, Placement,
Referral and Feedback MechanigMs

One approach to the development of, community
delivery..systems is the Conable, Pepper, Koch and Fraser
bills, all'of which establish community long-term care
or home health 'centers with-similar responsibilities for
assessing client needs, coordinating care on behalf.of
individual clients and providing a,feedback system on
the kinds of and quality of services available, Even in
the absence of specific Federal legislation, however,
States and localities could move in this direction,
utilizing Older Americans Act funds, Title XX funds and

4' community Mental Health funds for operating support for
a coordinating agency which has knowledgt of multiple
agency funding sources,,various eligib-ility requirements,
and community service alternativeg.

9

Manpower, Training and Development

In order to implemenit any of the recommendations, a,
conscious manpower training strategy must be instituted to.
train and retrain workers'who provide-lofig-term care
services at the local level. Assisting individual clients
to make appropriate decisions regatding service needs and
institutional or in-home care, wotkers must be extremely
knowledgeable about the availability of community re-
sources, a client's needs and entitlements and how to-r
orchestrate a service. package-to meet'individual.need.

Research and Technological Development

In addition to themore immediate strategies for
reforms of financing, administration and delivery of LTC
services, ,there is s continuing need for research in
several areas,, including:

iV
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-- characteristics of institutional long -term care'
-- development of placement measures
-- development of quality of care measures -4
-,- refinement and use of technology

'.-tv's4tEPORT NO. 3 -(NATIONAL ACADEMY OE SCIENCES

ENTITUTE OF MEDICINE ANGLO- AMERICAN CONFERENCE

The Institute of Medicine of the National Academy
of Sciences conducted an Anglo-American conference, on
care f the elderly in Washington, D. C., on May, 17-19,
1975*. To assess the findings of the conference and to
make reclommendations for U.S. policy affecting the .

functionally-dependent elderly, the Institute formed a
Committee on Care of,the Elderly under the'leadershiP of
T. Franklin Williams, M.D., Medical Director of Monroe
Community Hospital and Professor at the University of
Rochester. Garson,Meyer, Vice- Chairman of. the Federal
Council on the Aging, was a member of the Committee. A
resultant policy statement, entitled "The Elderly and
Functional Dependency", was issued by the Institute of
.Medicine in June 1977. ,

,

In the view of the Committee, the.elderly should
not be forced to deplete their assets in order to obtain .

access to long-term care because elderly persons are. in no
position to replace assets. To effect a fundamental,
change'in Federal policy for care of the elderly, it was.
recommended that: -

The Federal Government should reimburse for
long -term care provided to the functionally-.
dependent elderly. Long-term care should
'include both health ancl social services and
should provide for choices between insti-

. tutional and home-baSed care. Eligibility for
Federal reimbursement of long-term:care should
be based on a comprehensiye assessment process.

*Both the Administration on Aging and the National Institute
on Aging participated in funding the conference.
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Pf -The. Committee stated its belief that other demands
oriState financial resources are severe and the needs' of,

the elderly to universal to'reCommend State financing 'for.,
sch a' program Therefore, it was proposed that the lohg -'
term- care program be financed eithg as part of a national .

health,insurance plan, an-extension of the. Medicare ,program,
a nelopiogram supported throughkgeneral'revenues, or by a
conibihaion of -general revenues and voluntary premiums.
Statefs'and loCalities would retain.key -roles in admini-

4̀, ,

..,a-te.ing provisions of the program.
,

,

In view of the uncertainties associated with the
os of a federally-supported long-term care program or

:.- all persons 65 and over, the Comiittee suggested thats, .,.
.-, initially the program should be restricted to persons 75
;,-Aand over, -

'X '', The NAS Institute of Medicine Committee also
%-recommended that:

A single agency should be identified to
coordinate the delivery of health and social
services to the dependent elderly at the .

communitylevel. ' -
. . . -

,

The primary goal of this agency would be'tepromote
coordination, of services for the elderly rather than to
develop age segregated health and social services. How,bvir,
the ComRittee believes s-thdt aseparate\approack for codrdi-
natingfservices for the elderly is a necessary first step
in assuring recognition of the needs and problems of this
segmept of the population.

A

REPORT NO. 4 AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION)

SPECIAL ISSUE APWA JOURNAL - SPRING 1971

In a special issue of the APWA Journal PublieWelfa
for the Spring of 1977., policy statakdents on HgOcias1
Services for the Aging and."National Health 'Policy".
appeared: Among the proposals with.relevance tothe frdil

'elderly and long-term care were the following: - -
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.'Sociak Services for the Aging

. As major steps towards, the implementation of a
universal systqm of public. social services, the American
Public Welfare Assoiation recommended: (1) clarification
of the. scope,of social services for older persons that
should be developed under Title XX of the Social Security
Act; (2) broadening of*the universal social services for
older people included under Title XX; and (3) an improved
Federal financing base foe the Title,XX program. Also
proposed was continuedLexpansion of the Older Americans
Act and support of the Social 'Seturity Administration's
efforts to give more attention to the social services
needed by beneficiaries of old age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance (OASDI) and supplementary security income
(SSI). Specifically recommended were the following.objec-
tives:

1. Gradual raisiRg of the ceiling on Federal matching
expenditures for social services to.permit the
progressive devlopment of a universal public
social services system serving older people, as
well as other adults, families, children and
youth.

2. A Federal program of "personal" social services for
older persons to enhance or maintaiii their'social
functioning must be'clearly defined and developed
if a basic floor of universal services for older
peop e is to be established in the future.

3. Universal eligibility and entitlement for public
social services for older people regardless of
their economic status. V

4. Improved standards and accountability in public social "

services for older people to improve the effectiveness,
. efficiency, intended scope,and quality of these

services.
fl

5.- Continued expansion of various programs of the Older
Americans Act related to the planning, development,
and provision of social services ,to olcrEiNpeople.

. 6. Improved coordination of social services for older
people. The Federal Government should work with
State and local governments and with the Voluntary
sectors.
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7. Encourage efforts by the Social Security Administra-
tion to develop and demonstrate information and
referral services and other linking services within
its general operations for OASDI and SSI-beneficiaries.

National Health Policy - Long-Term Care

Within an overall policy statement on national health
policy, APWA's Committee on Health Policy made several recom-
mendations dealing with long-term care:

1. National health insurance should be responsible'for
financing all of the medical-health services.,
required by persons in need of long-term care. In

4 addition to theiservices- of-physicians, other health
care practitioners, hospital care and out-patient
care, these should include such long-term care-
related services as:

o home-health aide services;

nursing and medical services provided in the
individual's residence, including tedical
devices and 'supplies for use in the home;

o therapeutic and rehabilitative health and mental
health services required to ,maintain an optimal
level of functioning;

° health-related day care serviCes,, beyond those
needed for'socialization;

transportation to and from.medic'al care facilities'';

o institutional care, exclusive of hotel costs,,for
persons with disabilities or social conditions
that would not allow maintenance et home.

2. Persons covered under NHI who need a combination of non-
medical support services should automatically be eligible
for those services, arcthough an appropriate copayment!
might be required in siome cases.

3. NH-I should finance appropriate assessment, review, and
placement services for persons requiring long-term care.
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CORE SERVICES IN DETAIL

ALTHOUGH THE FEDERAL COUNCIL on the Aging is proposing
,that the core services -- assessment of need, development
of a plan of care, and case management -- be available to
the frail elderly as an integrated package, it is separating
the three in this detailed section of the report.' Assessment
and care planning will be considered together, and, case man-
,agementseparately in recognition that this latter service
*can logically and meaningfully be provided by a separate
agency,-different practitioners, and through a different
financial arrangement.

TWO PARTS OF THE THREE-

ASSESSMENT AND PLAN O CARE

The distinctions are not neat and there are-excellent
illustrations of many different approaches to/ packaging
assessment with other services. The, program which will be
described in this section have been selected because they Jo

illustrate points about the proposals the Federal Council
ds advocating.

They deAtibe two major approaches to assessment: one,
which might be called an "independent" assessment process
not linked to any eligibility determination process; the *

other, providing the same type of assessment but linked with
the determination of eligibility for some separate benefit
or service.

Lawton (1971) provides a succinct definition of "func-
tional assessment" as any. systematic attempt to measure
jectively the level at which a-perSon is fUnctioning in any
of a variety of areas, such as physical health, quality of
self-maintenance, quality of role activity, intellectual
status, social activity, attitude toward the world and self;
and emotional status.'

o
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Independent Assessment

The in-depth assessment of a frail older person's pro-
biems,-resources and functioning, and the development of a
plan ofcare in conjunction with the older person and the

...--Significant people in her0r his life, have as their primary
goal greater knowledge and. awareness-of the person's own
resources and needs -- be they government benefits to which
one is.entitled, financial and physical assets, physical and
mental health, or the degree of ability to cope with daily
living. Counseling with. the older person and significant
family-members and friendsaround,the fmotional implications
of their relationships and-responsibilities under the stress
of the growing'impairments of the older person would also be
a basid component of the assessment process.

Geriatric Family Service

One illustration of a response to this need by the pri-
vate sector was, brought to-the attention of FCA by Charlotte
Kirschrier, a social worker who established the Geriatric
Family Service in New York in 1975. On a fee-for-service
basis, this privateagency provides, according to its bro-
chure, "evaluation, guidance, help to meet your own indivi-
dual familyos needs when you are worried about your elderly .

mother,: your Aging father, your grandparents...." The Geria-
tric Family Service is not designed at the present time to
provide counseling.,

Ms.° Kirschner established the FS following her retire-,

ment as-director Df social services.at the Jewish Home for
the Aging because of the many request she received_from
physicians and psychiatrists to.see their private patients
for assessment.

Assessment Programs by Community Agencies

Thp type ofpsychosocial assessment which is offered
by the Geriatric Family'Serviee on a fee-for-service basis
is also provided in many cgmmunities by such non-profit ,

priv4rte.groups as family srvice agencieS and community
mental health centers with no fee or a sliding fee scale.
Continued counseling for at least a short periodcof time to
assist in implementing a,plan is frequently available from
these akancies.
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Family service agencies have a track record of serving
the elderly about equal to that cited previously for community
mental health centers. A recent study (Rothman and Kay1977)
indicated that pellons 65 years of age and over represent
4 percent of all clients served ia family agencies. However,
many such agencies have long had as*essment procedures avail-
able in .terms of determining eligibility for homemaker pro-
grams which many of them sponsor.

A number of multi-purpose senior centers provide a full-
range assessment program for the impaired elderly as a com-
plement to aettVities for the entire older pollulation. In
some instances, this activity consists of providing space for
a family service agency representative in the seniox-center.
In (ehltr cases, a social caseworker is on the center's staff.

long -term care providers, such as visiting nurse sso-
ciations and nursing homes, also provide assessment with the
understanding that it could result in recommendations for
use of informal resources inthe,community or for formal ser-
vices from othef providers. Obviously, there is a potential
conflict of interest when assessment is provided by a poten-
tial provider of services which could be reimbursed by a
government. financing mechanism.

The evolving role of Professiohal'Standards Review
Organizations (PSROs)in evaluating the need for long-term
care places then in an assessment-role fort the frail eldbTly
as well. Under the Medicare Medicaid Unit-Fraud and Abuse
amendments to the Social Security Act enacted in October 1977,
certain PSROs are to assume responsibility for reviewing
admissions to certain skilled nursing homes, intermediate
care facilities and ambulatory care services. Where a PSRO'
assumes a lohg-term care responsibility, it is encouraged to
establish a technical advisory body made up of providers of
long-term care which will assist in the collection and analy-
sis of data and develop criteria for determining thelevel
and quality of care which should be provided by long-term care
facilities-within the jurisdiction of the PSRO.

Assessment Linked with Eligibility Determination

A number of the'Orofessionals who have consulted with
the FCA on this elderly% project have suggested the
possibility of using the assessment process simultaneously
as the determination for eligibility of certain means-tested
Federal or federally-aided benefits such as SSI, Medicaid,
food stamps, hdusing or the social and health services which '

would be useful in supporting an older person outside an
institution. The assessment might also be utilized as the
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foundation for the more extensive and intensive health
'evaluation netessary.to.determine the appropriate level of.
institutionalization when that type of care is required and
available.

This idea ties in with the recommendation which the
FCAadvanced in its project on the interrelationships of
benefit programs, namely, that consideration be giAven to the
feasibility of a simplified system at the local level for
determining eligibility and benefit ]evels for all federally-
funded income-conditioned programs.

Whatever is done in this regard gust deal with certain
statutory and legal responsibilities for determining eligi-
bility for government programs which cannot be arbitrarily
re-delegated to other unit of government nor to non-govern-
ment bodies. In addition, when services involve the deter -

milAation of mental incompetence, the parens patriae respon-
sibilities of the court and of designated government agencies
must be considered

An interesting approach is evolving in Maryland regard-
ing.general wessment and recommendations for eligibility
for certain sei.Vices administered by State and local govern-
ment bodies.

Geriatric Evaluation Service, State of Maryland

4/.

In July 1977, legislation became effective in the State
of Maryland mandating the establishment of Geriatric Evalua-.
tion Services in each county with specific responsibility
for all aged persons being considered for admission to a State
mental hospital., A program which had been operating already
in several jurisdictions of -the State now became a required
activity'and State monies were provided to counties to aid
in carrying out the law.

The main components of the GES are set forth in the
model legislation, on "Adult Protective Services" described on,
page 90 .of this FCA,repprt. Professor John Regan of the Uni-
versity of Maryland School of Law, who co-authored the Senate
Committee on Aging report on protective services, was instru-
mental in passage of the Maryland law.

The 'GES grew out of nationally-lauded efforts in Mary-
land in. the sixties to move older patients of State mental
hospitals back into the community through foster homes and
other such community -based programs' and then to avoid insti-
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tutionalization in the first instance through pre-admission
evaluation. In Fiscal Year 1977, about 4,000 referrals were
made statewide. Approximately 5% were admitted to mental
hospitals, a slightly larger percentage to nursing homes and
"anothp small.pertentage to general and special hospitals.
The c t per eval ation and assistance in locating ap151.opriate
resou ces averaged about $200. A minimum of $40,000 is're-
quire to set up each local service. ''(Padulla, 1977)

ntgomery County in Maryland-carries out its GES
through its "Assessment Center for Adults". This program
was initiated in-1973 and because of substantial input of
County funds has greater range than the State-required'ser-
vice.

A bi-agency, multi,disciplinar team of physicians and
nurses from the County Health Department's Adult and,Geria-
tric Services and the Community Care Services unitof the
Department of Social Services provide professional assess-
ment hnd planning without charge-to any adult resident 18
,years of age and over who is believed to be in need of care
because of physical andr emotional disability.

A home visit is made in the course of gathering infor-
mation and additional consultation ,such as with a psychiatrist
is obtained as necessary &rid can be financed from State GES
monies. The plan is- then discussed with the private physi-
cian, the client, and approvrdate'family members. If the
plari is accepted, the team will assist the client and family
in implementing the plan.- When continuing consultation and
supervision are required, the case does not remain in the
assessment program. -Referral is macle.to available resources,
includint social casework services by the Departmentipf Social
Services for which many 'adults living in the County would be
eligible.

Techniques forAssessment

As'sessing the functional capacities of the elderly and
disabled4for survey and clinical purOses is not a new skill
for the various helping profeisions. The multidiiciplinary
team approacheS which have been described represent pooling
of clinical competencies and judgements which are not unique.
They are well established in physical and mental health,
correctional, rehabilitation, family and child welfare, and
other fields dealing primarily with the non -aged.

..
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But the field'of aging is faced both with lack of
knowledge on how to' recognize and deal with the manifest
tions and problems of-aging and with inadequate numbers of
professionals with at least some gerontological skills.

Professional~ Role) and,SkilIs

-These conditions notwithstanding, there appears to be
some consensus on required professional roles and skills
in assessment of persons with several chronic impairments
and the development df a plan for their care.

The Maryland and OARS-Durham models utilized social
workers, physicians, nurses and psychiatriss in a team
approach with consultation from other specialists as-re-
quired. Some believe such an array might prove too expen-
sive if it were introduced nationally and,made available to
the growing number of the very aged and disabled who could
benefit from such a program. They suggest that a skilled
interviewer working with one of the questionnaires which
will be described later, pp. 122 - 126 could provide"the ore-
to-one contact and be backed up by a team'of professionals
who would weiih,the data and make a collective judgment.

A middle coyrse would be to *have either a social worker
or nufse clinic an make the direct contact with the person
involved, with or without the questionnaire. This clinician
should have available such peer professional back-up as would
be required.

Medical Component of Assessment

Because it is believed that thiim'assessment process
can be operated without use of thewmedical model, that is,
witholat utilizing the whole array of medical technoligies
which must be brought to bear po matter how modest the
health,need, does not 'mean that the assessment process should
ignore 'the frail person's medical condition; 'First of all,
it would-be expected that whenever aperson did have a pet-
sonal physician, appropriate'existing medical data would be
made available for the assessment.

A number of screening techniques have been evolved so
that certain kinds of personnel, ranging from nurse-ftactition-
ers, physician's Assistants and'public health nurses to
specially trained social workers, can be of.assistance in
facilitating the Ilealth-related diagnostic procedures or in
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identifying persons with,evident medical problems.

But it should be noted,that diagnosis is among the most
9 sophisticated and skillful aspects of medicine, and while a

lumber of para-professionals can identify'grossNsymptoms,
the ability to make clinical judgments normally belongs to
a physician.

It would be'concelirabie, for Aample,, that the person
Pej.forming-the psycho/social/environmental assessment could
hauthe.skills associated with public health nursing, in-'

cluding theability to recognize gross symptoms, as well as
the ability to administer some sort of a self-evaluation
fOxm and the beginnings of a medical history.

o

In addition to the issue ofthe actual kind of medical
or health intervention necessary on the occasion of a pre-
liminary psycho/social/iivironmental assessment, is the ques-
tion of the structure whiPisrh would be required by the intro-

' duction of significant medical in -put., .Could even a "hands
on" physical be administered ,generally within the context
of the social program, or is it necessary that it or some
lesser medical intervehtion4tequke the general. structural
arrangement of the psycho/social/environmental to be medical?
Obyiously, if*the latter were to prevail, the whole frail
elderly system would be skewed-in a direction different from
that intended.

0

As a minimum, the assessm,pt should, include an overview
or the 'frail person's health condition with an appreckation.
of his Or her medic/Al contacts, with additional medical ser-
vices called for as needed.

Assessment Tools

To assist,' systematize and possibly replace some personal
clinical observations about the degrAe of:impaiiment and func-
tioning of potential recipients of long-term care, various.
"instruments" -- questionnaire, scale, or index .have beer
devised.

A study undertaken for-HEWs Office of the Assistant
,Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (Applied Management
Sciences, l976) identified the 17cfollowing instruments as
the genesis for the other patient fnstruments and question-
naires currently being used in this country.

a
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arthel Scale
o Debility Index for LOng-Term.Carez,Patients
o Index of.Independence in Acti es of Daly ving
o Instrumehtal Activities'of Daily Living
o Kenny'Self-Care Evaluation
o Mental Status Questionnaire,

c''o Philadelphia GeriatricCenter Morale Scale
o Rapid Disability Rating Scale.

Scales and Indexes

k.

o Rosow Functional Health Scale .

o Stockton Geriatric Rating° Scale

Questionnaires,

o The Long-Term'Care Patient Survey'
o The Monroe'County Evaluation- Placement Unit Patient

Evaluation' ., 0
i

, d The RRA Patient Classification for Long-Term Care
o The-Project TRIAGE Evaluation Protocol ..

o., The Needs'Assessment Inventory 0

o The Personal Care Prograg Client Assessment Guide
o The OARS MultidimensionalFunctional Assessment Question-

.

t'Aer,4-

naire

HEWs Public Health Service also commissioned a summary
an & criticibe of selected measures-for activities of daily
living which covers many of the same instruments.

Both of these studies-and the instruments which they
considered wete reviewed for applicability to the FCA ap-
proach to assessment for the frail elderly. Most of them'
were designed to measure physical functioning in relation
to the level of care that would be required in a chronic
'health care or rehabilitation residential facility. .The
two selected'helow come clbsest t providing themultidimen-
'sional focus which the Federal C uncil is advocating.

1
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Physical Self-Maintenanbe Scale
ani

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living

As described by Katz (1977), these measurements were
developed by M. Powell Lawton and Elaine Brody of the Phila-
delphia Geriatric Center.

The Physical Self-Maintenance Scale (PSM ) is based on
the Langley-Porter Physical Self-Maintenance ale, modified
,by the authors for easier institutional use,. t 'measure the
degree of physical ,dependency. The six measure of physical
self-maintenance are:

o Toilet
o Feeding
o Dressing
o Grooming
o Physical ambulation
o Bathing

The Instrumental Activities of Daily Living Scale (IADL)
is an observational rating scale designed to assess every
functional competence. It'consits of the following eight
areas, of competency in the performance of daily activities:

-0 Ability to use the telephone
o "Shopping

.

o Food preparation
R Housekeeping.
o Laundry
o Mode of transportation
o Responsibility for own medication
o Ability to handle finances

The PSMS and IADL have been used in the evaluation of
individuals residing in., or applying for, admission to insti-
tbtions' of varying types, with patients admitted to psychia-
tric screening wards, and with residents of institutions
for whom a retdrn to community living was under consideration.
The scales have been utilized as an aid in the forMillation,
implementation, and evaluation of treatment plans. At the
Philadelphia Geriatric, Center, the IADL is used'as part of a
basic screening battery:and to provide information relative

, .to the appropriateness of five "levels" of available care. 1.
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The PSMS and IADL may be completed by any person who
has knowledge of tAe patient's-characteristics and level of
performance. It is estimated that'both stales can be com-
pleted within 10 minutes.

The OARS Methodology

Another instrument, known as the Multidimensional
Functional Asseisment ( OMFAQ), developed by the Older Ameri-
cans Resources and Services (OARS) program of the Duke Center
for the Study of Aging and Human Development has been de-
scribed earlier in this report (pp. 28, 76, 77). AIt was the
survey instrument used by the Government Accounting Office
in its,research project to determine the impact of government
programs on the elderly in Cleveland.

It has also been used for the following purposes:

o An admissiomor screening device to determine
appropriateness of placement within an'institutional
setting.

o. To study the impact of intervention of various
service programs; that is, to determine changes
in patient state as the result of a period of
Service delivered to an individual patient or
client.

o For clinical purposes with individual patients
or clients seeking services in a variety of health,
mental nealth, and social services contexts.

The OMFAQ is included in this'section with, the three
above purposes in mind. It is a detailed questionnaire con-
cerning a person's functional level in five areas: social
resources; economic resources; Fental health; physical health;
and activities-of daily living. It also includes many ques-
tions relating to past and current use of various health and
social services and to perceived need for such services. ,

Originally developed to evaluate the personal level of
functioning and need,,for services for older persons residing
inthe community with a variety of impairments of differing-
severity, it has since been adapted for individuals 18 years
of age and over who exhibit a 4ronic disability and for
persons residing in long-term.ciare institutions.
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A health or 'social work professional or a trained
interviewer takes a little more than an hour to complete
this questionnaire. Each referred individual -is subsequently
seen by a clinician, usually a social worker or psychiatrist,
who'obtains additional clinical information. Upon completion
of the evaluation process, the clinician is then required to
make specific judgements for the person referred the three .
following areas:

1. Level of functioning in each of the five areas
previously'described.

2. Specific services needed.

Optimal setting in which these services could be
provided.

Observations on Assessment

1"* Assessment and development of the initial plan of care
have been presented s.eparatelyfrom case management because
it is feasible to have separate administration and financing
of these services. However, it has been very difficult to
find ongoing or demonstration programs which did not identify
the needfor some assistance for at least a short period of

(

time'in implementing a plan of action either-from the assess-.
ing agency or from another formal resource in the community.
This was especially true in the'absence of any significht
other person capable of coping with the formal helping-
system on b,ehalf of the frail relative or friend.

Process of Assessment

The assessment would be carried out, in conjunction with
the frail older person, insofar as possible, on his or her
health, social, economic and evironmental conditions, problems
and resources. This would include the person's role and
relationship with significant other persons in his or her
life or the absence thereof. The actual helping process
would probably already have begun, during the assessment
interviewing because many older people tan benefit from the
-objeCtive,.supportive'perspective of a trained practitioner
helping to sort out the accumulative problems of'age and an.
objective review of the informal 1141ping network of family.
and friends.
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The process would move on to an identification of benefits. -- 7-
available from, Federal and other governmental programs and such
private provisions as pensions, The "assesSor" and the older
person, and .possibly a significant relative or friend, would
then develop a plan,of action with emphasis on utilizing the
resources of 'the natural helping system and family'first, and
then available community based services from formal systems.
An important aspect' of the plan would be a determination of
a living arrangement providing the Most independence for the
older person related to his or her own desires and capabilities,
the resources of,Society, and the needs of the total population. 4.

The developmentiof a coordinated services plan would be
another indication of this assessment proposal operating Under
a "social" rather,than,a "medical" model. The absolutes of an
observable physical impairment with a narrow range of treatment
pptions prescribed by a medical practitioner are not as appli-
cable to a person having several non-acute impairments.- Several
options might be posSible and the. person to be helped, dependent
on her or hi degree of mental competence, has,the right tqi
ch6ose thatjoption which least favorableActording to conven-
tional clinical judgment if he or she so wishes, (The medical
model does offer options but contesting them is an overwhelming
burden for the average mortal.)

In working with'the older person and family and friends
towards a plan of care, the following guides coulApbe used

-1. What specifically can the older person at home,..-,
continue to do on a regular basis to sustain one's
long term care needs?.

,4
2. What help can family members and others in the natural

system continue'to provide, or add to what is current-
ly provided.6n-a regular sthedule to assist the
frail person to continue in semi-independence 9,t home?

What specific functional aid from community-based
service programs and national legislation can be.

ught.in to help with needs not' covered by others?
What entitlements from insurance'or other such

. benefits accruing to the older person, can be used?
----- Who is to take responsibility for following through

on each of the additional possibilities uncoveAed?

*
..1111
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Manpower

The assessment process would have to be coordinated by a
skilled professional regardless of who did the initial. inter-
view. A social worker would probably be best equipped to
serve as the coordinator because of the unique,skills of the
-.profession is psychosocial diagnosis and treatment and in
knowing how .to manage the) acquiring of formal and informal
services and bemefits. ursing profession, especially in
the evolving independentIng of the nurse pra,ctitioner,
could also have a key role in the assessment process dependent
on the location and operation of the assessment service at the
local lev61-.

,

The Cbuncil believes the various assessment instruments
such as the questionnaires and schedules described earlier
could expedite the work of the practitioner. These tools
shoulanever be seen-as replacing the diignostic and personal

, skills of a competent clinician. Whatever techniques or
direct practitioners are utilized, access to multidisciplinary.
consultation would also be essential.

Plan of Care and Referral'

Behind the concept of the Council that the 'assessment
process and the development of the plan of care has intrinsic

. vdAue whether or not that process has the power of Certifica7
tioii for othei formal help, is the belief that many older
persons and the significant persons in their lives do haye
available certain resources which are not being fully utilized.
The TCA is advancing the notion that a process which system-
atically identifies these forTal and informal aids could be
of great value to many older persons.

The Council believes there is value in skilled refe
for help for which a frail older'person might be eligible
but which is not received for lack of skills in coping with
the bureaucracy. This arbitary separation of assessment and
case management in this FCA report again poses a problem.
Many times effective referral can be a lengthy process and
indeed an ongoing process for 'the frailest of the elderly
who will need continuing assistance in coping with life's
bureaucracies.

)1, -128-
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The FCA proposals for the frail elderly have been
criticised for the possibility that the Ideal plan of care
which would be developed might recommend services which
would not be available in a community or for which.a par-
ticular frail person might not be eligible under current
-program restrictions. The Council agrees with these
advocates for the elderly, that there should be an array of
services -- a continuum 'of care -- available in every com-
munity so that there would truly be alternatives in long-term
care for older persons and the significant other persons in
their lives. But until the; day arrives, there is merit 41
in identifying a means Whereby available resource-S would be.4t
fully utilize 4 and a process estatilished_for'Identifyirg
unmet informal and formal aids,in the community. Further-
more, national policies for non-institutional long-term care
would have to be'based on a(assessment process. This
approach puts in place the foundation for an incremental
development of an overall policy on long-term care.

In the initial establishment of an assessment program,
it would be important to build in, mechanisms for quantify-
ing and qualifying the needs of participants which cannot
be met at the present time. These data should be fed into
the community planning proces,,for the aged and in such

- - categorical areas as social4sorvices, physical and mental
',health, community development, health facility planning,
etc. The assessment qtiestionnaires could be valuable in
providing,information about unmet needs in ,a systematic way.

The progradwould have to operate in close cooperation
With all community agencies responsible for taanning,and/or
delivering health and social services both to the elderly
and to tha total population in need as well as to those govern-
ment agencies administering benefit programs. .

AdminiStration.and Financing

In trying to assure univerai availability Of its pro-
posed services, the Council considered-the feasibility,of
direct administration by the Federal government: After all,
the Federal government does guarantee the prevision of certain
services to certain favored groups like veterans usually by
direct operation of hospitals and other services.
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As,reported, the Federal Council once considered the
possibility of having the Social Security A ministration,
which touches the livesof the overw -lming majority of
persons over the age of 60, admini r s p oposed services
for the frail elderly. It decide: agains t for a number
of reasons particularly the vas ess of SSA's responsibilities.
Furthermore, it felt that a program of services, as opposed\ to
benefits, should be related as closely as possible 'to the
family, the neighborhood, and community agencies and institu-
tions.

Therefore, the Council has proposed that the core
services for the frail elderly should be administered by a
single State agency with Federal/State matching funding with
flexible delivery at the community level.

The Council envisiohs the State agency as having overall
responsibility for,guaranteeing the quality and coverage of
the program with State options as to where and how the service
would be delivered at the community level. It could be'a local
counterpart of a State agency such as a county public health or
social services office. It could be through a senior center,
area agency on ag.kng, long-term care center or a voluntary
health or social service agency.

State government in this country has been providing
certain aids for life management for its'citizens for many
years.- However, a person's life has to become practically
unmanageable before such aid as commitment by oneounit of
government, namely, the court, is made, to another unit of
government such as the mental hospital. At less restrictive
levels and for less deviant behavior, the procedures of guard-
ianship, conservatorship and other forms of surrogate manage-
ment are frequently utilized by the courts.

Protective services are supposed to be avail4ble from
public social' service agencies for older persons In crisis
because of the need for assistance in life management.
Traditionally, the. service has_been of a shoit-term duration
and offered primarily to recipientsof public assistance.

W4t is different about the FCA proposals is the CoUncil!s
advocacy ofFederal government assurance of certain aids for
life management before a crisis occurs and not because of some
manifestation of a psychiatric disorder or poverty or inability
to manage one's own resources. c

4
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The aid would be voluntarily accepted by the recipient,
that is, not required as an,exercise of the police powers of
government. This does not mean that, in practice, this ser-

. °vice might not be provided through`the same agency charged
-vo with court- directed services'for those in need of protection.

Provisions of the "significant other", so vital to't
FCA plan, could'be through a stimulation of the informal
network of help, a cash payment, or direct provision of a
helping peison. Case managethent could be means-tested,
fee-for-:service, or a universal entitlement. Assessment would
bp offered as a "public social utility":

Alfred J. Kahn and Sheila Kamerman,' writing in "Not for
the Pop/. Alone" in 1975, describe these aids as constructive
solutions to "normal" problems that arise out of societal
change. "Indeed, the'term 'problems' is probably inaccurate,
since the programs involved represent appropriate, accepted
responses to wj.dely shared experience.

rhe'need'cfor assessment of the frail -- whether, rich or
poor=- has been evidenced. There is need for help of vary-
ing intensity for sorting outfamily feelings to finding the
right nursing home when that is the overwhelming option
for lonilterm care.

While the Council'has accepted the concept of using
advanced age for the "triggering" and automatic entitlement
to receipt of the FCA proposed aids, there has always been
some discomfort that this could discriminate against those
below age 75, 80,, or whatever gge break would be agreed upon
as having some validity for correlation'with multiple impair-
ments.

This is especially true for assessment procedures for
non-aged persohs- with a chionically-disabling impairment or.
impairments. It is'conceivable that the system could be
made available and.publicized as'a voluntary aid for ns
who:

Had reached age 75or

o Had one,or several major tunctionaldependenciespr.

aa Asked far specific help for a strongly feQ.t need.



automatic access to assessment might gain legitimacy,
acceptance and awareness'if it were publicized as a normal
process for persons of advanced age like a routine health
check-up. Depending on whether assessment-were lodged in a
voluntary agency or a statutory agenCy with eligibility deter-
mination powers, the assessment program could be conceived by

-personnel working in the field of aging as a resource in some
of the following events:

o Determination of need for home-delivered meals or
any home- delivered service.

o Need to determine representative payee status for
government benefit program.

o Determination of guardianship or conservatorship.

o Upon recovery from acute illness.'

o 'At death of spouse or significant other person in
one's life.

c.
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THE THIRD FART: CASE MANAGEMENT

Just as the Council was not completely satisfied with
the nomenclature "frail elderly" neither was it happy with
the'term "case manager" for the person who would have the
continuing relationship with the individual or "case". The
Council sees the helping person as being a facilitator and

- a consultant for a person who. still has the,capabilityof
managing many life, decisions but needs some 'help in coping
with life's bureaucracies because of the accumulation of
the .vicissitudes of increasing age not because of a single
physical or mental trauma or a persorial loss or role change.

The caseworker would have an ongoing but not necessarily
'htensive relationship with the older.person once the initial
a sessment and plan of action had been developed. The. role
o the "significant other" person would be mipt iniportant in

is continuing respect and ts described later.

When the most appropriate placement for an olderlperson
is in a health-dominated facility, the case manager tduld be
involved with staff or'the facility in arranging the move.
Since institutionalization is not always, permanent and to
assure a personalization of care, theyrofessional.in the
community might possibly maintain'a relationship with the
older patient to assure maintenance of community ties espe-
cially in cases of weak or non-existent family relationships.

It would be important that the dealings between and
among the professionals be one of partnership and not of
competition or neglect because of the presence of two sets of
helping persons.

The frail elderly casework service would have to reSpon-
sibility not only to identify the informal or formaP,services
that exist in a community but to work with the older person
and the significant person or persons in his Or her life to
assure that the services are received. The same approach
would be utilized in assuring that the older person would
receive all the government and private benefits such as
Social Security, SSI and pensions toimhich he. or she had. an
entitlement.
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The aid being proposed by/the Council would be offered
voluntarily, that is not required as an exercise of the pare,ns
patriae responsibility of government. However, the service
could. well be provided through'the same agency charged with
court-directed services for those in need of protection. In
fact, it may well be that services for the "mentally confused"
older person milht have to involve at least the statutory
agency charged with protective services if not the court it-
self in order to fully protect the older person's civil
rights..

-Definition of. Case Management

Since the central role of thiS' professional person is
that of a case administrator, itawill require that he:or
she have a range of skills, drawn, from the fields ofAsocial
work, public health, community drganization, and, on occasion;
must serve as advocate to assure that the interests of'frail,
elderly and their families are maximized. The case,mana-
ger must have expertise in local.affeState program offer-
ings for the elderly, national beneTits, and other program
resources likely to be of direct value to aging persons and
their ,families.'

In essence, the'caseworkeT serves a 'coordinating and
linkage function, placing his or.her-skills and knowledge
of the range of resources -for the aging at the be est of the
frail elderly and their families to enhance ihe. uality of
life for older'people. Since it i* the intentio of this

,-program,to bring into play community-based, State and
national programs likely to assist the older person's search
for health and social sustenance, the caseworker will be .,

expected to expose and help communities' recognize' deficiencies
in current service provisions for the elderly. Information
on service gaps are to be conveyedto the area's organized ..

planning bodies, particularly. the.area agency on aging.

While the word' "case" seems highly bureaucratic, it'" is
the term of art for an individual unit of service and for-
an individual person or family. And "caseworker" refers-to
a professional person who deals with_people On a one,tO-one .

and one-by-one basis: This personalization of aid 'with hope-
fully the same helping peron is essenti41 to the FCA formu-
lations. It is the bringing into the life of.the'frail
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person a "significant other" person,,who.will work with the
other significant persons in the life of the'client'where
they are available. The caseworker is also to be responsible
for making available when needed, assistance for simple
personal care services on a sometimes daily but not 24-hour
basis from another. "significant other" helping person.

'The relationship of this mode of practice to social
work and the family is treated by Shanas and Sussman (1977):

The roles of advocate, organizer, administrator and
ombudsman are proposed as more salient roles for social
workers dealing with the 'elderly than the provision of
emotional and other affective supports, which can be
most effectively provided by members of a' family and
kin networks and, if not by them,'by less professional
persons.,

Shanas andSussman call for greater parity in the rela-
tiOnship between the 'client and the professional with bureau-
cracies serving as consultants to older persons and their
families,, "The task is how to more effectively Involve
family and kin network in long-term care of the elderly, and
'to do this without using the.power of law and, without des-
troying'the internal dynamics of the particular family unit."

In dkiscussing the 'need for personal care 'service by the
elderly and others, requi'ring long-term caretaking attention ,

by other adults, Morris and Anderson (1975) identify social,
work as bringing a professional and ideological approach; an
approach revolving around the'concept 'of psycho-social inter-,vention.

. Morris (1977) advancet the premise that technological
'advances which now enable numbers of young persons with
various'congenital and disease conditions.and Victims-of'
accidents to survive well into adulthood with. their handi'-.
caps as well as increases in the numbers of old, frail persons
means that society must be concerned about long-term "care",
as much as "cure" and prevention of disabling conditions.
Morris identifies the emergence of the case-managemqnt con-
cept as a. starting point towards a caretaking approach to the
needs of these chronically impaired populations..
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Case Wagers ...are supposed to handle all aspects
of serving human needs, including assessment, cowl-
seling, and caretaking. To date, although they have
been given this charge, case managers have not been
,given the authority or means truly to manage services
and.cases. *Most tf their work is still the voluntary
coordination of the work of others. The next logical
step would be to invest them with the authority A'nd
responsibili y for caretaking functions out of which
continuity o care could flow.

\

Morris 'goes on to describe, as a modbl of the concept
of case management and continuity of care, the HEW demonstra-
tion projects on'Service Integration Targets of Opportunity.
These coordinate fragmented services by co-locatipn of inde-
pendent agency offices at a common site, by for(al referral
contracts, by wider information systems, and by active°
administrative merger. MoTris sees the social work profession
as being responsible .for the creation an& management of social
environments. "In these social environments, psychological
and other clinical treatment services Would be given, but the
profession would emphasize management of the social environ-
ment."

,

Wasser (1974) describes the casework practice in the
Benjamin Rose Institute protective services study as highly
eclectic. ,EMpliasis was placed on use of relationship and on
psychodynamic.understanding of client personality. Attention
was given to intellectual processes, and led to viewing
behavior a,s connected with functioning, organicity, and
health. A.The case management Component became essential be-

, cause of the range of resources used from within the agency
and outside, and the necessity for directional control and
coordinationjai the case situation."

Social work's unique contribution is further delineated
in a policy statement adopted by the National Association of
Social Workers in 1976:

The case-by-case intervention in social circumstances
and conditions as the means of alleviating problems
and' promoting positive functioning in individuals. and
.families is an early hallmark of the profession which
must be recognized as a key service to the frailest

. and oldest of the elderly. Social diagnosis andocia1.4".
treatment are major missing elements in current national

1
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policy formulations.. be they characterized as improving
nursing home care or alternatives to institutionalization
or developing coordinated, comprehensive community ser-
vice system. These unique social work skills arektessen-
tial to the development of a system of -services for those
persons With chronically disabling conditions who require
ongoing,personal care services... Knowledge of the com-
munity and its resources makes the social work profession
particularly suited to assisting the elderly and their
advbcates in dealing with and understanding the complexi-
ties of Society.

0

Keith-Lucas (1973) desCiibes e basic philosophies of
public social service which are us 1 in understanding the
nature of the-social casework advocated by the Federal Coun-
cil.

Therapeutic -- People who need services, including the
vast majority of the poor, have something wrong with
themselves.or their situation which needs to be diag-
Absedhy a social scientist,; to be followed by some
kihd of treatment.' It was the basis of the '1962 Public
,,elfare amendments to the Social Security Act which
promised.to solve major social. problems through chang-

g the kndividual's power to cope- with life.

Social utilities -- This is'the "warehouse" model with
philosopKy"that social services are things whi6h people
iday'Want-andare entitled to get if they chdose. These
,,are °looked on ak"social.utilities", much in the same

i way 4i fire or police protection. People order,rathet-
than a9ply.for 'them, as from a store. Since thdse who
propideilothe service might be niggardly or prejudiced,
thevconsumers af;service would have access to an expedi-.
ter or advocate. generally of their own social class,
ethnic bacicground and level of education -- who could
demand that'vervice be given promptly and efficiently

If
when ordered.'

"
These two philosophies are 4missed

the premise that the first is undemoatic and depends on a
s nby Keith -Lucas

cr
trained elite of persons infected with social science con-
cepts. The second oversimplifies. "Social services are not
as a whole, discrete packages -- thingsone can order and apply
too oneself like a poultice. Some are comparatively simple,
but many are quite complex interdependent processes that may
need kgreat deal of exploring before one can be sure what
iits one's situation best... Some services, such as supportive

visiting, badly needed by many old people, are hard to put in
a form in which they would be likely to he asked for directly."
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Keith-Lucas advocates a philosophy of public social ser-
vice, based on Judeo-Christian philosophy, which accepts the
fact that people, although fallible, are generally capable
of managing their own affairs. "It holds tfiat,in the extremely
complex and rapidly changing society of today, people frequent-
ly need help in planning from various kinds of specialists...
It is a philosophy neither of elitism or class struggle but of

. mah's essential interdependence."
.

The basic service in the Keith-Lucas philosophy is "co-
planning". "It may stand alone as a service, or it may be an
integral part of any other service to which it has led." He
sees it as voluntary even in those cases where law has inter-
vened. In these instances; co-planning is offered as an alter-
native to legal sanctions, where what needs to be done is often
for the client to come to terms with the reality of this inter-
vention. -

Keith-Lucas describes the skills which are needed in
giving both a basic co-planning service and the more
specialized services that accompany it. The worker must learn
the baiic helping process and the development of his or her
ability to convey reality, empathy and support to other people;
secondly have a good understanding of the structure, relation-

_ ships and effects inherent in some services. Indigenous person-
nel are to be 'used in such a system, not only in many direct
services'such as supportive visiting but also as two-way
interpreters of what is available and what ought to be made
available. He concludes:

Advice relatiwto ethnic patterns would be available,
but indigenous' workers, would I hope, avoid the aTver-
sary implications that are sometimes assigned in a'
warehouse system. To start with, the belief that services
will only.be given grudgfingly or with prejudice is to
deny the value of services of ,any kind. Thus one can
incorporate many of the good elements of the warehouse
concept, including its .voluntarism, its.emphasis on
rights, its view of services as a public utility.
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Illustrations of Case Management

'The following illustrations of`case management practice
in a variety of settings is not meant ta. be definitive. These
particular undertakings contain some of the elements of the
kind ofpsogram envisioned by the Federal Council.

OARS Clinic - Duke University ,

As part of its scientific research program, the Center -

for the Stud' -of Aging' and Human Development at Duke Univer-
sity operateT a clinical program for older residents of
Durham ,County, North Carolina, as a service to the community
and to test appropriate research projects. Evaluation is
offered to "those encountering difficulty in adapting to old
age". Following systematic evaluation, a service plan is
designed for those persons thought to ,vq]alre services. OARS
clinic Rersonnel subsequently provide certain kinds of ser-
vices, primarily of a counseling nature, directly to such
persons and their famils While arranging for and coordinating
adaitional services av drable elsewhere in the community bqt
not in the OARS clinic 'eelf.

The OARS clinical program consists of the followin
elements:

Administration of fn.IOARS "Multidimensional
Functional Assessment" questionnaire by a trained
worker (interviewer). (Sde pp. 125,126)

Interyiew by a clinician, usually a social worker.
or psychiatrist, for additional information.

Determination by a clinician, upon completion, of
evaluation-Orocessi-of the follpwing:'

1. Level of functioning in-social, economic,
mental health, physical health,,self-care
capacity

2.- Specific services needed

3. Optimal setting in which, these services
could be provided

r5
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In describing the operation of, the OARS clinic,
Pfeiffer says that the most important clinical service
offered-is not a 4etific intervention but rather the coor-
dination effort of all the services required by an individual,
while continuing contact is maintained with the individual:A
"In fact, in terms of our `list oCservices 14b have placed
this at the highest level, even though the idea of coordi-
nation of services before any services have been named may
superfically seem to be absurd... The second most important
service offered...is counseling with family members rather
than counseling of the older person himself or herself. It
has become clear that unless the family understands and
Accepts recommendations and information regarding the older
impaired person, no successful treatment program is likely to
remain stable."4

Chronic Illness,Center - Ohio

This Cleveland program (Luppens, 1976) was initially
funded by a combination of Federal monies from the Ohio
Commission on Aging and State mental health funds administe4-
ed by the Cuyahoga County Mental Health and Retardation
Board. Service was offered for the first time in November
1969.' When the Federal funding terminated two years later,
the Protective Services for Older Perions,demonstration
program was merged with the Chronic Illness Center, a
community-based.unit of the Cuyahoga County hospital system
which offersa multi-disciplinary approach,to services for
the aged and'chronically ill. t

Currently, the protective services program remainsa
vital, part of the Center's total services and is funded by
State mental health monies which,are matched by county funds.
The mental health contract provides a channel for some addi-
tional Title XX money.-

6 ,A multi-disciplinary approach has been utilized since
the program' was established. Social work and nursing are
the key dikiplines with back-up from medicine, psychiatry
and law. Staff are organized into teamsconsisting of a ,"

coordinator, two caseworkers, a geriatric. outreach worker, a
nurse and a secretary. The coordinators are experienced



.

.
masters-level social workers who-can assumelthe added
resnonsibility of supervision Of'the'caseworkers andgeria-

, trio staff.

The role of the geriatricworker has evolvd from
performing specifically assigned tasks, like.accompanying
an older person to a clinic, to teing utilized mote and more
as an extension of the caseworker. This paraprofessional
supplements in providing supportive attention,and'performs

._ personal services such as shoppin: and seeing that bills,
are paid.'

Fiscal'data'for 1975 provided by the Cleveland program'
project an annual cost of $1000 per person for case manage-
ment services.

'\k

Protective Services for. Adults,'New Ydirk State

Upon learning of the Federal Council's activities on
the frail elderly, Robert. O'Connell, Acting Director of the
Bureau of Community Services ofthe New York State Depart-
ment of Social Services, Wrote-expressing concern ..about the
implications for service delivery of the FCA propolals..
Material 144s sent describingtkg activitiesof thefState in
implementing Title XX mandatedlbrotective services. for
adults. In,addition to Title XX, the-program'also operates
under State statutes which establish responsibilities of
local commissioners of social services relating to mentally
ill personb, including court proceedings regarding.incompe-
tency and conservatorship of property.

The State's protqctive services program recognizes the
particular need for thdie services by the increasing number

'

of mentally impaired adults returning to and/or remaining in
localcommunitiZs. The need for spedialized services to
individualS being released from mental hygiene- acilities
was emph Sized by passage Of State legislation-Tn 1974 math-dating co eration between social services and mend. hygiene
officia s i helping those patients4pward self-support 'and.
self-ca e.

.
,...

, ...,

. ,c1), ! .
,- New York-defines pratdctiVe.tiervtces as.-- a system of

care .(fol, adults). which includes,* availability of a 4.0p-
stellation' of services brought to.bear individual) or in
concert upon a-problem situation of an adult requiPing a -
planned approach. of intervention. As a preventive, supportive
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and surrogate service, it is aimed at maintaining individuals
in the community as long as feasible rather thin institutiona-
lizing them, though in some cases, the latter may be necessary.
More specifically, it can be stated that a protective service
system aims at the prevention, reductionor elimination of
neglect, exploitation or crisis breakdown through the provi-
sion of services appropriate to the individual's needs which
will strengthen his capacity to function'and maximize his
ability at self-direction.

Case management/counseling is the core of an effective
protective service program. Local protective service staff
must have'knowledge and skill to assess 'and evaluate, to.
make deciiions, to enlist other medical, psychiatric and
legal help as necessary in evaluation and treatment and to
coordinate those services which should elleviate the individ-
ual's plight.

.In his correspondence with the Council-, the New York
State official asks if the frail elderly whom the Council
addressed would meet their defined criteria for protection or
if this population is being viewed in the broader context of
prevention. He goes on to say that rather than isolate the
frail elderly over age 75 as a separate client category, it
would be well to consider that 20% of this population is
potentia.11y endangered and that the money and effort should
be expended,in the existing service programs to find these
people and provide preventive as well'as protective services..

He. writes: "In the present system, at least in New
York State, because of dearth of funds, very 'uittle can be
provided preventively and situations must reach crisis or
near crisis proportions before they come to our Attention
for Notective services. Establishing a separate delivery
system will only fragment further the present system, build
local bureaucracy and possibly place the diverse systems in
competition. An integrated approach with incentive funding
would appear a better approach."

Relationship Between FCA Case Management.
Services and Protective Services

The question raised by New Yoik State about the basic
differences between the case management being advanced by
the Federal Council and protective services as envisioned
by Title XX is a valid one.
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In examining the literature of protective services and
in discussions with practitioners and academicians at the
national and local level who had been and were involved in
protective services, one thing is clear. The Title XX law.
and regulations might have certain definitions of protective
services but what is being practiced is different in every
StAte. No one has the kind of data base upon 'which to
provide a national insight. .

,s
So the questions from New York will be answered from the

perspective and perception of how protective services. operate
in that State. It would seem that the Federal Council did
intend for its services to be of a preventive nature and its
"triggering" being the attainment °I a certain advanced age.
This contrasts with protective services being available upon
manifestation of an inability to manage one's own resources
or to protect oneself from neglect, exploitation or-hazardous
situations without assistance from others.

Whether the provisioli of the less authoritarian service.
envisioned by the Council requires a separate delivery system
is le,ss clear. This can only be answered as more data are
obtained about the evolving nature of protective services
practice.

Currently, there would seem to be two divergent trends
regarding the use of authority in the protective services
relationship. On the one hand, there is advocacy for the
greater involvement of the courts.to assure the rights of
older mentally-impaired persons to the least restrictive
modality of care. Otheryorkers in the field state that in
dealing with frail' adult1 in need of protection, there is
little need of_legal intervention when the helping relation-
ship is skilled, and sensitive to the capacities of the client
for self-determination and self-direction.

The Federal Council's limiting its service proposals to
case assessment and management might also be considered as
another difference with, the definition of protective services
as including and requiring a "cluster of services" such as
homemakers, day care, home-delivered meals and transpOrtation.
,Also, the FCA envisions the need for long-term case manage-
ment of varying intensity while protective services as practiced
currently would seem to be of limited duration and geared to
'CrisiS situations.
:ate 1

I
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Lola Hobbs does not agree on the need for a cluster
of services as intrinsic to the basic nature of these
services. Writing in Public Welfare in the Summer. 1976
issues, she says:

The definition of protective services is crucial to
the design and implementation of programi. While
earlier definitions tied protective services to a
narrow legalistic approach, later developments re-
moved all boundaries and, in effect, left programs
withorery little structure to guide program planning.

She believes that the primary, essential objective to
be achieved by protective services is to enable the partially
or totally immobilized client to control or contain behaviors
or circumstances which are endangering the client or other
members of the community. "The fundamental element necessary
to achieve that objective is authoritative interyention in
the decision-making process itself. The criticaa program
elements are a social worker and a social services agency,
both of which are willing to accept the responsibility and
risk of making decisions on behalf of another. No auxiliary
services as such are intrinsic to a protective services
program."

Iry advancing the, social casework model-of the Federal
-Council, it is obvious and important that its relationship
ta the psycho-social nature of protective services and to
psychiatric services, which might be available from a com-
munity mental health center, will need to be considered.

Projecting Costs and Caseloads

For assistance in weighing the feasibility of the FCA
proposals; Dr. William Bell, Consultant to the Council for
the frail elderly project, developed the following estimates
on possible costs pd caseloads for the case management
service. However, it should be noted that these computations
.are based on the service being separate and new rather than
an expansion or variation of one or several existing programs.
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Table 1

Current Potential Demand by Frail Elderly

For Projected Program

Category Size of Estimated Demand

Estimate 1 V 500
Estimate 2 § 3,000

.

Estimate 3 ,7 million

Estimate 1 is derived from Nagi (1975) who indicates
9.l %'of individuals aged 75 years and over equire personal
care assistance, that is, help with normal activi-'&ies of
daily living such as getting dressed; feeding, personal
hygiene"apd the like. Estimate 2 is a crude adaptation
from data from the National Center for Health Statistics on
chronit conditions among the. elderly. Estimate 3 is from
Nagi as well, but refer's to 19.9% of the group 75 plus in
the United States with severe limitations on physical per-

,

formance.

It should be noted these estimates cover eligibles to
_the pro/ram not necessarily actual client numbers. From
the perspective of the frail consumer lie program is vol-_
untary, an option he can exercise or reject. It can'be
assumed an unknown proportion will opt not to avail them-
selves of the program.

Faced with a dearth of hard information on estimating
market demand for the Council's proposed'servia, the
figure of $1000 per client per year is used as a crude
average cost per client:, On that basis, and using the three
estimates of size of the target population in Table 1 as the'
potential upper limits of the progrdm, estimated costs are
cited in Table 2, below.
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Cate gory

Estimate 1

Estimate 2

Estimate 3

Table' 2

Estimated Costs of Proposed Program'

Financial Outlay

$773.5 million

.$853.0 million

$1.7 billtbn

It should be added that the projected costs for each
level are based on the caseworker carrying an average case
load of 100 cll.ents per year at all times. The $1000 per
client is further 'assumed to be sufficient to carry the
budgetary demands of salaries and fringe benefits,
training, administrative. supervision and related support,
office expenses, equipment, travel.and conferences.

In a period when there is a growing consensus that some
Federal revenges are probably needed.to maintain the sound-
ness of our present social insurance programs, and will
probably be needed in-any incoming National Health Insurance
plan, a program with strong social merits but with firm
service limits, such as the one proposed in this report by
the Federal Council, may just as well be completely financed
from general revenues from the start.
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EPILOGUE

(Comments offered by Monsignor Charles J..Fahey, former
chairperson of the Council's Task Force on the Frail
Elderly).

From the outset this project has been designed to
engage leadership persons from all sections of'the country
towards the evolution of an enlightened public stance in
regard to those elderly who are most vulnerable.

Many questions.have not been satisfactorily answered,
though approaches have been forwarded to address them; for
example, whatever has been said of the frail old can be said
of virtually all those who are vulnerable within our society.
.Since the Federal Councilon Aging has jurisdiction in regard
to the elderly, our deliberations have, concerned them primarily;
however, the Coundil cannot help but 6e cognizant of frail
persons who are not old- their plight is similar to that
of many of the "frail elderly". An important policy issue
is the development of an age-related service as opposed to
one that would provide social support systems for all, regard-
less of age, who are similary at risk.

From the.outset, the establishment of a presumptive
eligibility reaching all persons over a certain age (ove
seventy-five) was perceived as a politically viable way
to begin a system which would have some definition to it
and would reach those who are most in need. It should be
clear from the various background material, as well as
from the policy actions taken by the Council, that there
is deep concern for all- frail elderly. Further attention
must be given to a technique to establish eligibility in
a simplifie00flanner, so that Such service or services will
be available to all older persons who need it

-The Council has been troubled by the status of those
persons in our society belonging to various sub-groups
whose longevity, iS different from the over-all population.
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The Federal Council on Aging is engaged in §everal effolDts
to understand their needs. Is the onset of fraility different -

by reason of race? Does equity require different age thresh-
olds of eligibility for various groups within ',cYciety? Were
a technique utilizing need, in addition tp age, developed,

'.the Council has data from practice as well as from research
which could be the basis for answering such. questions. t

Thistaff Report also serves to highlight for the
Federal council on Aging various optisinswhich:are 'available
to it in regard to future activity. The CounCil is weighing
its priorities in the light of various, new mandates given -

it under the re-authorized "Older American's Act", as well
as various societal happenings,. .

Of particular importanCe is a decision%pn whether or
not the Federal Council will forward the'Frail Elderly
Concepts, in the form of a specific legislative propdsal,
or whether it will hold all legislative initiatives up
against the criteria or principles inherent in the,contepts
of the support system for the frail elderly.'

If the:former coufse,is chosen,then additional strategy
steps must be developed concerning the proper vehigle'for
'legislative consideration: i.e. through inktiatidn of the.
Administration or through some particular sponsor in the
House or Senate. If the latter strategy is adopted, then
legislation regulation-Which impacts upon the frail elderly
must be identified, so that they can be judged in'a.egard.-
to the frail elderly principles and spedific suggestions
may be made o they may contribute to a societal support
system for the frail elderly. .

The Federal Council may choose'a combined strategy,
Vhich both forwards a specific piece of, legislation fo
educative.purpses as well as for action and at the same
time views all initiatives in the administrative 'and legis-
lative side of government which will affect the frail elderly.

Even as the Federal Council has undertaken this study
and continued leadership in it, it is gratifying to note
that both in the governmental and in the voluntary sector
there are serioup discussions, and deliberations taking place
generally around the challenge of the frail elderly, as well
as in regard to the Federal Council on Aging concepts of
how to deal with it. The development of a national debate
is a hopeful one, not,only in regard to the important issue
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at stake, but also in regard to the leadership role which
the Federal Council has exercised. It gives further promise 1

elf a continuing role of issue identification and clarification
which the Federal Council can exercise in a variety of other
areas.
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FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING
WASHINGTON, D1C. 20801

.APPENDIX A

The following outline was developed by FCA's Task
Force on the Frail Elderly and widely circulated as a ,

systematic means of obtaining information.

1. POPULATION AT RISK

-Can we achieve a public policy based on the hypothesis that there are
somany people so much at risk that at some certain point the program
of care gets "turned on"?

Are any one or several of the following the indicator of the population
\-.at risk?

age, debility, income, race, sex, marital status; living arrange-
ment, milieu, geography.

2. SCOPE OF SERVICES

What is the goal and intent of each or all services?

Can a basic,set of services be determined?

- Can therebe a. place where people can develop Whateyer is needed and
_ one's entitlement is access to that place that does whatever you need

rather than to an individual service (Morris personal services concept)?

Is intensity and level of the service a criteria?,

Is geography a faCtor in delivery and availability?

Should services be age-only or multi-generational or both?

Are any one or several of the following the, appropriate service package:

social casework, counseling, coordination, advocacy, brokering,
'embudsmanship and "benign oversight"

assessment: social, medical, etc.

reassessment

prescription, recommendation, plan

16
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transportation

nutrition

maintenance: physical environment, personal support

3. SYSTEM OF SERVICES

\Y

What system shou d be developed to deliver the services?

How are roles of amily and friends enhanced?

Should it be age oriented or multi-generational?

Should it be'centralized or decentralized?'

Should it be governmental - Federal, State, local?

4
Should it be regional or local jurisdiction

Should it be private - voluntary or proprietary?

Should it combine government and the private sectors?

Should it be cdtegoriEal or generic

Are one or several of the following elemenh of a system of services:

a. planning - coordination

b. assuring service

c. delivery

.d. . monitoring

Should the system be built on the existing health care gystem',(Medi-
'care - Medicaid) or the multi-generational social services (Title la)
or the aged-only services (Older Americans Act) or a new system?

How complex and broad can a systew be and still work?

161 -
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4. MANPOWER NEEDS

Are new types of personnel needed to operate, services for the frail
elderly? How defined?

What numberi of personnel will be required?

What kind Of short- and long-range training will be needed?

5. SPONSORSHIP

Should the auspices or sponsorship of the system be any or several of
the following:

a. public or private

b. proprietary or non-profit

0
c. health or social services system

d. nation4l, state, sub- state, local

What should be the relationship between and among existing social and
health planning agencies?

What should be the role of the individual citizen including the con-.
sumer, client, patient?

What are roles of family, relatives, friends?

6., ENEFIT - ENTITLEMENT

Should it be a categorically funded, generic program for a target group?

Should it be an ent.....Lement tied to an individual?

Should it be an insurance program?

Should the individual parti54ite in cost-sharing through a deductible,
co-insurance or a means Celt?

- 162 -
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7. FUNDING - REIMBURSEMENT

Should there be provision for capital funding and start-up costs?

Should the services be financed through any or several of'the following
measures:

geitral tax revenues 0*

dedicated tax - trust fund - employer contribution

voluntary - mandatory

participation by consumer in premium payment

use of private insurance carrier

Federal - State - local match

voluntary funding

vendor - voucher

direct payment to consumer

8.. PHILOSOPHICAL RATIONALE

ti

What services should the frail elderly have because they are citizens
and a population at risk? Ate these services a right?

Can these b2iic assumptions be made: that these are services which
cannot be cashed out and tViat an income floor is guaranteed?.

How can freedom of choice and self-determination be assured while at
the same time providing needed protection? it

What should be the nature of filial responsibility?
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How can family involvement be enhanced?

How can universality and equal access be assured?

How can there be sensitivity to racial minority heedsl,

Are there special problems for fra4j. older women?

How can the role and status of the frail elderly in society be maxi-
mized and enhanced regardless of their level of productivity?

Should need be the only criterion for service? Should age be the only
criterion for service?

How is quality of services monitored?

4
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FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201

APPENDIX B
e

S e

"The following hypotheses and questions were used to
secureirata and arrive at Council decisions.

A. FRAIL POPULATION

e ake many peksom within the aging poputation who becau4e of an
a e. on a6 vakiou6 Continuing pkoblem6 tequike the auLatance o6 a

nt peuon room time to time to coping with cektain daily
activitieh.

1. What data exist to show the correlation betweea--
frailty and advanced age?

2. Td' what extent.do older people" experience "plateaus"
of frailty, and to what extent is there a rather
steady increment of attributes of functional frailty?

What are the major symptoms of increasing frailty,
at what age. and in what sequence do they typically
appear?

4. What are the major differences in the natureof the
fra4ty between the sexes and 'among racial and-ethnic
groups?

5. What data are available on the number of the frail
elderly in the iliSA? Are data available on their
geographic location?

6. What is the extent and nature of assistance provided
by family and_friends to older persons?

7. What formal and informal benefits and services are
available to the majority of older persons?
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B. GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

Where thene 4,6 United on no continuing avaitaile,Laty (16 a

4igni6icantpenzon, centain aids ion Zi6e management zhoutd be
attuned by govanment 4.6 agteed toiv the peau peltZonx

q, Should there be incentives to enhance the roles of
families and friends? If so, what should these be?

2. Would .a government sponsored program strengthen or
weaken family responsibility for the frail elderly?

3. What is the nature of existing. medical, psychiatric,
social, legal and housing services for the frail
elderly in a community? Are there substantial dif-
ferences in rural and urban areas ?.

4. When older persons have several problems of a con-
e tinuing nature, how are services delivered in a

coordinated manner?

5. How can there be assurance that the least restrictive
services and care are provided consistent with the
person's needs and civil liberties?'
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C. 'CORE SERVICES

The Fedekat Counca on.4610-ptopoze6 that thin azzatance.be avait-
abte on a univmsat.bai).ih.16 an eaLteement and be pkimatity d.aociat
support nature con6i4ting o6 the Ottowing seuice4: cam_ a64e4ament,
plan cake and cue management..

1. Is it feasible to prol4de,these services as a uni-
versal entitlement? What would the costs be? Hovi
many- people would need the services?

0

2. What eleffients should-be. included in the assessment
and how extensive should it be?,

3. Should the assessment primarily be a case study
by a professional?

4. Can an assessment tool be used? Should it be
administered b' a professional or a, para-professional?-

5. Should the person who does the assessment also
be the case manager?

6. Are these skills primarily in nursing,,.social work
or other disciplines?

7. What should be the role of consulting professionals
as back-up to the FCA set of services?

8. Can national standards be developed for the FCA set
of services?

9., Should the PCA":set of services be available to family
and friends of the frail older person who cannot
or does not wish to use them?

10.- .How does this FCA set of services differ from current
protective social service?

11. How do the FCA set of services relate to such legal
procedures,as commitment, conservatorship and guardian
ship?

I

12. Oduld these services be a gateway to eligibility for
the following federally- assisted programs:

Medicaid
Food Stamps
Supplemental Security Income
Federally Assisted Housing
Design'ation of Representatives Payee for SSI and OASI
Nursing Home Placement
Community Mental4Health Centers
Veterans Administration
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D. ELIGIBILITY

The cote 4eAvice4 4hot2d be avaiLabte on the ba.t:i.6 pAeaumptive'6-
e1igibit4y, deteuined on the bazi.6 attaining a certain age; e.g.
75. .Pexisou blow that deliined age with need lion these zuvice4 allowed>
4have acce4.6 through tome liotm lianctionaL a4ze.6.6ment.

1. Do the administrative benefits of presumptive eligi-
bility outweigh the burdens of individual determina-
tiqps of eligibility?-

2. If age 75 is not acceptable as a determinant of pre-
suMptive eliirg1billty, then which. functional disabil-
ities of elderly below age 75 are suffiCiently wide-
spread and acceptable to cleanly define those eligible
for the program?

3. How are differing longevity rates among races and
between the sexes be taken into account?

Since older women constitute the majority of the frail
elderly, what preventive actions are 'recommended to
diminish frailty among females while they are still
in the labor force? f_)

5. Should this same set of services be available to non-
aged vulnerable groups in the population who have
chronic disabilities: i.e, developmentally disabled,
mentally retarded?

E. ADMINISTRATION

The cote utvice4 should be admin-izteir.e.d by a zing:ft atate

agency with Fedetat/State matching liunding with gexibt.e.det4.vay
at the community Zevel.

,

1. Could any or all of the following be utilized for
delivery of the set of service at the community
level:

.

a. community counterparts of State agencies; i.e.,'
local welfare offices etc.
b- multi-purpose senior center
c. area agency on aging
d. long term care center (Conable)
e, voluntary health and social services agencies

2. Should this agency provide the service itself; contract
it out; or a combination thereof?

3. What should the Federal match be?
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F. SIGNIFICANT PERSON
.

v. °.When a zigniiSicant peon .iz notavaitabte on has not been identi6Led
thnough the case azzezzment, pxioxity in devetoloing the taan,o6 cane
ahoutd be given to the pnovizion oiS zuch a pennon.

4

-1. Is there a role fol. volunteers as the significant
perhon? If so, how would volunteess be recruited,
trained, placed and supervised? 44 -

2. Should the older person be involved in the selection
and placementiof the significant person? If so, how?

3. If" the significant person cannot be arranged for
through family and/or informal supports, could this
persoh be provided through ancash supplement to SSI?

/47-; .What prote tive measures, if any, are indicated
to assure t at'a frail elderly person receives
adequate assistance from the sighifigant persOhr. t

5. Should special efforts be made to.,_include older
persons as "significant persons"?

G. REFERRAL

Any °then Aenvicez identiliied as being needed ox de fixed axe to beobtained pcom lioxmat zenvicez and bene44 avaitabte to
Wen 'peithOn4.

*

1. How does the FCA set of services relate to any
other benef is and services usually found at the
local level.

4

, a. Community Services .Adminietration
b.- VeteransAdministration
c. Services in the Older -'Americans Act
'a. Senior Centers
e. Title XX
f. Medicaid
g. Food Stamps

SuppletheAtal Security Income
i. Community Mental Health Centers
j. Homemaker-Home HealthAide Services

. k. Health Care Services
,

1. Long Term Care Facilities
m. _Iloluntary Health and Social -Service Agenciee

- and Institutions"'I

2. How can the prograi for the frail elderly imple-mented in communities where a range of su lementaryservices is not available?
6
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H. UNMET NEEDS

A mechan.L6m <showed be devetoped son ptoviding data about the unmet
need6A the Puit. eederay to commdnity planning agenciez and ZeaderuhiN
advocacy gnoup.6.

1. How can the frail elderly "system of services!ims
provi4iwin-put to such State and sub-State advacy
and planning activities,as those carried out by the
area agency on aging, public social services, United
Way, senior membership groups, health systems agencies,
etc?

2. How can informal services be. expanded to meet the-
needs of the frail elderly, particularly in areas
where few, if any, formal services are available?
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